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Personal Comments: Tad Fujioka
Feb10, 2011
Proposals:192 & 193 comment,194-support, 212-support with amendment, 215-Oppose
Note: I am the chairman and trapping representative of the Sitka AC, but these comments are my own,
not official AC positions.
192: I am not familiar with the actual use in this area and am not commenting on the appropriateness of
the concept of this proposal. I will leave that to the local residents. If after hearing from them, the BOG
believes that the issue that the proposer cites is serious enough to take action, a 50' buffer is probably
not unreasonably restrictive to trappers. However, I think that the proposal could be improved by
modifying it in two ways. Firstly, the trails subject to this restriction should be listed by name and with
beginning and end points so that a both trappers and mushers know where the restrictions apply and do
not apply. Secondly, since not all traps are large enough to pose a threat to dogs (let alone people),
there shouldn't be a need to restrict use of small (marten-sized) traps, snares, or restrict taking furbearers with a firearm under a trapping license even within 50' of a trail. Even these activities would be
prohibited by a blanket ban on all "trapping" in the area.
193: I understand the potential for localized depletion of any natural resource that intensive harvest can
pose. If this is a threat in certain portions of Regions II & IV, then some action may well be warranted.
However, I'm not convinced that the proposal 193 is the best means of addressing the issue. Part of my
doubts are related to the author's apparent confusion between "population" and "population density".
The table provided in the proposal that lists the population of different duck species does not (contrary
to the author's claim) show that Goldeneyes and Barrows Goldeneyes suffer from a low population
density. Likely there is not as much suitable habitat for these ducks as there is mallard habitat. Hence
mallards are much more numerous, but within each species' habitat the Goldeneye and Barrow
Goldeneye population density may well be healthy. (I don't know whether this is or is not the case, but
the population data alone doesn’t show since population density is population divided by amount of
habitat and no figures are provided on the amount of habitat suitable for each species.)
At any rate, if there are specific areas where there is a high localized harvest of this (or any broadlyutilized) resource, I encourage the Board to adopt the solution that effectively solves the problem with
the least disruption to other traditional users. In this particular situation, I would encourage the Board
to look at Alternative 3 -Separate Regulations for Commercial Guided Hunts (possibly in conjunction
with Alternative 4-Limiting the Restrictions to Where ever the Problem is Actually Occurring) before
supporting Proposal 193.
I do not support Alternative 1 (Reclassifying Goldeneyes from the "Duck" category to the "Sea Duck"
category) as presumably this would be done state-wide. At least in the part of the state that I am most
familiar with, many hunters refrain from shooting Goldeneye in hopes of bagging a more highly prized
dabbler. If Goldeneyes were considered to be "Sea Ducks" they would loose this protection and harvest
would actually be higher.
194: I strongly support the philosophy behind this proposal, not just for birds, but for hunting (and
fishing) in general. While local residents hunt for their own personal and family needs (nutritional as
well as spiritual, etc), the harvest from local residents is inherently limited by the our limited numbers.
The commercial guiding industry on the other hand knows no such limits except as imposed by the
resource or management. If there is profit to be made by adding more clients and there are customers
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willing to pay, then absent restrictive regulations, harvest levels will increase to the point that the
resource and other traditional users of the resource suffer. Hence it is highly appropriate to limit the
allowable take of commercial enterprises to protect traditional local users. To the extent that the local
hunters are subsistence hunters, the Alaskan Constitution even requires that this be done. I encourage
the Board to continue your culture of providing protection to local traditional users as you have done in
the past in particular in regard to a newly emergent commercial user group.
Even if the dept staff do not yet recognize local depletions as occurring in a particular area, that alone is
not a legitimate reason for turning down this flexibly written proposal. It would be perfectly appropriate
to universally institute separate regulations for guided hunters, but keep those regulations similar or
identical to the ones governing non-guided hunters unless competition in an area becomes an issue.
This is similar to the way that resident and non-resident (who of course are required to be guided or
accompanied) brown bear, mountain goat and sheep hunts are managed. In places where there are
plenty of animals to go around, the resident and non-resident regulations are identical, but they are still
listed separately. I urge the BOG to extend this philosophy universally from big game to waterfowl
instead of only waiting to do so until a problem has occurred and the guided industry has already
established a political support base for that hunt.
212- I support the Dept in desiring to retain the potential for antlerless moose hunts in the Gustavus
area if appropriate. However, I question the need to authorize as many as 100 such permits. As I
understand, the previous need to harvest a large number of cows was brought about (in large part) due
to the department's inability or uncertainty of allowing for a reasonable cow harvest in the previous
years. Only because of harvest levels well below the optimal level for several years previous did the
herd balloon to a point so far from the sustainable ideal. So long as the department managers continue
to have the ability to do so, the BOG should assume that the herd can reasonably be expected to be
managed well below the point where 100 cow tags is a rational number to be issuing.
Assuming prudent management, the scenario where the Dept would be justified in issuing 100 antlerless
tags is so unlikely to occur that it can be dealt with on an emergency basis. Hence, I suggest that this
proposal be amended so that the maximum number of tags to be issued is reduced to a more plausible
number so that the hunting and non-hunting public is not mislead about the size and health of the
Gustavus moose herd.
215- I am very strongly opposed to this proposal to establish a Bonus Point system for drawing hunts.
This proposal would give a large advantage to those hunters with the financial resources to apply for
hunts year in and year out. While some Alaskan residents have the luxury of being able to consider the
drawing application fees inconsequential, this is not true for all resident hunters- and certainly not every
year, since Alaska is a state with a high level of self-employment and even the established employers are
subject to boom-and-bust business cycles. This proposal would generally favor non-residents hunters
over residents, and urban residents over rural residents since in each comparison the former tends to be
wealthier. By highly favoring applicants who apply every year, the proposal strongly encourages hunters
to apply even in years when they may not be able to most fully benefit from getting drawn. (I.e. when
injured or when other commitments squeeze their schedule). Hunters who under the current system
may opt to not apply until they can take full advantage of their hunting opportunity will feel obligated to
apply to retain their point advantage. Any increase in the number of applicants further dilutes the
chances that any one individual has of getting drawn. If we want to see more of these highly-soughtafter tags being drawn by long-time Alaskan hunters, we should try to discourage non-resident hunters
and casual hunters from applying, rather than supporting this proposal which will increase the number
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of non-resident applications, thus diluting our own odds. In the long run, Alaskans are better off under
the current system than under a bonus point system.
The provision (4.A.6) to allow an applicant to buy bonus points without having any desire to hunt in that
year is particularly offensive. While I understand your desire to allow somebody to avoid the penalty of
skipping a year when they are not able to hunt, this solution creates a greater injustice by encouraging
would-be-hunters to start paying into the system early to stack the deck in their favor. Any change to
the current system that allows somebody to buy an additional advantage will inevitably result in more
people seeking to capitalize on that opportunity.
Furthermore, if passed, this proposal would particularly disadvantage today's youngest hunters. Those
not yet of age to apply for drawing hunts would be forced to wait while other hunters begin to
accumulate bonus points. Once finally old enough to apply, their odds would be exponentially longer
than most of the rest of the applicants. If these younger hunters decide to go to college out of state
during the hunting season, for several years they will have to either buy points by applying and
indicating that don't intend to hunt, or again be forced to handicap themselves in future drawings.
Please abandon this proposal and avoid putting today's young hunters in this situation.

Sincerely,

Tad Fujioka
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Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P0 Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811 5526
February 18, 2011
Comments on Proposal #50
The Tanana Valley Sportsmens Association is opposed to this proposal on community harvest and Tier I
caribou hunting condtions in GMU 13. Members of our association have long hunted the Netchina
Caribou Herd including many who have nearly always qualified under Tier II, The new rendition of this
hunt, including the community hunt requirements will beget another disaster for the department in the
tracking of permits and harvest reports.
When the board authorized the concept of community hunts it was never intended for regional use.
The whole idea of having a community administer a hunt for their needs is out the proverbial window
with this region wide proposal. Those of us who buy licenses and support this system object to spending
our money in this manner. Having a village, community or native corporation take care of their own
permits, i.e. put out energy in their own behalf is one thing. Having the department take on that
responsibility is not appropriate and certainly not fair to the rest of us.
We prefer a simple Tier 1 hunt. A registration hunt can be closed when harvest quotas are met even if
there are several hunt periods. (Fall, Winter, etc.) A Tier 1 drawing would allow long seasons but would
need a lot more permits in the “up to” language. This year for example, the population is high enough
to support well over 3,000.
Subsistence hunting should never limit hunters to one population except during a specific season. It
would be greatly beneficial, for example, if unsuccessful hunters in the Nelchina could harvest in the
high moose population subunit hunts that run late in the year in GMU 20A and 20B. Ahtna may have
stipulated to a single GMU hunting restriction but it never has been the practice for hungry hunters.
Please record our comments in the Opposed column for proposal #50.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

x.
Grant Lewis, President, TVSA
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Region IV & Misc. Region \k ide Proposals

Comments to the BUG for the 3.2ti1 1 meeting.
Submitted by:
Master Guide Smokey Don Duncan

Proposal # 25 Strongly object. Guides v ill soon be asking what a hunt for 6 foot so is
worth. Currently the common practice for many area locals is to shoot, or shoot at, any
and every bear they see. Seldom is retrieval e en attempted. Ask why the regional nati e
corporation and area village corps do not let guides hunt bears on their lands. The areas
average bear size has dropped considerably over the last 12 years.
Proposal # 26 Strongly object. Please note, The Park Service doesn’t care what the State
wants, so why should we care what they want? It is outrageous that the Park Service or
Advisory Council would take it upon themselves to suggest 17 B wide changes instead of
just changes close to the Park, which comprises very little of 17 B. I bet 17 B has more
moose than the Park.
Proposal # 27 Strongly object. Many bears are killed now that are not salvaged. I

seriously doubt this proposal will encourage the actual salvage of the bears. It will make
legal year round hunting and market hunting. This drastic action is not needed. The
highest moose populations are around the villages now because of what I call a wolf free
zone, not because there are fewer bears or too many bears.
Proposal # 28 Strongly Object. See reasons listed for proposal # 25. There is little
“burden to getting a bear sealed with in a 30 day time period. Villagers can get the bear
sealed by F&WP or in Dillingham which they frequent. F&G has, in the past allowed a
responsible individual to take on the duties of sealing bears in other villages. And it could
be made so here.
Proposal # 29 Strongly object. See reasons listed in # 25 and # 28. This proposal would
open up the year round whole sale slaughter of a valuable resource, The DLP process is
not that cumbersome. A pain in the butt that is mostly from stupid questions. If the form
were revised to asked 2-3 simple questions like “When? Where? Why?”; it would he
substantially easier than 10 15 pages of stupid questions.
Proposal # 30 Object OR support Ammended. The caribou herd is not in the area like it
used to be or when it use to he. rhat is a fact. And access is tough for the villagers. But
there has always a harvestable surplus in recent years, even when the non-resident season
was closed. The herd is recovering. The harvestable surplus is many times located where
you must fly out to reach it, There is no longer the need to keep the non-resident season
closed. I could support this proposal if it included some allocation for the non-resident
hunter. See my reasons, and proposals to address the problem in proposals # 31 & 32.
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Proposals 31 & 32 Strongly Support one or the other. I would just like to add that the
proposed time frame would not conflict with the area resident hunters as was mentioned
in their reasons for proposal # 30.
Proposal # 33. Strongly Support. This is the minimum the Board should do. See proposal
# 35 for reasons to eliminate the permit entirely. At the March 2009 Board meeting some
of the Board members were in favor of leaving the registration period open until all 75
permits had been issued. The urea biologist felt that he would be put in a bad spot
because the resident hunters had strict deadlines and that they would give him a hard time
if non-residents had no deadline. BUT what was not mentioned was that there are no
limits to the number of resident permits AND a F&G employee travels to the villages to
personally issue the permits. They do not have to go to Dillingham between Sarn-5pm on
weekdays. A good compromise is to leave the registration open until all are issued which
has never come close to happening.
Proposal 34. Support. And this does not benefit me at all. But the moose population is
increasing both in the Refuge and on the inaccessible lands east of the Refuge. The
Refuge has more accessible areas.
Proposal #35 Strongly Support. See reason listed above in comments on proposal # 33.
The problem this registration permit was made to address was over by the time it was
enacted in 2005.
Proposal # 36. Strongly Object. The upper unit 17 B moose population is not in decline.
It is rebounding from depredation from wolves after the Muichatna Caribou herd crashed.
It is true the wolves got well established in upper 17 B during the high populations days
of the caribou herd. When the herd crashed, the wolves turned to moose and killed them
and or drove them out of the smaller drainages and creeks of upper 17 B,particularly the
upper Nushagak. However, our surveys show those moose slowly returning to their old
areas. The vast majority of wolves have also moved south toward Dillingham and the
villages following the moose. To increase the moose population in upper 17 B at a faster
rate and with out implementing wolf control, I submitted proposal # 38. Proposal # 36 is
over kill and ceasing all moose hunting by everyone would not have solved the problem
unless common sense had prevailed 10 years ago. A little foresight would have predicted
that when the impending caribou crash happened; we would immediately need to increase
wolf harvest to prevent over predation on moose by wolves. Bears are not the main
problem. But, I personally witnessed them hunting new born caribou on the calving
grounds and presumably they will turn to moose calves in the spring. But the bear
population has been reduced already.
Proposal #37 Object. For a fact: this proposal would greatly benefit the air taxis
operating out of Anchorage and Soldotna and drastically increase the number of resident
hunters. The Big Game Commercial Service Board has refused to address Transporters
and air taxis and their potential over harvest and the crowding problems they create. I
understand the reason for the request but the registration permits for residents were put in
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place with a huh. or illage Nitation requirement to fax or local area residents. The
resident re$lstraL ion permits u crc effective bile the non resident permit registration was
“too etlective”. Make no mistake ahout ii: the influx ot air taxis and transporters chasing
the crashing caribou lead direcil to the lo hull caribou numbers and to the passage of
the non-resident moose registration hunt. RM 587.
‘.

Proposal # 38. Strongly Support. This singular adjustment can and I predict will eliminate
the more drastic and extremely controversial alternatives for olt control stich as
shooting from a plane or helicopter. I believe the Board must try all less controx ersial
methods first. fhls is one of them. If a Statutory change is needed to implement proposal
# 38 then request the needed change today as soon as you pass proposal # 38.
Proposal # 110 Object. If a resident will not spend a pittance of 825 for the opportunity to
harvest a brown hear then what do you think they will do with the hide? Spend $1000 to
tan it? Get real. Look at how many hides you see hanging in village houses. I am not
talking about subsistence brown bear for food. That fee is v ai ed already and the trophy
value must be destroyed. But the fact is I have tried to donate brown hear meat in the
villages and the only takers wanted it only to feed their dogs. And one guy said his dogs
would not eat it. So let us not kid ourselves. Eliminating the brown hear tag fee just
devalues a valuable resource. encourages waist and negatively effects the guiding
industry. What can we sell a 6 foot sow hunt for?
Proposal #11 8 Support with Ammendment. The problem exists. The simple solution is to
require the non-resident to show proof of a guide contract with-in 1 month after the draw
and before the actual permit is issued. Otherwise the permit goes to the next person on
the waiting list held by F&G. Similar to what they have done in the past for Musk Ox. If
the list is exhausted then it goes to the first guide who shows up and requests the permit
for a contracted hunter. Add this option to proposal # 122.
Proposal #119 Object. I do not believe the ratios and numbers presented are correct. I
believe a more reasonable measure like Proposal # 38 should be used and maybe
extended to the other units mentioned. The fact is that many areas of unit 17 have local
herds around solitary mountains and they are doing fine and they do not migrate like the
old herd did.
Proposal # 120. Object. History shows that F&Gs management of the Mulchatna caribou
herd consisted of little more than population counts and indiscriminately raising the
management goal to match the population so the could ignore the o er population. The
habitat in the u intering and calving grounds haxe been decimated, heat down to dirt. as a
result. It will not recover soon. History shows that the original goal of 35—50.000 may
have been about the right number. Ask me what should have been done and I’ll gladly
tell you since F&G stated in March 2009 they had no idea what happened.
Proposal # 1 22 Support amended. I recommend that anyone between the ages of 10 and
1 6 who draws a permit must then buy a license to hunt. If they can afford the hunt then
they can afford the license,
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Proposal #123 Strongly Object. I do not think we should have archery or muzzle loading
special seasons unless there are safety concerns. It is hunting season and pick your
weapon. And when special seasons for bear are implemented the should he after the
general seao.

Proposal # 135 Object. Any permit allocations between resident and non-resident should
be based on past efforts and or past harvest rates.
Proposal # 185 Object. A 3 bear yearly limit is plenty enough.
Proposal # 186. Support. Amended It should he enacted statewide. Should he modified
to say you must be on the ground by 6- 8 pm to prevent land and shoot.
Proposal # 187 Object
Proposal 121. Object. This would close large areas to non-resident hunting needlessly if
the Board continues to believe that it can not implement wolf control with out closing
non-resident hunting.
Proposal # 194 Object. If the waterfowl guiding industry is like the big game guiding
industry: the guided hunters are feeding Alaskan families via game meat donations.
Proposal #197 Support, Ammended. Should add wording to effect that says rnust be on
the ground by 6-8 pm to eliminate land and shoot. We have been asking for this
modification for many years. It should have been enacted long ago and should be enacted
well before we enact trapping.
Proposal # 199 Object. The “issue” raised is untrue and invalid.
Proposal # 200 & 201 Support. The issue is true. F&WP has asked the BGCSB to correct
the problem with little having been done. This would be enforceable. Not easy but
convictable.
Proposal # 202 Object. This proposal devalues grizzlies. If the hunter is too cheap to buy
a $25 grizzly tag. do you think he will spend S 1000 to tan the hide? If increased bear
harvest is desired then loosen the current methods and means allowed so that those who
desire grizzlies can harvest one easier. More importantly the Board can ask the legislature
to decrease the brown bear and grizzly bear tag fee for non-residents and non-resident
aliens, Then the guided hunters will he more likely to have the incidental tag in their hand
and use it, I beg the Board to remember that guided non-residents are responsible for the
taking of as much as 80% of the reported brown/grizzly bears in some areas. I would
suggest that the Board recommend to the legislature that they establish a 3-4 tier tag fee
for non-residents/aliens. $500 where the desired harvest is at current levels. $1000 where
the harvest is too high or where the competition is too high or demand is high. A $250 tag
fee where increased harvest is desired. And lastly a S250 tag fee where harvest must he
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increased immediately. This approach directs hunting pressure where desired. \alues the
resource as appropriate and generates money instead of loosing money. Waiving the tag
fee for residents should he used only in areas where har est must he increased v ith out a
doubt.
Proposal # 203 Support Amended Allow some non-resident permits. ft is time the Board
recognized that the moose populations have grown in part because of guided non-resident
grizzly and particularix black hear hunters using bait throughout the region. When there
are harvestable surpluses of this magnitude: the Board should repa\ the efforts by
allocating some permits for non—residents. The permit would have limited attractiveness
to non-residents because of the lack of trophy potential. ft has been proven in other states
and in Canada. that some out of state people wish to simply kill a moose and to kill a
moose for food and will pay for it. F&G has identified areas of antlerless moose hunts
that are undersubscribed. Maybe these areas should be opened to non-residents who may
pay more to access the area. It is a good way for the State to generate license and tag
revenue and get the job done.
.

Proposal #204. Community harvest for Minto
I strongly object to this proposal. Board members should be aware that in previous years
the Dept employees have gone out of their way to drive 120 miles to Minto to register all
those who stand in line. Issuing the permits in Minto and allocating a certain number of
the permits to be issued in Minto strongly favor Minto residents. Many times in the past:
someone would have to go around and wake people up in Minto to come and get the
permit. It does not get any easier than it is currently. The proposers instead wants to have
to do absolutely nothing to get the lions share of the permits. The proposer makes no
suggestion as to how the rest of the residents in the areas like Fairbanks. Eureka. Manley
and Livengood are suppose to get their permits. The reason given, that “the people of
Minto do not want to stand in line with non-Minto people” smells like racism to me.

When the Board directed that a large percentage of the permits would be issued
physically in Minto that was a more than a fair decision and the current Board should
uphold it.

Proposal #214 Support Amended. F&WP have told me that they wish to see the non
resident accompanied at all times. Not just when the shooting happens. It bothers them
when a non resident is loosely wandering around with a brown bear tag and no one
accompanying them. “closely accompanied by the second degree kindred at all times
when scouting during the season, hunting, stalking or attempting to take” would he better
language.
Proposal #215. Strongly Object. The reason for this point system is clearly identified in
the What will happen if nothing is done? column. It will change the odds. There is
nothing more fair than the system we have now and this system creates a game to he
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played, rules to follow, hoops to jump through etc.., all to favor some who play the
“game” well and punish those who do not. A simpler system would be create “x” number
of tags and price them at auction,
Proposal # 221. Object. rasing wildlife for fun is harassment under current definitions.
There is no need for additional regulations. Passage may actually discourage the public
from carrying the taser which may lead to more DLP bears. What will F&WP think when
they see someone carrying one?
Proposal # 222 & 223 Neutral. Musk Ox have antlers? Does proxy hunting increase the
chances someone has to obtain a trophy in trade for doing the hunt? JE: “Billy Bob; I’ll
go shoot your moose/musk ox if you let me keep the antlers/horns.” Has this reason for
trophy destruction disappeared?
BOG Bear Harvest, Conservation and management Policy. My comments and
recommendations.
Managing Predation by Bears:

I would issue a strong reprimand for failing to include the one tool that is not
controversial, the one tool that raises money for the State and the guide industry and is
already in place and is simple to use. The tool is the BOG recommends to the BGCSB
that they lift the 3 GUA restriction. And the BOG should demand that the BGCSB and or
DNR, BLM and the USFWS comply immediately. A good case is the Yukon Flats where
the Feds issue exclusive Guide Use area permits. They should allow other guides to guide
for wolves and bears there. But their sole use contract forbids allowing entry by other
guides. They need to change it. The regional corp. Doyon has refused repeated attempts
by various people to guide bear hunters on their lands even when the village corps desire
it. BLM has forbidden guided bear hunting entirely in the Ray Mountains during calving
season and on the calving grounds. I wonder why herd growth is stagnant for over 30
years in prime habitat with scarce hunting pressure?
Long before we allow the trapping of bears we should allow guides to set up baits for
clients with out having to guide them. To keep requiring guides to guide all the clients on
a baited hunt, residents included, in an area where trapping is allowed is beyond belief. In
any area where trapping might be considered, the BOG should request the elimination of
the GUA restrictions and the personally accompany requirements. Same day airborne
hunting over bait should have been permitted in many areas long ago and it should be in
place before trapping or areal shooting is allowed,
I strongly feel it would be best to prioritize the tools the BOG would authorize. IF;
baiting before lifting the GUA restrictions, same day airborne before trapping; trapping
before killing sow s and cubs, sows and cubs killed before aerial hunting. .etc.

Concerning the sale of gall bladders. I find it not offensive at all and a heck of a lot less
controversial than shooting sows and cubs or using helicopter gunships. There are States
where selling the bladder is legal and Alaska should be next. Supplying the real market
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ith legal bladders ill curtail and eliminate the illegal market. Now there is a positive
step. The big lie that pre ents the legalized sale of bladders is the lie that says bladders
are worth S30.000 S60.Ofl() each. If that as so the Asians ‘. mild he o er here bu ing
every hear hunt the could. Taking your O\\ n legall\ taken gall bladder hack home is not
covered under the CITIES requirement nor is it forbidden there under. The fact is. the
market rate for a fresh black hear gall bladder is S 100. No more. I do find it offensive that
ou are required to waist something that is SO valuable to others .And since the Board
proposes to legal the sale of most other bear parts taken tinder a trapping license. I see no
reason to keep the sale of bladders illegal. If legislative change is need ask for it today.
-

‘

The Board should he aware that most interior villages and villagers do not harvest many
black bears because of cultural beliefs. In many villages the women will not cat bear meat
and some will not touch or even want to iew a dead bear. Given those facts, I do not
expect to see local villages harvest more bears for meat or furs even if trapping is
allowed. The idea that a black bear hide is salable is unproven at best, Look at the current
market. A tanned bear hide, when legal to sell, is lucky to bring more than the cost of
tanning. In my 35 years in Alaska, I have seen 1 black bear coat made. And the maker
gave it to me for nothing. I strongly believe that allowing the trapping of hears will lead
directly massive amounts of wanton waist. Some trappers will simply roll the hear in the
river. I doubt that allowing the hide to be sold will increase reported harvest or salvage.
And if you think you have problems with hears now: wait until the BGCSB and DNR put
50 of the guides out of business with their Guide Use Area Concession Plan that few
(30%) of the guides support.
Submitted by:
Master Guide Smokey Don Duncan
299 Alvin St. Fairbanks AK 99712
457-8318
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ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
BOARDS SUPPORT SECTION
P.O. BOX 115526
JUNEAU, AK 99811-5526

PROPOSAL #70 AAC 92.540
Since I have reviewed the Proposal J had a chance to talk to a lot of the locals in the area,
and they feel like J do that this proposal was generated by one individual who has a
strong personal agenda in keeping his backyard private.
As there is already the "Clmrwater Centrol" Use Area another non-motorized area so
close to this area, I believe the people that want to hunt without an ATV can use that area.
The above proposal suggests that we need another "safe-haven area for moose"

I am opposed to Prop #7$1

~:

~ '~ '-"'-"'..........-1;...c;....~~..J
Harry A Prichard
6041 Mackay st.
Anchorage Ak 99518
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I (Jppo%e the creation i’t communits han ist quotas oF ans soit because the zfliOw A!a%i. a
\att’.e cultural aiue% on others implicitly asunhinM game scarcits a a
oi’l’ic lI:te”
Community hanest quotas are justified as an extension of the :Iacka Natise tiadition of sharing
bars ested animals We all honor this tradition, particularly sharing ss ith elders char inn
hanested resources is not an exciusisel) Alaska ‘awe tradition Stilt all Alaskan, participate
in this tradition throuuh our subsistence priority I’m not an \laskan Native I losses ci I am old
enough that my ability to hunt for m self is clearly not what it used to be I benefit greatly !i’ni
the non-%ative tradition of sharing ot’harvested resources by my friends In ins culture thi is a
matter of mdis idual choice. not community mores or tradition Mv friends share then han etea
fish and game with me because, for some reason. I’m important to them
Maybe it’s because I earned” what they give me by teaching them what I knew about getting
around the countr I actively hunted when I was younger. Perhaps it is because they just like r
feel sorry fur me, or appreciate the contributions I’ve made to their ability to participate in
harvesting We all owe those who came before us in our hunting and management traditions
Whatever the case. I’m grateful.
The Native subsistence tradition involves fbcus on sharing harvested animals. We’re told that
sharing in aboriginal cultures was a survival adaptation Game was so scarce that sharing was
important to fimily, clan, and tribal survival. In those days, “hunting season” was always
“open,” and everybody shared in the “hunt” in one way or another. Game remained generally
scarce.
As American conservation evolved, so did the less well-emphasi7ed tradition of sharing living
animaL; Individuals set aside their personal interest in getting whatever they needed whenever
they wanted it to assure an abundant later harvest We agreed to delay harvests till production
had been assured by observing “closed seasons” The idea was that rather than sharing an everscarce amount of”dead stuft” everyone shared the “living stufF’ so there would be an
abundance for harvest during “hunting season” After the abundant harvest, the game was vouts
and ‘you could share as sou saw fit Wildlife became abundant when managed this was
(‘uhurec work best when thes share their best ideas Alaska Native sharing of bars ested animals
is great Vie prowde fur it via special subsistence seasons Creating wildlife abundance through
hanng the ‘Inc stuff is also great rhe concept of”communit harvesting” with its implicit
assumption of sharing scarce harvested game does not honor the American tradition of sharing
live animals to create abundance 1 he American tradition should enhance the Natis e not be
restricted In it
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AT1 N: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
February 12. 2012
fo the Board of Game regarding Proposal 232 Controlled Use Areas.
Please do not allow any motorized vehicle access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20.
Mv name is Nan Eagleson: I hwce used at Mile 228 Parks 1-Iighway. right across from the sole
17B easement to the Yanert, since 1992. 1 have been on the Middle Nenana Fish and Game
Advisory Committee for the past 6 years (and will be for at least the next 3 years). I am an avid
outdoor recreationist and spend literally hundreds of hour’s dog mushing in the winter and
hiking, harvesting berries and mushrooms and occasionally hunting in this area.
Allowing motorized vehicle use after September 30 will only bring the impacts of the Ferry and
Rex Trails to this area. This is one of the few areas where people. who are motivated enough.
can make the effort to hunt in quality wilderness surroundings, Many locals use this area year
round hunting by dog team or skis for moose and ptarmigan, by foot in fall for caribou, pick
berries, harvest mushrooms and know the lay of the land intimately and use it respectfully

If this Proposal is going to he made it should only be considered during a year when Interior
Proposals are considered. This is out of cycle and made by an AC that does not represent the
local area. No one in this area knew this was coming and it has huge implications.
I suspect many of the folks on the Fairbanks AC are not familiar with this area if they think they
can come here and avoid problems with open water; the Yanert has incredible overflow problems
in winter, as does Revine Creek, Teng Creek, Moose Creek and most of the drainages that flow
into the Yanert. I am out there all the time by dog team and have seen multiple people stuck in
overflow, encountering serious problems. I was on an Avalanche rescue in this area 2 winters
ago and recognize lots of challenging terrain where people have or may create dangerous
situations. This area is not known for heavy snowfall and the impact of snow machines or OHVs
on this habitat, particularly ridges and high alpine areas (where the few moose are) will be highly
detrimental. The added stress on sheep. caribou, and moose in the fall and winter by motorized
vehicles will create a long term toll on these populations. None of this can be justified.

Past surveys done by F&G show this area has a very low density of moose. I do not believe the
impact on habitat by motorized vehicles can justify the limited numbers of moose that may
increase harvest quotas. artificially set by Intensive Game Management mandates.
There are huge problems with access in the Yanert already. I counted 17 pickup trucks with
trailers parked in various ways along the highway just from the bottom of my driseway this fall.
There is no safe place to park and to increase this use would be negligent and dangerous. I pick
up bag loads of trash, catch loose horses and find people parked and camped on my property if I
am not there to respectfully ask them to leave. I have had one of my premier lead dogs shot by a
hunter while trying to help his buddy jump start his truck which he had let the battery run down
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on. His buddy thought my dog
documented.

\Vas

a volt and shot

it

right helore my eves. This has been

Thank you for considering the non motorized recreational values of this area for its residents. I
hope there can remain a few undestroyed areas for hunters who seek solitude, maintain the ethic
of fair chase, appreciate the integrity of intact habitat and enjoy wildlife for more than just its
consumptive values.
Sincerely,
Nan Eagleson
P0 Box 114
Denali Park, AK 99755
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February 15, 011

ADF&G
Boards Sectio
Fax number: 65 6094

To whom it m y concern:
I strongly OP OSE the CHP's and Proposal #50.
Regarding Pr posal #50, I would not want you to jeopardize any reasonable op ortunity for allocation of
individual Ala kans. If this is adopted and the "new model" for allo~ation, it co Id become widespread.

The allotted number or Caribou and the persons who will be able to hunt this number are unreasonable.
The number u put forth and the perimeter you are expected is uhreasonable within the CHP. The
vagueness of he wording you are using Can in the future be interrJpted for yo means and not for the
hunting popu ation. This needs to be better defined to protect the hunt.

There needs t be definition and more discussion on these two issues before a y decision should be
made.

As it stands, I trongly OPPOS~ the Board and Game's Proposal #50
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ADF&G
Boards Sectio
Fax number: 65 6094

To whom it m y concern:
I strongly OPP SE the CHP's and Proposal #50.

The allotted n mber or Caribou and the persons who will be able to hunt this n mber are unreasonable.
The number y u put forth and the perimeter you are expected is ufreaSOnabll! within the CHP. The
vagueness of he wording you are using can in the future be interrupted for yo means and not for the
hunting popul tion. This needs to be better defined to protect thelhunt.
Regarding Proposal #50, I would not want you to jeopardize any re sonable op ortunity for allocation of
I
individual Ala kans. If this is adopted and is the "new model" for allocation, it ould become
widespread.

be definition and more discussion on these two issues before a y decision should be
made.

/ s it stan

l

!

PPO$E-theSoard ~nd Game's Proposal #50.

j/
Roxanne Stic 1"1
609 Apt A
Fairbanks, AK 99709
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February 18, 2011
ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811·5526

To Whom It May Concern:
Defenders of Wildlife, The Alaska Center for the Environment and The Alaska
Wildlife Alliance, and appreciate the opportunity to submit these written
comments on proposals that will be considered at the March, 4'0 - 10'h, 2011
meeting in Wasilla, Alaska.
Established in 1947, Defenders of Wildlife (Defenders) is anon ·profit membership
based organization dedicated to the protection of all native wild animals and plants in
their natural communities. Defenders focuses on the accelerating rate of species
extinction and associated loss of biological diversity and habitat alteration and
destruction. Defenders also advocates for new approaches to wildlife conservation that
will help prevent species from becoming endangered. We have field offices around the
country, including in Alaska where we work on issues affecting wolves, black bears,
brown bears, wolverines, Cook Inlet beluga whales, sea otters, polar bears and impacts
from climate change. Our Alaska program seeks to increase recognition of the
importance of, and need for the protection of, entire ecosystems and interconnected
habitats while recognizing the role that predators playas indicator species for
ecosystem health. Defenders represents more than 3,000 members and supporters in
Alaska and more than one million nationwide.
The ALaska Center for the Environment (ACE) is a non-profit environmental
education and advocacy organization, whose mission is to enhance Alaskans'
quality of life by protecting wild places, fostering sustainable communities and
promoting recreational opportunities. ACE advocates for sustainable policy on
behalf of nearly 6,000 Alaskan members.
Founded in 1978, the Alaska Wildlife Alliance (AWA) is the only group in Alaska
solely dedicated to the protection of Alaska's wildlife. Our mission is the
protection of Alaska's natural wildlife for its intrinsic value as well as for the
benefit of present and future generations. A W A is your voice for promoting an
Nfllowd a:...Itju...u;w rydl Sttclrt, N.W,

w..hins",n, D,C, ""'16'4604
«,l ;Ul~.(:ib,5hl{>O 1 fl)l> l.Ul.68t.lBT
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ecosystem approach to wildlife management that represellts the non-consumptive
values of wildlife. AWA was founded by Alaskans and depends 011 the grassroots
support and activism of its members.

COMMENTS ON rHE ALASKA BOAR.D OF GAME PR.OPOSALS
Proposal 4. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would allow a hunter to take one brown bear every twO
years ill Unit 9.
The listed justification for this proposal is that there are an increasing number of bears
in Unit 9 and bears are preying excessively on ungulates. Increasing the bag limit is
projected to increase the bear harvest, decrease predation on moose and caribou and
increase the harvest of ungulates by hunters.
There is 110 evidellce or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of which
have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Bear
predation mayor may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent scientific field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal
suspects bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9, he should request the
BOG to direct the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) to undertake
field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of bear predation in relation to other
limiting factors.

Proposal 5. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, 'Would lengthen the alternate year spring and fall brown
bear hunting seasons in Unit 9E.
The listed justification for this proposal is that bears in Unit 9E are preying
excessively on ungulates. Increasing the bag limit is projected to increase the bear
harvest, decrease predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of
ungulates by hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters alld wolf predation, all of which
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have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Bear
predation mayor may not be an imponant limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent scientific field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal
suspects bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9, that he should request
the BOG to direct the 'ADF&G to undertake field stmlies to evaluate the nature and
extent of bear predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposal 6. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.

This proposal, if adopted, would increase the resident hunter bag limit for brown
bears to one bear per regulatory year fo r various subunits in Unit 9.
The listed justification for this proposal is that bears in Unit 9 are preying excessively
on ungulates. Increasing the bag limit is pro jeeted to increase the bear harvest,
decrease predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of ungulates by
hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of which
have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Bear
predation mayor may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects
bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9, that they should request the
BOG to direct the ADF&G to undenake scientific field studies to evaluate the nature
and extent of bear predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposa!7. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would increase the resident brown bear hunting bag limit
to one bear per year in Unit 9E.
The listed justification for this proposal is that bears in Unit 9E are preying
excessively on ungulates. Increasing the bag limit is projected to increase the bear
harvest, decrease predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of
ungulates by hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides bear predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe w inters and wolf predation, all of which
have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Bear
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predation mayor may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent field studies. We suggest that if the spousor of this proposal suspects
bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9, th:l.t they shOl.lld request the
BOG to direct the ADF&G to undertake scientific field studies to evaluate the nature
and ell'tent of bear predation in relation to other limiting factors.

Propo5a18. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would open the resident hunting season for caribou in Unit
9D-the Southern Alaska Peninsula Caribou Herd (SAPCH).
This proposal labels the wolf control program whose purpose was to increase the
SAPCH for hunters " ... one of the great management success stories... " We submit
that it is far too soon to label it as a success and far too soon to re-open the hunting
season. It will take several more years to determine the outcome of the wolf reduction
and the response of the caribou herd. Caribou numbers are still small and it is possible
that one severe winter could erase the gains made by reducing wolves. Hunting
should not occur until caribou increase much beyond their current level. Only then
can the National Research Council's important recommendation be applied-to
properly conduct predator reduction programs so that outcomes are clear. Alaska
can't afford the time and cost of another control program with unclear results
produced by premature reinstatement of hunting.

Proposa121. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would establish an intensive management wolf and bear
reduction program in Unit 9B.
The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves and bears in Unit 9B are
preying excessively on ungulates. Reducing predator numbers is projected to decrease
predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of ungulates by hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been
shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Predation may
or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of knowing
absent field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects that
predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9B, that they should request the BOG
to direct the ADF&G to undertake scientific field studies to evaluate the nature and
extent of predation in relation to other limiting factors.
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Proposal 22. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would establish an intensive management wolf lind hear
reduction program in Unit 9E.
The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves and bears in Unit 9E ate
preying excessively on ungulates. Reducing predator numbers is projet.'ted to decrease
predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of ungulates by hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on verifiable field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been
shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Predation may
or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of knowing
absent field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects that
predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 9E, that they should request the BOG
to direct the ADF&G to undertake scientific field studies to evaluate the nature and
extent of predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposal 23. We offer the following conunents on the Unimak Island wolf
control program.
This proposal, if adopted, would amend the wolf control implementation plan for the
Unirnak Island Caribou Herd.
Currently, comments are being solicited by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
on an Environmental Assessment (EA) which addresses the state's proposal to reduce
wolves on national wildlife refuge lands (Unimak Island) in order to increase caribou
numbers for hunters. Defenders submitted extensive comments on this EA. At this
time it is unknown whether the federal determination will or will nat allow the
State's proposed actions to proceed. If not, Proposal 23 will be moot.
Proposal 25. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would increase the Unit 17 brown bear bag limit for
resident and non·resident hunters to two bears per year.
The implied justification for this proposal is that bears in Unit 17 are preying
excessively on ungulates. Increasing the bag limit is projected to increase the bear
harvest, decrease predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of
ungulates by hunters.
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There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulate populations that includ.e other variables besides bear predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hUIIting and poaching, severe winters and wolf predation, all of which
have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other ar>eas. Bear
predation mayor may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent field studiCi. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects
bear predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Unit 17, that they should request the
BOG to direct the ADF&G to undertake scientific field studies to evaluate the nature
and extent of bear predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposal 26. We support thls proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it.
This proposal, if adopted, would shorten the brown bear hUQting season and reduce
the bag limit in Unit 17B, Lake Clark National Preserve.
When ANILCA passed in 1980 and established vast areas of new national preserves, it
set the stage for conflicting management approaches. The National Park Service
(NPS) mandates apply to the preserves but hunting is subject to state regulations. At
times, state regulations are not in accordance with requirements of federal statutes and
regulations governing NPS lands and their management. Such is the case for bear
hunting on Lake Clark National Preserve lands.
Proposal 26 details the problem for Lake Clark National Preserve. NPS mandates do
not allow activities tbat reduce the numbers of native species for the purpose of
increasing the numbers of harvested species, nor allow others to do so on NPS lands.
This has been compromised by state regulations designed to reduce brown bears in
order to increase moose. Bear hunting seasons and bag limits were lengthened under
the umbrella of intensive management in an attempt to provide more moose for
. hunters. Recent increases in bear harvests conflict with the NPS objective of
providing naturally occurring concentrations of bears. Harvests should be reduced by
shortening seasons and reducing bag limits. We urge the BOG to take this step.
Proposals 27 and 28. We

oppose these proposals and urge the BOG to reject them.

These proposals, if adopted, would establish a predator control implementation plan
targeting brown bears in Unit 17B, or change the brown bear bag limit in Unit 17B
for purposes of reducing bear numbers and increasing moose.
As with many proposals generated by local residents or Fish and Game Advisory
Committees, these proposals contain only anecdotal claims that bear numbers have
increased and there is heavy bear predation on moose resulting in fewer moose for
hunters. This is used to justify a cont~ol program to reduce bears with the expectation
that more moose will be available to hunters.
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We suggest that any new bear control programs must be based on field studies that
validly demonstrate bear predation is limiting moose population growth rather than
other factors including heavy hl,mting, poor habitat, wolf predation or severe winters,
Anecdotal information is insuffid~nt to trigger control progrnms as was clearly
demonstrated in the McGrath area in 2000 and 2001.At McGrath, moose were
estimated at 850 animals in 2000, down from several thousand two decades earlier.
Locals termed it a crisis and demanded a wolf control program. A population of 30003500 moose was deemed necessary to sustain a harvest of 135-150 required for local
subsistence needs. However, a moose census in 2001 revealed a moose population of
about 3600, more than necessary to provide enough harvested animals per year for
local residents. The 2000 moose population estimate (850) was based on poor data
obtained during marginal census conditions that resulted in a drastic underestimate of
true population size. This is an example of local reliance on anecdotal or poor
information that may be used to justify unnecessary and costly predator control
programs.
We should not repeat the mistakes made at McGrath when addressing concerns in
Unit 17B, There is no substitute or shortcut for valid scientific field studies prior to
creating a predator control program so that limiting factors are identified and ranked
in order of importance. It has not been proven that predation is a universal limiting
factor for moose populations across Alaska. Bear predation alone has seldom been
documented as severely reducing moose numbers or holding moose populations at
low densities.'
Proposal 29. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would repeal the requirement that when brown bears are
shot in defense of life and property (DLP) in Unit 17, the shooter must salvage the
hide and skull and report the kill to the ADF&G.
This proposal labels the salvage and reporting requirements for DLP bears as
"cumbersome." We regard the requirements as essential. Each year, in addition to
bears that are shot that truly are DLP bears, brown bears are shot and DLP claims are
made when bears are merely in the area but are no threat to humans. The DLP
salvage and reporting requirements must be preserved in all Units to minimize the
random shooting of bears. Those who shoot bears under a DLP claim must be
prepared to skin the bear, save the skull and file a report. Repealing the requirement
in one unit would lead to requests to repeal it in all other units and would ultimately
1 W.B. Ballard and V. Van Ballenberghe. 2007. PredatorlPrey Relationships, Pp.247-273 in: A. W.
Franz.mann and C. C. Schwartz (eds.), Ecology and management of the North American moose, second
edition. University Press of Colorado, Boulder. CO. 733pp.
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result in the shooting of many more bears. The salvage and reporting requirements
for DLP bears were adopted by the BOG years ago for sound reasons that are still
valid. These requirements should remain as is in all Game Management Units.
Proposal 38. We oppose this proposal Md urge t~ BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would allow the use of radio communications for taking
wolves in Unit 17.
We oppose this proposal because it would result in de facto predator control
reducing wolves in hopes of increasing moose for hunters by bypassing the adoption
of a predator control program and preparing an implementation plan. Regulations
allowing de facto predator control have been adopted by the BOG since passage of the
Intensive Management Law in 1994. These have led to vast liberalization of wolf
hunting and trapping bag limits and season lengths absent verifiable data showing that
such regulation resulted in increased ungulates for hunters, or that wolves were
limiting ungulates in the first place. Unfortunately wolves are taken when hides are
unprime and worthless, and when young pups are dependent on adults and are likely
to starve without them. Although these problems are not directly related to Proposal
38, it is aimed at de facto control and is therefore part of the same issue.
We also oppose this proposal because it would repeal the long-standing regulation
prohibiting radio communications employed in taking big game animals including
wolves. With all the legal methods of taking wolves using aircraft to spot them and
snow machines to transport hunters over vast areas, is it really necessary to instantly
communicate the location of wolves to hunters on the ground? We think not,
especially given that once the regulation is repealed in one unit it would likely spread
to other units and to other species. We urge the BOG to preserve what few fair chase
standards we have left in Alaska, especially for wolves and bears.
Proposal 40. We

support this proposal Md urge t~ BOG to adopt it.

This proposal, if adopted, would shorten the brown bear hunting season and reduce
the bag limit in Unit 13, including lands adjacent to Denali Natipnal Park and
Preserve and Wrangell St. Elias National Park and Preserve.
When ANILCA passed in 1980 and established vast areas of new national preserves it
set the stage for conflicting management approaches. The NPS mandates apply to the
preserves but hunting is subject to state regulations. At times, state regulations are not
in accordance with requirements of federal statutes and regulations governing NPS
lands and their management. Such is the case for bear hunting on Wrangell St. Elias
National Preserve and Denali National Preserve lands bordering Unit 13.
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Proposal 40 details the problem for these national preserve lands. NPS mandates do
not allow activities that reduce the numbers of native species for the purpose of
increasing the numbers of harvested species, nor allow omers to do so on NPS lands.
This has been compromised by state regulations designed to reduce brown bears in
order to increase moose. Bear hunting seasons and bag !units were lengthened undtr
the umbrella of intensive management in an attempt to provide more moose for
hunters. Recent increases in bear harvests conflict with the NPS objective of
providing naturally occurring concentrations of bears. Harvests should be reduced by
shortening seasons and reducing bag limits. We urge the BOG to take this step.
Proposa141. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would allow taking of brown bears at bait stations in Unit
13D.
The only justification for this proposal is that brown bears are frequenting bait
stations intended for black bears in Unit 13D. This is the case in all areas where both
species occur-brown bears are efficient at locating food sources. Hunters are familiar
with this risk must be cautious and selective when approaching baits or deciding
which animals to take.
We support the current prohibition on baiting brown bears and oppose repealing it in
one or more units which would likely spread quickly to other units. We also suggest
that if it were legal to incidentally take brown bears at black bear baiting sites,
hunters could deliberately establish bait sites for brown bears under the guise of
hunting black bears. There would be an unintended loophole in the regulations that
could lead to taking many more brown bears in areas where increased harvests are [lot
supported scientifically.
Proposa158. We offer the following comments on the Unit 13 intensive
management moose population objectives.
This proposal presents the Unit 13 moose population and harvest objectives for
review by the BOG, as requested.
We are disappointed that ADF&G presented only the current intensive management
objectives for moose in Unit 13 and did not suggest updating and revising the
objectives - as they had acknowledged was necessary in the Unit 13 intensive
management re-authorization plan. The BOG requested a review of the objectives and
it is likely that the possibility of changing the objectives will be discussed at the BOG
meeting. We suggest that specific moose population goals should have been part of
this proposal so that the public would have opportunity to provide comments for
deliberation by the BOG.
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Nevertheless, we offer the followil1g background and recommendations to assist the
BOG ill their review. When the intensive management objectives were adopted, they
were based largely on historical trends in the Unit 13 moose population. These
indkated a peak papulation in the early 19605 followed by a decline that bottomed in
the mid~ 19705. There was then another period of increase that ended in the late 1980$
ill1d early 19908 following a series of severe winters. Moose numbers then renlaill~d
relatively stable though ADF&G claims that numbers again increased in recent years.
Moose numbers at the 1960s peak are unknown but were estimated to exceed 25,000.
Numbers at the 1970s bottom of the decline are also unknown but were perhaps near
12,500. Similarly, the number present by 1990 is unknown but was estimated at about
20,000. We stress that these estimates are all crude and not based on aerial censuses.
When setting the intensive management objectives, the BOG relied heavily on these
estimates. The result was a unit-wide population objective of 17,600 to 21,900,
numbers that at the time were thought to be achievable based on the 1990 population
estimate. We suggest that the 1990 population was the last in a series of high moose
populations in Unit 13 that were proven to be unsustainable. Given that fact, we
further suggest that the current population objective is too high ill1d should be
reduced. If moose numbers are allowed to ream the objective it will likely just set the
stage for another decline, a pattern of fluctuations that Unit 13 moose have followed
for several decades.
We note that ADF&G and the BOG have relied on similar processes in establishing
intensive management objectives for many other ungulate populations based on
unsustainable historic highs. A vast amount of literature on ungulate population
dynamics over the past 3 decades demonstrates that mill1agement objectives should
never be equated with maximum numbers. 2 Maximum productivity occurs at about
60% of maximum population, much below the point where food competition among
ungulates becomes severe and extensive habitat damage occurs. Accordingly, if we use
the Unit 13 moose population estimates of past peak numbers as indicators of
maximum population size (20,000-25,000), managing the population for maximum
harvest by hunters and predators would indicate a population objective of 12,000 to
15,000 animals. We submit this rill1ge of numbers for consideration by the BOG as it
reviews the current intensive mill1agement objectives for Unit 13 moose.

Proposa173. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
2 V. Van BaiJenberghe and W. B. Ballard. 2007. Population Dynamics. pp. 223-245 in; A. W.
Franzman and C.C. Schwartz (cds.), Ecology and management oCthe North American moose, second
edition. University Press of Colorado. Boulder, CO. 733 pp.
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This proposal, if adopted, would provide an alUlual bag limit of 3 black bears in Unit

14A.
This proposal advocates raising the black bear bag limit (and possibly th", harvest)
with no supporting data on changes in bear num.bers or density. The only
justification is to provide more hunting opportunity. However, prior to providing
more hunting opportunity it must first be shown that this bear population can
support potential increases in harvest. Bears in this area are affected by ever increasing
loss of habitat and habitat encroachment by humans that exclude bears from areas
where they previously thrived.

Proposal 74. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would allow registered big game guides to have up to 10
bear bait stations in Unit 16.
We suggest that registered guides and non-resident hunters should not benefit from
the special, overly liberal bear baiting regulations adopted as part of the Unit 16
predator control program. The state has argued that the extreme measures adopted by
the BOG in recent years to accomplish intensive management such as aerial shooting
of wolves are not actually hunting but rather are predator control actions not subject
to fair chase standards. If so, then the extreme measures adopted in Unit 16 to reduce
black bears should also be considered as control actions, not hunting, and therefore
not eligible for commercial exploitation by guides.
Proposal 76. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would provide a year-round open hunting season on brown
bears in Unit 16.
We regard proposals like this one submitted by a Fish and Game Advisory
Committee to be the end result of a process that began in 2003 when the BOG began
adopting extreme regulations as part of intensive management bear reduction
programs. Prior to 2003, brown bears were considered a valuable resource and
managed largely as trophy animals. Sustained yield, long.term conservation and fair
chase standards for taking bears were all part of the management philosophy applied
to management programs when considering regulation changes.
When the BOG began to adopt extreme measures to reduce both black and brown
bear numbers by legalizing actions such as sale of bear parts, same.day shooting,
taking of bears with cubs and cubs, bear snaring and helicopter transport of bear
hunters-things that never before had been legal-they instigated a shift in attitudes
towards brown bears by the a certain segment of society. Brown bears have
increasingly been regarded by some as predators and threats to human safety rather
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than as trophy animals worthy of cal'eful management. These attitudes have led to
support of hunting regulations designed to get rid of bears rather than those designed
to prudently manage them.
Despite the shift in attitude by some, mallY Alaskans still value brown bears as
worthy of conservation and sound management. We encourage the BOG to
demonstrate that brown bear conservation based on sound science is still the guiding
principle behind the beal' hunting regulations. This principle would dictate that year
round hunting of this valuable species is inappropriate. By setting this example, the
BOG could inform advisory committees that a much broader view of brown bear
conservation and management still applies in Alaska and that brown bears are much
too valuable to be considered only as predators that we should severely reduce in
numbers wherever they occur.
.
Proposal 77. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal would provide a number of measures to reduce brown bears in Unit 16
in an attempt to increase moose for hunters.
As with many proposals generated by local residents or Fish and Game Advisory
Committees, this proposal is based on anecdotal claims that bear numbers have
increased and there is heavy bear predation on moose resulting in fewer moose for
hunters. This is then used to request a control program to reduce bears with the
expectation that more moose will be available to hunters.
We suggest that any new beal' control programs must be based on field studies that
validly demonstrate bear predation is limiting moose population growth rather than
other factors including heavy hunting, poor habitat, wolf predation or severe winters.
Anecdotal information is insufficient to trigger control programs.
We think that the specific measures suggested in this proposal to reduce bear numbers
including taking brown bear sows with cubs, taking bears at bait stations, no closed
season on bears, and snaring of beal's are extreme measures. Some, like snaring of
brown bears, have already been rejected by the BOG.
Specifically, we strongly oppose baiting of brown bears during summer, a measure
that would be permitted under this .proposal. There are many valid reasons for
continuing the long-standing prohibition on baiting brown bears including the fact
that baiting (feeding) bears habituates them to humans and may lead to more bears
injuring or killing people, and to increased property damage.
There is no valid evidence indicating that allowing baiting will ultimately result in
more moose for hunters. Indeed, hunters that normally stalk brown beal's will likely
substitute baiting for stalking with no increase in total hunting pressure or number of
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hunters and no increase in bears harvested. There is no reason to believe that further
liberalization in the form of legalized baiting will work.
Allowing baiting to occur during the summer months encourages hunters to waste
hides and meat. Bears shed and ~place ~helr hair during sununer and hides have no
trophy value. Bear meat during summer is of low quality, especially for bears feeding
on fish.

Bear baiting during summer may result in bears injuring humans when they
encounter bait stations with bears nearby. Hikers, berry pickers, boaters and
fisherman using the country during summer are apt to encounter bait stations, many
of which are unused by hunters except on weekends. Bait stations without a hunter .
present with sows and cubs nearby are especially hazardous. Brown bears are known
to aggressively defend food sources and may attack humans as a result.
We suggest that summer brown bear baiting is a dangerous practice and we urge the
BOG to not allow it.

Proposal 78. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it.
This proposal, if adopted, would remove black and brown bears from the Unit 16
predator control program.
When ANILCA passed in 1980 and established vast areas of new national preserves it
set the stage for conflicting management approaches. The NPS mandates apply to the
preserves but hunting is subject to state regulations. At times, state regulations are not
in accordance with requirements of federal statutes and regulations governing NPS
lands and their management. Such is the case for bear hunting on Lake Clark
National Preserve lands. Such is the case for bear hunting on Lake Clark National
Preserve and Denali National Preserve lands adjacent to Unit 16.

Proposal 78 details the problem for these national preserve lands. NPS mandates do
not allow activities that reduce the numbers of native species for the purpose of
increasing the numbers ofharvested species, nor allow others to do so on NPS lands.
This has been compromised by state regulations designed to reduce brown bears in
oroer to increase moose. Bear hunting seasons and bag limits were lengthened under
the umbrella of intensive management in an attempt to provide more moose for
hunters. Recent increases in bear harvests conflict with the NPS objective of
providing naturally occurring concentrations of bears. Harvests should be reduced by
shortening seasons and reducing bag limits. We urge the BOG to take this step.
Proposal 83. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
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This proposal, if adopted, would allow taking bull moose in Unit 14A with spike or
fork antlers during October t·October 15.
The proposed dates of this season occur during the peak of the rut when most cows
are bred. Holding a popular hunt during this time would likely disrupt breeding in
accessible areas of the unit. There is a long-stl\lldiug tradition in Alaska of setting fall
moose hunting season dates before the peak of the rut, both to avoid disrupting
breeding and to avoid bulls with poor quality meat.
The justification for the proposal refers to spike/fork antlered bulls as having
·undesirable genetics." There are no studies demonstrating this, in fact white·tailed
deer studies have demonstrated that spike antlers in yearling bucks are not a valid
predictor of l\lltler size as the bucks age. Furthermore, moose in Unit 14A are not
managed for trophy antler size and hunting pressure prevents most bulls from
reaching the age of maximum antler size. It is therefore irrelevant whether to select
spike/fork yearlings for hunting in order to produce mature bulls that have trophy
antlers.
.
Proposal 90. We oppose tWs proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would close the antlerless moose hunt in Unit 14A and
allow bait stations for hunting brown bears during spring.
There are many valid reasons for continuing the long.standing prohibition on baiting
brown bears including the fact that baiting (feeding) bears habituates them to humans
and may lead to more bears injuring or killing people and to increased property
damage. This is even more likely to result in Unit 14A where every year there is
increasing habitat loss and encroachment in areas where bears used to thrive.
There is no valid evidence indicating that allowing baiting will ultimately result in
more moose for hunters. Indeed, hunters that nonnally stalk bears will likely
substitute baiting for'stalking with no increase in total hunting pressure or number of
hunters and no increase in bears harvested. Despite vastly liberalized bro~n bear
regulations over the past 20 years, bear numbers in adjacent Unit 13 have not
declined, nor have more moose been taken by hunters as a result of the liberal bear
hunting regulations. There is no reason to believe that further liberalization in the
form of legalized baiting is appropriate or necessary in Unit 14A.
Proposai94. We oppose tWs proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted. would establish a non-resident moose hunt in Unit 16B.
It is far too early to re-instate non-resident moose hunting in Unit 16B. Only small
gains in moose numbers are projected by ADF&G for this moose population since
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the intensive management program was begun 5 years ago, and these gains are
questionable given the lack of reliable moose census data. Any additional moose
available to hunters should be allocated to residents. It will likely be several more
years before non· resident hunting can be proposed given the current rate of increase
displayed by moose in this unit.
Proposal 103. We offer the following CQmttli!nts on reauthorization of the Unit
16 Predator Control Program.
Control area. The terms "wolf (or bear) population reduction or population
regulation" are used without definition. It would be helpful to know how population
reduction and population regulation are defined by ADF&G and how they differ.
Prey population information. Moose numbers in Unit 16B are given very precisely
as 3,421-4,392 for fall 2010 extrapolated from surveys conducted in 2004-2008. This
gives the very mislearung impression that the data are of much higher quality than
they are and that population estimates are much more reliable than are possible given
the existing data. This problem is shared by most of the predator control .
implementation plans-prey papulation estimates are based on trends or indicators
rather than aerial census data. As a result, population estimates are provided that
suggest that prey numbers are precisely known when, in fact, actual population size
might be much different than indicated.
This and other elements of the implementation plan related to wolf and bear.
population estimates, as well as changes in other limiting factors including winter
severity, habitat quality and hunting/trapping impacts, highlight the need to include a
monitoring section in this and all other plans. In order to properly monitor the
results of the management actions that are being applied, each plan should include a
set of protocols describing the methods to monitor such things as predator and prey
numbers. We urge the BOG to require periodic aerial moose censuses, not merely
herd composition surveys, to measure significant changes in ungulate populations.
Without such censuses it is impossible to determine whether or not predator control
is "working." Similarly, we urge the BOG to require periodic wolf and bear censuses
to allow assessment of minimum predator population objectives and to ensure that
predator numbers are not lower than stipulated. We regard the lack of monitoring
protocols in the predator control implementation plans to be a serious deficiency that
should be remedied.
The statement is made that: " ... habitat does not appear to be limiting the moose
population ... and is not expected to limit the moose population at objective levels ... "
We suggest tlutt available data do not allow such conclusions, nor is it even possible to
speculate on what will limit moose numbers if they reach the intensive management
population objective.
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The Unit 16B moose population recruitment rate is estimated at 8-11% by doubling
the observed yearling bull! 100 cow ratio. Doubling the observed ratio cannot be used
as a percentage to estimate recruitment. We find nothing in the moose population
dynamics literature that validates this method of estimating recruitment.

Predator population information. Apparently using the saine data, the 2006
estimate of 1,500 to 2,000 black bears in Unit 16 is extrapolated to 2,000 to 2,500
bears in 2007. No explanation is given. In fact, the data are insufficient to accurately
estimate black bear numbers and the crude estimate given might deviate considerably
from actual numbers.
The current estimated mean moose: wolf ratio is 77:1, well above the 30:1 ratio
estimated in the literature to allow wolf predation to stabiliz.e moose numbers. The
program objective of reducing wolves to a mean number of 34 in Unit 16B should
therefore be revised. There should be no need to reduce the current me~ number of
wolves, 60, to much lower levels given the present moose: wolf ratio and the reported
increase in moose numbers in recent years.
The number of moose estimated to be killed by wolves in winter, 160·553,
encompasses a huge range and indicates that the underlying data used to calculate
these estimates are unreliable.

Human use information. The intensive management moose population objective for
Unit 16B is given as 6,500-7,500. As with other Game Management Units (see our
comments on the Unit 13 population objectives) this objective was largely based on
historical high estimates that likely were very crudely constructed. They were clearly
unsustainable and are now likely unattainable given changes in habitat quality over
the past 50 years. We urge the BOG to re-examine the objective for Unit 16B and
other units as indicated.
As with other implementation plans adopted by the BOG, there is a minimum wolf
population objective provided, in this case 22 wolves in Unit 16B. But, as with other.
plans, there is no protocol provided to ensure $at wolf numbers do not fall below
this threshold. Without such protocols, providing the minimum number is
meaningless. Properly conducted spring ~ate March or early April) aerial surveys of
wolf numbers are necessary. Trapper reports or those of aerial shooters .are often
biased-they have a vested interest in inflating numbers so they can continue
harvesting. We urge the BOG to insert wolf survey protocols into this and other
implementation plans to ensure that a viable wolf population remains following
control actions.
Although the original black bear population estimate increased in this revised plan
(2,000-2,500 vs. 1,500-2,000), the minimum population objective (600) did not. It was
based on a 60% reduction of pre-control bear numbers using 1,500 bears as the base. If
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the BOG accepts the new estimates as correct despite their potential inaccuracy, we
suggest also raising the minimum objective to 800 bears using the new base of 2,000
bears.

Alternatives for predator control. Alternatives to lethal predator control are labeled
as ineffective, impractical or uneconomical. A lengthy explanation follows but
Conce~s the fact that the Fortymile Caribou Herd program of sterilizing and
transplanting wolves was hailed as a great success by ADF&G at the time. Since then,
the BOG has simply been unwilling to seriously consider non-lethal methods
preferring instead to adopt extreme lethal measures that are thought to be faster and
simpler. We urge the BOG to seriously consider implementing non-lethal predator
control methods in this and other units.
Anticipated time frame. This program update proposes increasing the program's
duration to 6 years from the customary 5. We oppose this change. Even five years is a
long time to conduct highly controversial control programS with little public
oversight. We strongly urge the BOG to retain the customary 5 year program
duration when renewing and updating this implementation plan.
Proposal 105. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would allow same-day airborne hunting of black bears at
bait stations in all units of Region 4.
Prohibition of same-day airborne hunting of big game animals in Alaska has been in
effect for decades with certain exceptions. In recent years, exceptions have been made
for hunting bears in predator control areas as a means of severely reducing bear
numbers in an attempt to increase ungulates for hunters.
Individuals and fish and game advisory committees noted these exceptions and now
wish to extend them over vast areas thus bypassing the public process through which
predator control programs are adopted. We urge the BOG to reject proposals like this
in an attempt to demonstrate to the public that the few fair chase standards Alaska has
left (including prohibition of same-day airborne hunting) are still important and
should be preserved.
Proposal 106. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would establish an annual trapping bag limit of 10 black
bears for all units of Region 4.
We opposed the re-classification of black bears as furbearers. The re-classification was
adopted to'allow foot snaring of black bears in predator control areas. Now,
proposals like this aim to allow "trapping" over vast areas through the use of guns,
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bows and arrows, muzz1e loaders, or spears in addition to foot snares, thus bypassing
the public BOG process through which predator control programs are formally
adopted. A bag limit of 10 bears is excessive and may result in local over-harvest of
bears.

Prop08al107. We oppose tins proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would change the regulations requiring guides to
accompany hunters at black bear bait stations.
We endorse the present regulations requiring guides to accompany hunters at black
bear bait stations.

Proposal 108. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal, if adopted, would establish a regional black bear hunting bag limit in
Region 4.
We endorse the current regulations that provide for bag limits unit by unit. Requiring
unit by unit bag limits is the only way to ensure compliance with reporting
requirements and to prudently manage big game populations so as to avoid over
harvesting. Adopting a regional bag limit is very unwise and would likely lead to
abuse of the bag limit regulations. Enforcement of a region-wide bag limit in the field
would be nearly impossible.
.

Proposal 109. We support this proposal and urge the BOG to adopt it.
This proposal, if adopted, would restore the brown bear hunting tag fee on lands in
and near national preserve lands in Units 11, 13, and 16B.
When ANILCA passed in 1980 and established vast areas of new national preserves it
set the stage for conflicting management approaches. NPS mandates apply to the
preserves but hunting is subject to state regulations. At times, state regulations are not
in accordance with requirements of federal statutes and regulations governing NPS
lands and their management. Such is the case for bear hunting on Wrangell St. Elias
National Preserve and Denali National Preserve lands adjacent to Unit 16.
Proposal 109 details the problem for these national preserve lands. NPS mandates do
not allow activities that reduce the numbers of native species for the purpose of
increasing the numbers of harvested species, nor allow others to do so on NPS lands.
This has been compromised by state regulations designed to reduce brown bears in
order to increase moose. Bear hunting seasons and bag limits were lengthened under
the umbrella of intensive management in an attempt to provide more moose for
hunters. Recent increases in bear harvests conflict with the NPS objective of
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providing naturally occurring concentrations df bears. Harvests should be reduced by
shortening seasons and reducing bag limits. We urge the BOG to ta,ke this step.

Proposal 110. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.
This proposal would reauthorize the brown bear tag f<:e exemption in various l,lnit$ of
Region 4.
Please note our comments on proposal 109. We oppose continuing the tag fee
exemption on and near national preserve lands in Units 11, 13 and 16B.

Proposal 119. We oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to rej«t it.
This proposal, if adopted, would create a new predator control program in the range
of the Mulchatna Caribou Herd.
Predator control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting
factors for ungulate populations that include other variables besides predation such as
poor habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, and severe winters, all of which have been
shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Predation may
or may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of knowing
absent scientific field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects
predation is limiting the Mulchatna Caribou Herd, he should request the BOG to
direct the ADF&G to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and extent of
predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposal 120. We

oppose this propos:i.J. and urge the BOG to reject it.

This proposal, if adopted, would raise the intensive management population objective
.for the Mulchatna Caribou Herd to 100,000-150,000.
Arbitrarily raising the population objective of this herd will not accomplish the
sponsor's apparent wish of increasing caribou numbers as outlined in this proposal.
We regard the setting of intensive management population objectives to be important
and worthy of careful evaluation. In the absence of compelling data establishing that
the available habitat can support more animals and that the proposed new population
objective is sustain!lble, we strongly oppose increasing the objective.
Proposal 121. We

oppose this proposal and urge the BOG to reject it.

This proposal, if adopted, would allow aerial shooting 'of wolves in Units 9B and 17.
The listed justification for this proposal is that wolves in Units 9B and 17 are preying
excessively on ungulates. Aerial shooting is projected to increase the wolf harvest,
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decrease predation on moose and caribou and increase the harvest of ungulates by
hunters.
There is no evidence or data presented to substantiate any of these claims. Predator
control programs must be based on valid field data identifying limiting factors for
ungulQte pop1.llations that include other variables besides wolf predation such as poor
habitat, heavy hunting and poaching, severe winters and bear predation, all of which
have been shown to contribute to limiting ungulate populations in other areas. Wolf
predation mayor may not be an important limiting factor too, but there is no way of
knowing absent field studies. We suggest that if the sponsor of this proposal suspects
wolf predation is limiting ungulate numbers in Units 9B and 17, he should request the
BOG to direct the ADF&G to undertake field studies to evaluate the nature and
extent of wolf predation in relation to other limiting factors.
Proposal 231. We support this proposal and urge the board to adopt it.
This proposal, if adopted, would authorize an antlerless moose hunt in Unit 13.
One of the pitfalls of intensive management is that if it is successful, ungulates may
increase to the point where density-dependent feedbacks reduce reproduction and
survival and indicators of herd health such as body growth of young and fat
reserves of adults decline. At high density, ungulates often overhrowse forage
plants, at times enough to cause plant mortality. Eventually, a population decline
occurs often as a result of severe winter conditions. There are several well
documented case histories in Alaska that followed this scenario in the past
including Unit 13 where a high density of moose (and caribou) in the 1960s
declined greatly by the mid-1970s.
Accordingly, managers must monitor moose nwnbers carefully to prevent the
problems that accompany high moose densities. We note that managers often fail
to grasp the concept that too many moose might result from intense predator
control. A vast literature on ungulate population dynamics over the past 3 decades
has demonstrated that management objectives should never be equated with
maximum numbers. Maximum productivity occurs at about 60% of maximum
numbers, much below the point where food competition among ungulates
becomes severe and extensive habitat datnage occurs. Accordingly, if we use the
Unit 13 moose population estimates of past peak numbers as indicators of
maximum population size (20,000-25,000 during peaks in the 1960s and late 19808),
managing the population for maximum harvest by hunters and predators would
indicate a population objective of 12,000 to 15,000 animals at present. This is well
below the intensive management objective currently in the regulations.
We submit that it would be a mistake to increase moose in Unit 13 to estimated
numbers (20,000-25,000) that occurred during past peaks as these had a
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demonstrated history of being unsustainable-population declines inevitably
resulted from high moose density. The only way to effectively stabilize an
increasing moose population (or to reduce it) is to harvest cows. Harvesting bulls
only Oti1nct step population growth as cows comprise more than half of the total
population.
We encourage the board to recognize that moose numb",rs in Unit 13 should not
be allowed to increase to high density and that implementing cow hunts now is the
prudent way to begin managing them to prevent this from occurring. We further
suggest that the intensive management population objectives for Unit 13 should be
lowered (see our comments on Proposal 58). Because Unit 13 is such an important
hunting area for Alaskans and because it has a history of being carefully managed,
it can serve as a model for other units if intensive management is successful there.
But it will be a poor model if cow hunts are delayed and moose increase beyond
sustainable limits.

Board of Game Wolf Population Control and Management Policy
#2011·XXX·BOG
We oppose the majority of changes made to the Board of Game's Wolf Population
Control and Management Policy (wolf policy), but support developing alternative
methods to aerial control.
The wolf policy has received some cosmetic modifications and extensive
simplification from the version presented in the October 2010 BOG proposal
handbook; the overall result is an even more inferior document. Softening the
policy's title by eliminating the word [control], adding some conciliatory language
relating to the importance of wolves to all Alaskans, and attempting to differentiate
between management and control does not change the purpose of the policy which is to provide guidance on how the BOG will suppress wolf populations.
Passage of this stripped down policy will lead to a more arbitrary decision-making
process.
All outlined in our corrunents on the October 2010 version of the wolf policy this
continues the trend of a decreasing reliance on vital scientific information to
justify Alaska's highly controversial wolf control programs (see Defenders'
comments on Board of Game Wolf Population Control and Management Policy
#82-31-GB included in the October BOG meeting handbook). The revised wolf
policy omits all language referring to factors other than predation that may limit
ungulate populations and fails to link the reduction of wolves with sought- after
increases in ungulate populations for the benefit of human harvest.
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Defenders continues to maintain that ADF&G has not collected sufficient data or
conducted sufficient studies to determine conclusive! y that their predator control
programs are responsible for increases in ungulate populations. Nor has the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) presented sufficient data to demonstrate
that a statistically significant increase ill prey populations has occurred. The revised
wolf policy does not address these issues and fails to tackle significant weaknesses
in Alaska's controversial predator control programs.

Background and Purpose
The new version of the wolf policy includes the statement that "In some other
areas, including national park lands, the Board also recognizes that non
consumptive uses of wolves may be considered a priority use. With proper
management. non-consumptive and consumptive uses are in most cases compatible
but the Board may occasionally have to restrict consumptive uses where conflicts
among uses are frequent. "
We welcome the recognition by the BOG that where conflicts arise between
consumptive and non-consumptive users thai: consumptive uses may need'to be
restricted. However, we urie the BOG to funher recognize that the state of
Alaska's wolf control policy also often conflicts with the mission and policies of
federal agencies who are mandated under federal law to manage their lands for
natural diversity and natural conditions rather than the maximization of hunting
opportunity. The BOG should amend the wolf policy to expressly exclude federal
lands from regulations aimed specifically at decreasing natural predator populations
in order to allow federal agency managers to meet their mandates.
WolflHuman Use Conflicts
As stated in our previous comments, the first overt change to the wolf policy
occurs under the section an wolf and human use conflicts. This section states that
conflict arises when human uses of prey animals cannot be reasonably satisfied;
eliminated is the final portion of the sentence which stated [because of predation
by wolves). We agree that conflict between humans and wolves arises when
humans perceive scarcity or when hunter satisfaction is reduced, and we feel it is
significant that this language is omitted. In fact, this omission provides further
evidence for the widespread conviction that the ADF&:G's predator control
programs are often driven more by human perception than biological need.
Wolf Management and Wolf Control
In the wolf management and control section of the newly amended policy, the
BOG attempts to differentiate between management and control (emphasis added).
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In the newly added section the BOG defines wolf management as "managing
seasons and bag limits to provide for general public hunting and trapping
opportunities." However, this section immediately follows with a statement that
"management helps aid in "mitigating conflicts betwe~n wolves and humans or
improving ungulate harvest levels." Thus, the BOG has succeeded in blurring the
lines between what they deftne as control and what they define as mallagement in
the very same section that attempts to differentiate the two.
h

The section goes on to state that "hunters are satisfied with taking wolves during
off-prime seasons and thus opportunity for harvest may be allowed." While it may
be true that hunJers are "satisfied» with unprime furs, this satisfaction ultimately
stems from some hunters' desire to suppress wolf numbers in favor of increasing
ungulates; indeed this is the main rationale identified in proposals to expand
seasons into times when furs are unprime. Referring to this type of control as
"management" is disingenuous as it fails to address the fact that seasons are often
extended into the portion of the year when females are pregnant and denning.
Further, unlike the "planned or systematic" way in which wolf ·control" is
supposedly implemented, when the BOG extends the season in the name of
"management" it routinely does so by relying on anecdotal evidence that wolves
are suppressing ungulate populations. Scientific studies backing these assumptions
are seldom provided. .
Overall, tbe BOG has failed in its attempt to distinguish a difference betw~en
control and management - other than demonstrating that "management"
circumvents the public process of implementing wolf control and diminishes the
need for scientific evidence to justify control efforts. The BOG cannot dispute that
other furbearers are not "managed" in the manner outlined in this policy; allowing
the harvest of a furbearing animal during reproductive seasons and when their pelts
have little value is not sound wildlife management policy.
The approved and revised policies both indicate that wolf control means "the
regulation of wolf numbers to achieve a temporarily lowered wolf population" and
that "wolf populations are generally allowed to increase to or above pre-control
levels once prey populations increase." Unfortunately, as we stated in our
comments on the October version of this policy, evidence from Alaska's predator
control programs clearly demonstrates the fallacy of this statement. Rather, history
of Alaska's wolf control programs shows that wolf populations will continue to be
substantially suppressed over large areas of the state for extended periods of time.
One example of this is provided by the predator control plan for Gatne
Management Unit (GMU) 13 which was readopted with little debate during the
October, 2010 BOG meeting. In GMU 13, the wolf population has already been
reduced to 1/3 its pre-controllevel for a period of 6 years. By re-adopting the plan,
the BOG ensured that the population will continue to be suppressed to this level
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for an additional 6 years. The wolf policy, therefore, continues to lead readers to
believe that this is a temporary solution when in reality these programs may very
well be perpetual.
In our prior comments on this policy we cririci:o:ed the BOG fot stating that ·over
thirty years of intensive wolf and moose management and research has provided a
great deal of information on what biologists can expect from intensive management
programs" (see Defenders' comments on Board of Game Wolf Population Control
and Management Policy #82·31-GB included in the October BOG meeting
handbook).
The extensive revision of this section expounds upon the level of information now
known about the success of predator control. While we appreciate the BOG's
effort to clarify the development of knowledge regarding the effects of predator
control from that presented in the October 2010 draft, the new inclusion is
misleading, leave the false impression that much has been learned over the last 13
years that was not known when the National Research Council (NRC) conducted
their review. In fact, the ADF&G has not significantly improved the design of
their predator management programs since the NRC published its report. Thus,
we continue to question the claim that a good deal has been learned. Specific
recommendations that would allow the BOG and ADF&G to make such claims
have been largely ignored including:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Management actions should be planned as experiments so it is possible to
assess their outcome. Control actions should be designed to include clearly
specified monitoring protocols of sufficient duration to determine whether or
not predictions are borne out and why.
Managers should avoid actions with un-intetpretable outcomes or low
probability of achieving stated goals.
The status of predator and prey populations should be evaluated before
predator reduction efforts occur.
Better data on habitat quality should be collected and carrying capacity of the
prey's habitat should be evaluated.
Changes in the population growth rate of prey and in hunter satisfaction
should be monitored.
The scope of studies of predators and prey should be broadened and better
data on bear ecology should be collected.
Development of Iong-tertn data sets should continue and better data on long
term consequences of control should be collected.
Decision makers should be more conservative in setting hunting regulations
and designing control efforts (NRC 2007:10-13).

Decision to Undertake Wolf Control
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The previously approved wolf policy had admittedly weak language regarding the
importance of monitoring, stating that [surveys ~hQuld be made at le~t once a year
. in control area$ to provide estimates of population sizes, productivity, mortality
filXtors, IUld distribution or the respective populations] (emphasis added)."
However, the revised wolf policy eliminates this language altogether and states that
surveys should be conducted as frequently as necessary to ensure that adequate data
are available to make management dl'cisioru ruld to ilnsure that wolf numbers
remain sufficient to maintain long-term sustained yield harvests.
The omission of what types of data should be collected as well as the provision of
increased latitude concerning the requirements for when surveys should be
conducted is of great concern to those who have long advocated that increased
rigor be applied to Alaska's predator.control programs. Further, as we stated in
our previous comments, the addition of sustained yield language does not alter the
reality that wolf populations in wolf control areas have already been drastically
reduced. Sustained yield can occur at a number of different population levels and,
as long as a population does not continue to decline after objectives are met, one
could claim that the provision for sustained yield is being met.
ADF&G often asserts that wolves are resilient to over-harvest. However, any
population of any species that has undergone dramatic reductions is more
susceptible to stochastic demographic, genetic, or environmental events ruld is thus
more vulnerable over the long term. While it may satisfy a judge with no biological
education or experience, adding a clause alluding to sustained yield does not ensure
that the goals of long-term viability for wolf populations will be met. Further,
managing wolves solely for "sustained yield" ignores the keystone role wolves play
in Alaska.' s ecosystem including natural regulation of ungulate populations and
maintenance of herd health.
Another change to the wolf policy from that of the October version was the
complete elimination of the bulleted list outlining when the BOG would decide to
undertake wolf control. The paragraph provided in its place generalizes ruld
simplifies the conditions under which wolf control will be considered. Again,
simplification of the policy will lead to a less rigorous decision-making process; we
urge the board to strengthen rather than weaken the policy standards for
implementing wolf control.

Methods the Board will Consider When Implementing Wolf Control
Programs
1.

Expanding public hunting and trapping into seasons when wolf hides are
not prime.
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As stated previously, the BOG directly contradicted itself by claiming that
expanded hunting seasons are considered "management" and not "control."
Listing the expansion of seasons under wolf control ful"ther clarifies this
contradiction.
2.

Use of baiting for hunting wolves

We generally oppose tbis method of hunting wolves as it does not adhere to the
principles of fair chase, encourages the habituation of wolves to human foods and
poses a public safety risk. We especially oppose allowing this method of trapping
under general trapping regulations.
3.

Allowing land and shoot by the public.

4.

Allowing aerial shooting by the public.

Aerial shooting of wolves was referred to in the October version of the policy as:
[The Commissioner of Fish and Game may delegate authority to depal"tmcm
personnel or agents of the state to shoot wolves from airplanes or helicopters as
pal"t of wolf population control programs. Taking wolves under delegation of
authority from the Commissioner is not considered hunting and permits will not
be issued to nonresidents.]
Weare concerned that the new policy elimina.tes the language regarding the
Commissioner being responsible for delegating this authority. Are we to asswne
that the BOG will now be responsible for permitting citizens? If so, we oppose this
change, if not, who will be responsible? We are also concerned that reference to
non-residents being ineligible to pal"ticipate in these programs is eliminated. Under
no circumstances should non-residents be allowed to pal"ticipate in control
programs and we find that there is no need to eliminate reference to non-residents
in this policy. We do not SUppOl"t the expansion of means to take wolves through
aerial gunning programs - especially by private citizens. If aerial control is
biologically justified, it should only be conducted by expel"tly trained personnel
and not by privately permitted citizens.
5.

Encouraging the Department to hire or contract with wolf trappers and
other agents who may use one or more of the methods listed here.
'

While Defenders opposes management of game species to maximize production,
methods alternative to aerial gunning should be explored and we support this
aspect of the revised wolf policy. However, any liberalization of trapping or
hunting of wolves must be both biologically defensible and socially acceptable. As
Defenders has advocated in previous comments and proposals, programs must
demonstrate that ungulate populations are suppressed, that a biological emergency
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exists and that predators are the primary cause for declines. Further, programs
must demonstrate a reasonable expectation that reduction in predators will result
in an increase in ungulates; include standardized and peer reviewed protocols for
determining wolf populations in order to insure the continued viability of the
population; include habitat and disease assessments in order to determine other
potential cau~es for declines; and, ensure herds remain below c.arrying capacity in
order to prevent ecological degradation. In addition, all trapping programs must be
conducted during seasons when females are not denning and where pelts are prime
in order to avoid waste of a valuable wildlife resource.
In addition to exploring alternative lethal methods for taking wolves, we encourage
the BOG to consider alternative methods of reducing predation including
sterilization of wolves and protection of calving females. Such methods have been
proven effective in other areas. Again, methods of reducing predation should only
be used when predation is the primary limiting factor and where habitat
evaluations have demonstrated that the herd is well below carrying capacity. Such
methods should not be used to maintain herds at or near carrying capacity.
Terminating Wolf Control
We appreciate the addition of language regarding the termination of wolf control.
However, the inclusion is far too general to provide real guidance on the duration
of wolf control programs. This portion of the policy should be augmented in
order to provide guidance on when programs will be terminated.

Board of Garne Bear Conservation, Harvest, and Management Policy
#2011-XXX·BOG
We continue to oppose the adoption of the revised Bear Conservation, Harvest,
and Management Policy (bear policy). Despite revisions from that were presented
in the October proposal book, the proposed bear policy remains primarily focused
on bears as predatory species in heed of reduction through a wide variety of means.
It fails to prioritize conservation and ethical treatment of bears in Alaska. The
proposed bear policy broadly expands the power of the Board of Game (BOG) to
develop regulations on management of both black and brown bears in absence of
biological justification and through the use of highly controversial harvest
practices.
Specifically we oppose the following changes outlined in the bear policy:
1.

the extensive changes to the bear policy's Guiding Principles which virtually
eliminate all language referring to the conservation of bears in Alaska;
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the elimination of language regarding the importance of monitoring bear
harvest and population size;
the elimination of language regarding effectiveness of bear control in
reducing predation on ungulates including the Board C(Jnsi.ieration section
of the policy which outlined under what scenarios bear control could be .
co nsidered;
the elimination of the restriction that libe.ralized means of ha.rvest be
instituted solely for the purposes of bear control as well as the expansion of
controversial methods and means of bear harvest.

Background

Wildlife Viewing
We appreciate the BOG amending the bear policy from that presented in the
October proposal handbook to reflect the importance of bear viewing in the state.
However, the revised bear policy continues to exclude language regarding
maximization of public benefits and the need to pursue management programs
designed to provide wildlife viewing opportunities.

Brown and grizzly bears
The new bear policy continues to provide an interesting discussion of the resilience
of brown bears to the effects of over-harvest and predator control campaigns. Even
more interesting is the utilization of Kenai Peninsula brown bears as an example of
how past conservation concerns dissipated with new information. The language
utilized in this section implies that the "stakeholder process· resulted in the
determination that the bear population on the Kenai remained stable despite initial
concern. However, the attempt to conflate the stakeholder process with this
determination is a clear mis-representation as the process did not make this
determination, nor was it meant to. Rather, the stakeholder group developed a
report titled"A Conservation Assessment ofthe Kenai Peninsula Brown Bear" which
summarizes the current knowledge of population trends and conservation threats.
The main conclusion presented by the report was that significant knowledge gaps
exist which are critical for effective management of the population. In fact, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) continues to be concerned over the Kenai's brown
bear population because the harvest has been liberalized substantially since 2007
and large numbers of animals continue to be taken annually in defense of life and
property, including a high of 42 animals in 2008 alone. Due to this ongoing
concern, the FWS recently initiated a study to determine the population size of
Kenai brown bears - a study to which ADF&G was opposed. If so few examples
exist to demonstrate the resiliency of brown bears to high levels of harvest then
further research is clearly needed before implementing management measures that
could affect brown bear conservation.
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Guiding Principles
Unlike the guiding principles established in the 2006 bear policy the new Guiding
Prin,ipll?S are aimed almost exclusively at the lrllltiagelnent of bears as predators and
implementing strategies to reduce their populations rather than the conserve the
species in Alaska.
We oppose changes to the Guiding Principles which eliminate:
1. language referring to the need to work with enforcement agencies to identify
enforcement priorities and to assist with and encourage adequate enforcement
activities;
2. language regarding protecting genetic diversity of bears;
3. language regarding the need to consider the short-term and long-term effects of
habitat loss and fragmentation on bear populations.

If the BOG intends to allow extreme methods to promote the increased take of
bears ineluding baiting. unlimited harvesting. selling of bear parts. taking of sows
and cubs. and aerial control as is outlined in this policy it must ensure that harvest
is strictly controlled, effectively enforced and monitored. Eliminating the need to
work with enforcement agencies to ensure adequate enforcement is therefore
unacceptable. The bear policy language should be amended in order to
institutionalize partnerships between enforcement and management agencies.
Overall. the elimination of conservation related language from the Guiding
Principles calls into question the BOG's intentions concerning the long-term
viability of bears in Alaska and reinforces the view that the BOG has little concern·
for the overall health of bear populations. It is not enough to state that bear
populations will be "managed on a sustained yield basis." Rather, the bear policy
must include language on how this will be achieved. We recommend that the
Guiding Principles section be amended to include the formerly eliminated language
on genetic diversity and effects of habitat loss and fragmentation.

While we continue to oppose the majority of changes made to the Guiding
Principles section, we support the BOG in promoting regulations that encourage
the human use of bear meat as food as outlined in Guiding Principle number 5 of
this latest revision to the bear policy. By acknowledging and promoting the value
of bears as an important food source. the BOG can help increase respect for and
understanding of the importance of maintaining healthy bear populations. The
utilization of bears as food sources can also decrease pressure on ungulate
populations, allowing people to concentrate harvest efforts on species that are
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abundant rather than focus on predation by bears on "preferred" game species.

Conservation and Management Policy

In general the conservation and management portioh of the bear policy cOhtinues
to focus excessively on predation by bears as a negative aspect of their biology
rather than as an integral component of the ecosystem. We urge the BOG to
increase the focus on conservation of bears and to promote acceptance of natural
bear predation among the public.

Monitoring Harvest and Population Size
The revised bear policy states that in some areas monitoring bear numbers and
harvests is of lower priority than regions where trophy quality is important. While
we agree that it is important to alleviate the difficulty of sealing bears fOf
subsistence harvesters in remote areas, this does not mean that adequate data should
not be collected for these harvested populations. Indeed, failure to monitor bear
populations in remote regions may result in over-exploitation. This is especially
true of brown bear populations which are more vulnerable to overharvest. Though
the bear policy states that community harvest surveys may be used to gain
knowledge about the level of harvest over time, these surveys are sorely lacking in
most regions of the state - especially in areas where monitoring is of low priority.
Further, even where sealing is required, harvest of black bears especially remains
sorely underreported. The revised bear policy must therefore maintain the need to
adequately monitor all harvested wildlife populations to ensure population
viablity.

Managing Predation by Bears
The revised bear policy states that the "Board and the Department may also need
to reduce bear predation on ungulates to provide for continued sustained yield
management or conservation of ungulates.» Since the BOG has recognized the need
to promote the use of bears as a food species, we urge the BOG to consider that
managing bears as a food source can reduce the harvest pressure on certain urigulate
species. By focusing harvest on bears where they are abundant rather than moose,
which are supposedly depleted, the BOG may be able to decrease the need to
reduce bear predation strictly to protect ungulate species.

Expansion 0/ Controversial Methods
We oppose methods of take that would allow:
1. trapping using foot·snares, for black bears under bear management programs or
predator control programs;
2. incidental take of grizzly bears during black bear trapping programs;
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3. taking of sows accompanied by cubs and the o;ubs;
4. Aerial shooting of bears by department staff in moose and caribou calving areas.
In the be...r policy approved in 2006, the BOG's stated intent was that the
predation management section of the bear policy only be directed at specific target
areas and was not intended for implementation under general hunting regulations.
However, the revised bear policy eliminates the stipulation that bear snaring is not
meant for general hunting purposes, expands the use of bear snaring to include
general bear management and eliminates reference to limit snaring to populations
targeted for reduction. Policies such as the revised bear management policy - which
conflate predator control with predator management - confuse the public's
understanding of wildlife management in general and decrease the public's approval
of all wildlife management practices.
The latest version of the revised bear policy also includes aerial shooting of bears as
an additional method that may be considered for managing predation by bears. We
adamantly oppose this method of controlling bear populations. Defenders has long
opposed the state of Alaska's aerial wolf control programs for its lack of scientific
justification, the focus on maximizing ungulate populations without regard to the
ecosystem effects, the inhumane and controversial nature of shooting wildlife from
airplanes and the difficulty of enforcing violations of the Airborne Hunting Act.
For these same reasons, we oppose the use of airborne shooting for controlling
bear populations in Alaska and urge the BOG to eliminate consideration of this
new method from the policy.
We also continue to oppose:
1. Baiting of black bears
2. Baiting of grizzly bears
3. Same day airborne taking of bears
As we have stated in numerous comments to the BOG, bear baiting is a highly
contentious issue in Alaska and does not meet the principles of fair chase. Allowing
the same-day airborne taking of bears invites abuse of the Airborne Hunting Act ..
Defenders of Wildlife does not oppose wildlife harvest methods that are
biologically justified and adhere to principles of sound wildlife management and
fair chase. However, we will continue to oppose practices that do not adhere to
these principles.

Efficacy ofBear Control to Increase Ungulates
We oppose changes to the new bear policy which eliminates the need for:
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a. bear predation to be detennined as an important f\\Ctor in the decline of a prey
population or preventing recovery of a low density prey population;

h. bear predation being shown to be an important factor preventing attainment of
approved prey population of human-use objectives;
Co efforts to control bear predation to be reasonably expected to achieve
improvement in sustainable human use of ungulates.

The revised bear policy calls for the wide application of liberalized harvest methods
such as snaring of black bears to reduce black bear populations and increase
ungulates for humal1 harvest. However, an increase in black bear harvest through
snaring will not necessarily result in a substantial reduction of bear populations,
nor is there any guarantee that moose population or harvest will increase as a result
of these controversial programs. Field studies demonstrating that black bear
predation is strongly limiting ungulate populations are lacking, as is data
demonstrating that reduction in predation by black bears leads to an increase in
moose numbers.
Overall, this revised bear policy does nothing to increase the scientific credibility
of Alaska's programs or its bear management policies. In the 2006 version of the
bear policy, the Research Strategies section stated that the department may conduct
research to quantify the contributions of each bear species to the causes of declines
in ungulate populations and that monitoring activities designed to determine the
effects of high levels of bear harvest on recovery of depressed ungulate populations
would help focus management efforts. However, any reference to the efficacy of
management programs is conspicuously absent from the new bear policy. In order
to increase the credibility of ADF&G's management policies, effectiveness must be
thoroughly analyzed through field studies. Language regarding the need for this
type of study must be reintroduced into the revised bear policy. The bear policy
must also be amended to include the list of considerations the BOG must make
prior to instituting any predator control plans.
CONCLUSION
The proposed revised bear policy broadly expands the power of the Board of Game
(BOG) to develop regulations on management of both black and brown bears in
absence of biological justification and expands t he use of highly controversial
harvest practices. The types of liberalized harvest methods this bear policy
promotes should be developed only under a formal predator control planning
process initiated by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&:G) and
subject to public review and comment. The Alaskan public and Alaska's wildlife
deserve a bear policy that is based on sound conservation and wildlife management
principles.
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"Note - as in the proposal handbook, underlined language in this section indicate
additions that have been made by those who developed the revised wolf policy,
while bracketed lan~age indicates [deletions].

Sincerely,
Theresa Fiorino
Alaska Representative

Defenders of Wildlife
On Behalfof

Valerie Connor
Conservation Director
Alaska Center for the Environment
John Toppenberg
Executive Director

.Alaska Wildlife Alliance
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Alaska Board of Game Comments
1/2812011

re: proposal 193 and 194
from: Warren Brown
Board Members,
I am against prop 193 for these reasons:
1) there is no biological justification to support this proposal. just ask the waterfowl division. The
sources for the info in the proposal are not specified and are misleading.
2) Alaska waterfowl hunters do not put a dent in the goldeneye or any other duck species overall
populations
3) Alaska waterfowl biologists don't agree with the assertions
4) do not lump goldeneyes in the sea duck category as they are a diving duck and are not in the sea
duck bag limit anywhere else
5) waterfowl hunters are so few in Alaska and so few goldeneyes are taken that this reduction
would have no effect on that population
6) this will hurt the native and non native Alaskans ability to feed their families. Contrary to
speculation, goldeneyes are edible and a big part of SOme hunters diet.
I am against proposal 194 for these reaSons:
1) there will never be an end to putting in proposals of this nature no matter what changes are
made. Reductions have happened twice over the last few years because of these proposals and
that hasn't stopped the proposal writer.
2) If you take away the waterfowl guide, it creates a loss of hunting opportunity for local hunters
who cannot afford all the boats and gear it takes to be successful. This is November/December
hunting when most people have put their boats away for the winter" and they know its safer to
hunt with a guide
3) how can you differentiate between a sport hunter and a hunter only out for food?
4) I am a waterfowl guide and would be hurt by any change in the regulations
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17 February 2011
Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
Hello Board of Game,
I'm responding to Proposal 232, which will allow motorized access into Unit 20 for part
of the hunting season.
I do not want to see any motorized vehicle access to the Yanert Controlled Use Area in
Unit 20.
I Ii ve at Mile 229 Parks Highway and recreate regularly in the Yanert Valley and
environs. My recreation is solely muscle-powered. I've chosen over and over again in
my life to accept the restrictions that non-motorized recreation, particularly in Alaska,
places on the where I can get to, the distances I can travel, the amount of time I must
devote to access, etc. The benefits are myriad from the peace and quiet of not hearing
internal combustion engines to not having the bigger, wider trails (often muddier and, in
winter, often broken) that are suitable for motorized vehicles.
Having a non-motorized hunting area close to my home is a compelling reason for me to
live where I do and to continue working in Alaska.
On a less personal level, I don't understand the logic of opening up the Yanert area for
motorized access for some part of hunting season. It seems to me, it would just cause
another area of the state to have the same problems, that are trying to be solved by
opennng the area - crowding, trash, and environmental damage. It also seems to me that
one of the most" Alaskan" of hunting options is a non-motorized hunt. The guides collect
large fees for outsiders for that special experience of non-motorized hunting in Alaska.
There are very few places left in the world where that special experience is available. The
money outsiders provide to our community and Alaska in general is important. And
lastly, there are very few moose living in the Yanert Valley according to wildlife surveys.
My understanding is that the BOG is hoping to increase the moose harvest, an unlikely
result since so few moose inhabit the area.
Thank you for listening,
•

Martha McPheeters
POBox 67
Denali Park, AK 99755
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Jeralyn Hath
PO Box 137
Denali Park,

AI{

99755

To the Board ofGame regarding Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas.

Please do no allow any motorized vehicle access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20. This is one ofthe fuw
areas where only non-motorized hunting is allowed. It makes this area premier fur hunting with horses and everyone here
locally values this attribute.
There are plenty ofareas in the State fur motorized lrunting. Please protect our premier Irunting area in the Yanert.

Keep it non motorized hunting only.
Thank you,
Jeralyn Hath
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Proposals

Proposal #70
I oppose this proposal. The entire north side of the Denali Hyway From the Big Su to Near Patson is
already Nonmotori~e for huntlng.The east side of the Big Su at the mil;idle fork is closed to motorize
hunting .The entire McClaren River North of the Hyway is closed to motorized huntlng.The east side of
the McClaren River South of the hyway for 20 mlles,ls closed for motorized aswell as well east to Paxton
except for a couple trails.This is clearly a major discrimination to the hunting groups'that 'may want to
use motorized access to the other areas.The Big SU is a major artery for transportation and should not
be closed to motorized access on its banks,1 believe the nonmotorized areas should provide more than
enough area for the nonmotorized hunters.As to safe haven for the moose they have no problem hiding
from the hunters as there are lots of brush to hide in.As for user conflicts there should be none as
nonmotorized areas should not have ATVs in them. Most areas ive seen with Atvs on boats are only
used to retrieve game not to hunt from.lt already looks like the resource has inproved from my view of
hunting the area. I have hunted these areas for years and have not seen any major conflicts between
users. Michael Fulton
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Testimony Before the
Alaska Board of Game
By
Frank Woods
Subsistence Coordinator
Natural Resources Subsistence Division
Bristol Bay Native Association
PO Box 310
Dillingham, Alaska 99576
Dear: Mr. Chairman and members of the Alaska Board of Game;
My name is Frank G Woods III I am a 45 year old resident of Dillingham Alaska. My
position is the Subsistence Coordinator for Natural Resources at the Bristol Bay Native
Association (BBNA). BBNA is a consortium of 31 village s and is about the size of Ohio
and we have two game units, Unit 9 and Unit 17. Unit 9 has 5 subunits (9a, 9b, 9c, 9d,
9e) and Unit 17 has 3(17a, 17b, 17c). We border game units 18, 19 and 16.
One of my first duties as the Subsistence Coordinator was to help assist in the Moose &
Caribou Action Plan. This plan was to coordinate efforts with in the Bristol Bay Region
with the latest scientific data to help rebuild the Moose and Caribou with in the Region.
Under the Moose and Caribou Enhancement Project BBNA has held 4 meetings 2 in
game unit 17 and 2 in game unit 9.
I will summarize the meetings that were held in Game Unit 17. They were informational
only and no decisions were made. Out of these meetings you have a host of proposals
before you this week.
The number one issue for Unit 17 has been the Mulchatna Caribou Herd. This herd
exploded then has declined, spread out, divided and out-migrated its range. I believe it is
two separate herds, east and west Mulchatna herds. Alaska Departments of Fish and
Game’s radio collaring project has shown that the caribou have out-migrated its original
range and Proposal120 would increase the existing threshold to a reasonable number so
managers can react to the decline and or increases in a timely manor. I would adopt
proposal 120 and act on it because of the reasons listed above.
The population of the Mulchatna Herd has declined way below the threshold for human
consumptive use. 83 reported harvest in Unit 17 for 2009 at that 83 of the caribou
reported is .017% of a caribou for each of the 4600 residents of Game Unit 17 these are
embarrassing harvest numbers. Proposal 30 asks for an extension of the existing season
back to the original April 15th closure date 17c sub-unit west of the Woodriver excluded
for caribou in Game unit 17c. If that can’t be done then please give the biologist
Emergency Order Authority to open the season to allow for meeting some of the harvest
objectives.
Bears in game unit 17 are really becoming a safety concern for local resident and you
have before you a host of proposals to deal with bears. Eliminating the defense of life and
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property salvage requirements would be the first step so adopting proposal 29 would be a
start.
Wolves in unit 17 are a huge concern just as much a safety concern but a management
concern as well. Proposal 121 addresses this problem I would extend that plan to include
bears also. I attached resolution to support predator control on Corporation land by the
biggest private land owner the village Choggiung Limited.
AS for Game Unit 9 BBNA has hosted two meetings. I have attended and participated in
what is now a working group that had very little resident input. After three meetings here
are my conclusions. Game Unit 9 has a serious moose population decline. Cow to calf
ratios maybe expectable but the lower number of moose isn’t. There needs to be direct
regulation to change this Game to BE Managed for ALL GAME SPECIES NOT JUST
TROPHY BEARS. I would request that you as the Board of Game Give this regulation
change and/or as for a legislative request to get it into law if need be. If that can’t be done
then give the ADF& G direction to follow successful Moose and caribou management
plans from around the state that has increased populations. Examples are Unit 17A moose
management plan that has proven to be successful. Adopting proposals 12, 13 and 14 that
manage for residents would be a start. The focus should not be recreational and or sport
hunting until the population can be rebuilt to harvestable levels for residents and
nonresidents what I hear is there aren’t enough moose to go around. I have attached a
draft summary from Unit 9 meeting in Port Heiden.
Concluding comments for unit 9. I know that the wolves and bears have taken moose
and caribou populations and brought them to a decline of embarrassing numbers. With
little or no moose to eat wolves are adaptable and don’t stop eating. In one of these past
game meetings a few years back. Mayra Olsen an elder from Egegik commented humans
will be added to the food chain a management tragedy. When we manage for predators
and don’t address the bear population I think bears are the next safety concern.
As a subsistence user and the representative of the region I will be attending and see you
all at the Board of game meeting in Wasilla March 4-10, 2011.
Sincerely:
Frank Woods Subsistence Coordinator
Bristol Bay Native Association
Natural Resources Subsistence Division
1-800-478-5257 ext. 342
Direct 842-6442
E-mail fwoods@bbna.com
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Feb. 17,2011
Alaska Board of GRille.
Ro~rds

Support Section
p,O, Box 115526

Juncau,AK 99XII·'i'i26
DeliI' Alnska Board of Game members:
My wife anti I would like to commc·nt on PropoGul232, opening the YaneH
moturi<ll:·d hunting, 11 hi. tel"l'iblc thing to considel' on muny, many counts.

Vnl1~y to

I huve lived within one-half mile of the supposed acces~ I'oute .ince 1954, My wife has
becn hcre since 1964. At no ti me have the creeks und Y IInert River been frozen to
provide reasonable access to this Mell before Chdstmns, much less Octobel'.

The only parking availftble to hunters is along the Parks Highway, The 17b easement in
this are,a goes through Ahtnllialld, Ahtna has a gravel pit at the hend of the trail, und to
protect the.ir grave.1 pit and lalld Ihey have put up gates and locked thelli, Hunters park In
levl,1 ~PlJh along the road by dl'iving off private cnll'lInces and leaving t.heir vehicle~ in
the l'ight-of.. way while tile,y ai',", hunting, It is nh'eady dangerous, If more pe,ople, tried tn
park ri!;\~ lhutthey used to tnlllsporl their nlotorized vehioler" it would be a disHster'.
As local subsistence. hunters, we have nol been able to use rnolori~cd vehicles 1'01' 50+
years in this area. It see-IllS unreasonable that the lima l:uuld now be opened lip simply to
decrease congestion at other nailheads, The pnrking situation here is considerably w()l"se
than ally othcr placc8 we know about,
This proposal nc·cds a gre.at deal of re.se.areh, alld should not be under·taken liS II en,;uld
supplemental proposal, At the. very h;asl it should be considel'cd al !In ll1tl;ll';<'>I' Board of
Game 1II(.;(;ling ill Ihe futlll'e, It would create far mol'\': problems thall it would solve,
Sincel'(\ly,

1t1~1

91 k,1'IiJ..vw..-n:--

~~.~.
Willium J. N,\IIcal'l'Ow
Astrid LMM Nancarrow

"o1-~S3- ~~1b
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SCience,Now Project
March 2011 BOG Meeting
Wade Willis
PO Box 100965
Anchorage AK. 99510
sciencenowproject@gmail.com
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DO NOT SUPPORT Proposal 103 - Unit 16 Intensive Management Plan Reauthorization
10 years after liberalizing brown bear sport hunting regulations with the single intent of
reducing the brown bear population in Unit 16 to "potentially" Increase moose caif survival, 6
years after authorizing aerial gunning of wolves, 4 years after adding black bears to the
intensive management plan authorizing unlimited individual hunter & same day aerial harvest
of black bears, including sows and cubs, and two years after expanding the harvest of any black
bear to allow the snaring of any black bear, finally, in 2010 the department conducts a moose
calf mortality study that they "claim" indicates brown bears may be a "driving" influence on
moose calf survival.
So, the last months of 2010, ADF&G submit a proposal to "reauthorize" the Unit 16 intensive
management plan (1M plan). Yet. they do not mention anything about recommending the
liberalization of snaring of brown bears in the proposal based on their "unpublished" calf
mortality study. The public receives the high profile and widely disseminated copies of the
proposal book •• well in advance of the BOG meeting in March 2011. The public is given many
weeks to consider the proposals and comment on them. The regional citizen fish and game
advisory councils evaluate and submit comment based on proposal's found in the ~
proposal book.
Then along comes the highly secretive "draft" ADF&G analysis and recommendations
document, found only on ,i:loard supports website deep in the basement of the ADF&G's "new"
website. The navigation tcJ, the board of game page is new and the board's page is very difficult
to find. Yet, In that document, the ADF&G have suddenly decided that their proposal, 103, that
the department submitted just a few weeks prior, suddenly, and without any warning,
proposal 103 needs to be amended to authorize the "targeting" of brown bears by snare for the
first time in Alaska's history.
The public, relying on the proposal book have no idea that the ADF&G are recommending the
amendment to their own proposal. Few in the public will be aware of the "new"
recommendation so few, if any, of the pu bile will comment on the Issue of brown bear snaring.
The regional citizen advisory councils have no time to address this "unexpected" last minute
shift in the ADF&G generated proposal. The area biologist only attends a few meetings ofthe
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local AC's. The public is once again marginalized and denied fair and equal representation on a
fundamental wildlife policy issue that has been in place since statehood, that of snaring brown
bears.
Not unlike the actions of the ADF&G in January of 2010, when at this Board of Game meeting,
out of thin air, on the last day ofthe meeting, the ADF&G recommend amending a proposal to
change the management status of black bears to a "furbearer" status.
This would allow the establishment of a general trapping season for the public, both resident
and nonresident, for black bears anywhere in the state. This ADF&G generated amendment
proposal is not accompanied by a draft regulatory language document, commonly called record
of citation (RC) document for public review. No, the board of game accepts the ADF&G
amendment and simply "intends" the change with a small amount of discussion.
The public has no prior notice the ADF&G plan to amend the black bear management status
that had been in place since statehood - which prohibited the snaring of any bear using a
trapping license. On the last day the 10 day meeting, and the last hours of that day's meeting,
only two members of the public were left in the audience, Wade Willis and Rod Arno. The
public has no indication of what the final regulatory language will be for another 6 months
when the lieutenant governor Issues the regulatory language change for official codification in
the Alaska Administrative Code.
On July 1, 2010, the regulatory language is codified and what does the public find out. The
ADF&G has secretly changed the codified regulations to also include the legal sale of black bear
meat. This was not even discussed at the January 2010 meeting or any meeting during that
regulatory year (RY 09/10).
At the October 2010 Board of Game meeting the ADF&G testified that changing the status of
black bears to furbearer "automatically" authorized the legal sale of black bear meat. Kevin
Saxby, with the Department of Law, watched the ADF&G make that statement and said nothing
at all.
You see, the truth is that 5 AAC 92.200(b)(1) stated:
(b) Except as provided in 5 AAC 92.031, a person may not purchase, sell, barter, advertise, or
otherwise offer for sale or barter:
(1) any part of a bear. expect an article of handicraft, made from the fur of a bear.
Now the ADF&G decide to change the codified language to:
(1) Any part of a brown bear, except ....
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That regulatory change has nothing to do with changing black bears to fur bearer management
status. That change was never discussed by the Board of Game at the meeting in January 2010
when the board approved the "intent" of changing black bear management status to a
furbearer.
Yet the board of game and Kevin Saxby with the Dept. of Law sat quietly and said nothing as the
regulation was left in place by the Board of Game.
This example highlights the level of deception and outright illegal activities that are occurring
during the last few years at Board of Game meetings. There are many other examples that need
to be addressed. Deceptions by amending proposals with last minute "amendments" - changes
requested by the ADF&G. This is deplorable and counterproductive to the intent ofthe board of
game process, which is to fully engage the public, especially regarding fundamental and
contentious wildlife management policy amendments.
The current moose calf mortality data has not been provided to the public for review. The
Science Now Project, through a public records request, has obtained a copy of an "overview" of
the 2010 data. That overview does not contain important information necessary for the public
to evaluate the AOF&G's last minute amendment request to its own proposal.
Lacking in the ADF&G calf mortality report is:
(1) Methods and timelines for determining cause of deaths;
a. How did the ADF&G determine the "predator" responsible;
b. If a brown bear, how does the ADF&G determine the number of brown bears
responsible? Is this just a few bears that focus on moose calves, or is it
opportunistic mortality by just a few bears in the areas, or do a large number
of bears participate in "moose calf' mortalities;
c. Did wolves make the kill and then surrender it to a bear;
d. Did the calf die of natural causes and then scavenged by 11 bear?
(2) Where did the calf mortalities occur? No map are provided to determine the habitat
type or other conditions that might have contributed to calf mortality by bears;
(3) No analysis of snow severity data;
(4) No analysis of potential icing events that occurred in 2010, which was a year with
severe and unprecedented icing events;
(5) No disease or paraSite analysis of newborn calves.
The current justification to include brown bears in an "experimental" snaring program lacks
scientific justification and notice to the public.
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In Closing:
At the October, 2010, meeting of the Board of Game, member Ben Grusendorf stated that as a
legislator in 1994 when the Intensive Management Law was authorized by the Alaska
Legislature, that bears were dearly debated and promised not be included in any intensive
management plan.
The public has a right to have the Department of Law provide a legal opi nion on this subject
prior to any discussion on reauthorizing the Unit 16 Intensive Management Plan.
In light ofthe AOF&G claims of no predation bv wolves In the 2010 moose calf mortality study,
it would be prudent to suspend all aerial gunning of wolves pending more investigation into the
current moose calf mortality issue. That the ADF&G has waited to conduct a moose calf
mortality study after aggressively and randomly targeting wolves, black bears, and brown bears
for nearly a decade, highlights the fact that the most fundamental and basic aspects of sound
scientific management are not being followed. The ADF&G has not even determined a human
harvest amount needed for moose in 16A. Yet the board aggressively promotes killing all but 8
wolves in 16A, an area that indudes Alaska's most popular state park, Denali State Park.
Even more astonishing.. the Board of Game has made a positive finding of customary an d
traditional use of wolves in Unit 16, yet refuses to establish an amount needed for subsistence
in Unit 16, effectively eliminating a documented subsistence need for no other reason than a
lack of Interest in addressing legislatively mandated responsibilities to provide for the minimum
subsistence needs of Alaskans, including for wolves.
The Unit 16 Intensive Management Plan is not based on sound science and ignores Important
legislative intent to protect subsistence harvest of wolves. Continuing the program cannot be
justified at this time pending further scientific investigations and both public and scientific
review of any data in the future.

Wade Willis
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Alaska Outdoor Council
310 K Street, Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Phone (907) 264-6645, Fax (907)264-6602
E-mail: aoc@alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org
Website www,alaskaoutdoorcouncil.org

March 17,2011
ADF&G
ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 998811-5526

AOC Preliminary Recommendations on GMU13 Tier I CHP
hunt proposals. Alaska Board of Game March 2011,
Region IV Meeting.
Proposal #48 Adopt. Repeal any Community Harvest Permit (CHP) hunt for ca
ribou or moose in GMU 13 that does anything more than to allow Alaskan hunters
to pool their permits.
Nothing in the State's subsistence statute requires the Alaska Board of Game (board) to segre
gate out Alaskan hunters based on varying patterns of their wildfood gathering racial and/or reli
gious beliefg. That is just what the board, by a vote of 4-3, has chosen to adopt. By adopting pro
posal #48 the board can undo their unconstitutional regulation, RC52, adopted at the October
2010 meeting.
Periods of high harvestable surplus of Nelchina caribou, the DOL representative to the board
calls this a "Tier I Plus" situation, as well as increases in moose numbers in GMU13 are provid
ing a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses of those game populations currently under
both state and federal subsistence hunting regulations. No action is necessary by the board to dif
ferentiate between Alaskan hunters at the current harvests levels set for the Ne1china caribou
herd. Reasonable harvest opportunities for subsistence uses are being met.

Active game management by ADF&G continues to increase the available harvest
able surplus for all hunters in GMU 13 on;
•
•

•

9.45 million acres -- of state owned land
4.2 million acres -- of federal lands where exira harvest opportunity is provided for
around 6,000 federally qualified rural Alaskan residents. (Each federally qualified local
resident gets two caribou and one moose penn it annually, with no household restric
tions.)
1.3 million acres -- of privately owned Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA)
lands in GMU13, which were set aside partially for their ability to provide Alaskan Na
tives with a future subsistence harvest, which benefit from active game management.

«Protecting your Hunting> Trapping> Fishing and Access Rightsn
The Official State Association of the National Rifle Association.
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The board can find ample justification under 5 AAC 99.025(b)and (c)(l) and (2)
to determine that a "reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses" of moose and ca
ribou in GMU 13 would be provided for under a Tier I registration hunt.
5 AAC 99.025(b) In order to establish an amount reasonably necessary for subsistence uses un
der this section and whether a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses exists, the Board of
Game will, as the board determines is appropriate, attempt to integrate opportunities ofIered un
der both state and federal regulations.
(c)In this section,
(1)

(2)

"amount reasonably necessary for subsistence uses" includes the total amount of ani
mals from a population that must be available for subsistence hunting in order to pro
vide a reasonable opportunity for subsistence uses, under state and federal subsistence
hunting regulations, where both exist;
"reasonable opportunity" has the meaning given in AS 16.05.258(1) For purposes of
this section, "reasonable opportunity" means an opportunity, as determined by the ap
propriate board, that allows a subsistence user to participate in a subsistence hunt or fi
shery that provides a normally diligent participant vvith a reasonable expectation of
success of taking offish or game.

Proposal #50 Amend and adopt.

Amend out the racially based Copper River
Basin CHP and lift restriction on munbers of Ne1china caribou Tier I registration
hunt permits per household. All Tier I Ne1china caribou subsistence hlUlt permits
will be issued to Alaskan residents as Tier I registration hunt permits.
By law whenever the harvestable surplus of a C&T game populations is above the low end of the
range determined to be the amount reasonably necessary for subsistence uses (ANS) the popula
tion is in what the DOL representative to the board referred to as a "Tier 1 Plus" hunt. (Sec.
16.05.258(b)(1) thru (3). The state subsistence law does not allow for the board to distinguish
among subsistence hunters at this level. Getting as many caribou hunt permits as there are hunt
ers in one household for Tier 1 CHP hunters and only one caribou hunt pennit for the entire
household of hunters under the Tier 1registration hunt is unlawful in a "Tier 1 Plus" situation.

Proposal #61 Oppose. The Board should repeal the 2009 GMU 13 Ahtna CHP
moose allocation.
Any-bull moose pennits for GMU 13 should be made available in a Tier 1registration hunt, on a
point system that allows for a rotation among Alaskan hunters when harvestable surpluses are
above the low end of the ANS range and bu11lcow ratios are above management objectives. Ad
ditional subsistence moose harvest for federally qualified Alaskan residents living in GMU13 is
made available on millions of federal acres in nearby GMU 11 and 12. A reasonable subsistence
opportunity for moose is being met by ClllTent state and federal subsistence hunting regulations.

RodAmo
Executive Director
Alaska Outdoor Council

«Protecting your Hunting> Trapping> Fishing and Access Rightsn
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
From: Alaska Frontier Trappers Association
P.O. Box 3208
Palmer, AK 99645
SUbJect: Additional Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting

Prot:!osaI128: Opposed. There is no biological reason to close the remainder
of 14C or Unit 6 to wolverine trapping. Populations in these units are
sustainable to support trapping of wolverine and should be managed as such.

proposal 129: Support. We support management of game populations on
military land ()BER) as a sustainable resource, thereby allowing Alaskan trappers
harvest opportunities for this valuable resource.

Submitted by: Rick C. Ellis

on behalf of the Alaska Frontier Trappers Association
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
From: Alaska Frontier Trappers Association
P.O. Box 3208
Palmer. AK 99645
Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting
Proposal #1 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the nel;ld for the changEl and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of a valuable fur resource.
proPQ6al fI2 - Support, If the AOF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative Impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (If Proposal #1 Is
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the
troopers.
p[QPosal #3 - Support, If the ADF&G area biOlogist supports the measure and sees no
negative Impact to the breeding population, If approved, this proposal would allow for
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource.
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine.
Proposal 1m - Support, If amended to Include Unlts14A and 14B. If approved, the
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs Is actually needed and used
by AOF&G, then this proposal would provide a mOre oost effective means of obtaining
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten In these
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts,

m.

PWPQsal
OppoSition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake.
Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier Trappers
Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake In an effort to control habitat
destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a teaching
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opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access Involved. Beavers are typically
removed by licensed trappers In the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the
following Spring by Juvenile beavers dispersing as two year aids down the Knik river
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can
remember and shows no sign of changing.
Efforts to contrOl habitat destruction by the beavers Is a double-edged sword. While
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success,
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable
beaver population is not poSSible.
Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the
publiC would stili be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and
Summer months. Additionally (and contrary to the statement In the proposal), the
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of
safe areas to place traps around the lake.
proposal #103· Support. The IntenSive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success. Please
reauthorize the plan.
Prgposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units In alignment with
the other Units In Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic
benefit to trappers through Increased harvest opportunities.
Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes In
Regions II, III and IV.
proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA
would like to see them taken only when their fur Is prime. We (AFTA) can support no
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes. but remain opposed to the idea of
no closed season on a valuable furbearer.
proposal #113 • Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112. If the Department
determines there Is excessive depredation In a particular area of alpine sheep habitat,
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas.
enmosal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read •...wlth
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to
be Checked..." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked...".
Proposal #188 • Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes In
Regions II, III and IV.
prgposal #189 • Opposed. Same argument as made In opPosition of Proposal #112.
2
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Proposal 119.2 • OppoHCI. Proposal Is too vague In It's use of the term "trail". If
approved, It could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc.
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the ''threat to children" position
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a
dooumented case of Injury to a child from legally set traps and to Imply that trapping
poses suoh a risk Is ludiorous.
As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make It Illegal for dogs being
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping Is already Illegal and that no such
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we stili concur with the Matanuska
Susltna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet Is the owner's responsibility.
E!CQgQsal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur
resource.
Praposal1t215 • Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all

permit drawings.

~e.~

Submitted by: Rick C. Ellis
on behalf of the Alaska Frontier Trappers Association
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department ~fFish and Game
Boards Support Secti~n
P.O. Box 115526
[I
Juneau, AK 99811.5526
Fax: 907·465·6094 ;
SUQiect: Opposition to roposal #232
To whom it concem.s: i
1 am writing to expressI y opposition to proposal #232. 1 have concerns about safety, the
suitability ofmotorizetl access in the Yanert area and the lack of other solutions considered, and
the appropriateness bonsidering this issue in a meeting that is not focused on the Interior.

oi

year~_

Tcurrently live in the area. and
The Yanert ellA has lfen increased use in the last several
have noticed an increasing number of vehicles parked at the main access point. to the YWleI:t
CUA. Propo~aI232 ~~cusses acceRR issues at other sites (Le. Rex, Ferry). but does not address
the fact that the main aecess point to the Yanert CUA i~ already overcrowded, with no true
parking area.~ other thll:~ alongside the highway, and is beginning to see the effects of
overcrowding with litter and human wa~tt:: thal is left behind. Opening the area to motorized use
after September 30th
simply prolong the sai'ety issues and impacts to this already-impacted

wib

trailhead.

i I

~

I

While the Fairbanks A(r; suggests there is a need to increase antlerless moose harvest, it is stated
in thc proposal that ncllothct solutions were considered for the issue raised. Considering the
area's importance to' t~~ non-motorized hunters that do utilize it (in increasing numbers as
pointed out above), it ~bems more appropriate to work with improving existing points of access,
rather than opening u~: ~he area to additional modes of access. There are many hunters who
appreciate the non-mo~brized hunting experience. This proposal does not consider ways to
improve access for thj~ltype of user, and should consider improving the existing trailhead to non
motorized users (there~.''y increasing non-motorized use) before opening the area to motorized
hunting access.

:1

Lastly, while I unders~nd that the Fairbanks AC hoped to include discussion on this proposal
within the context oft!1e antlerless moose bWlt, it seems that the proposal's more appropriate
audience would be thr6ltgh the Interior Board of Game meeting"
This is not supported lLallY, and evon the local Middle Nenana AC has voiced its opposition.

Please vote no on Pro~bsal 232. and maintain non-motorized access in the Yanert eUA.
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Tim $chmiege
To:

ADF&G

Subject: Proposal 70·5MC92.540

In response the the 1/4 mile non motorized corridor of the Maclaren and the Susltna Rivers. The
Susltna River is the main artery of unit 13. This is completely uncalled for. The whole north side of the
Denali is non motorized from the Suo to Paxon. The East side below the highway of the Maolaren is non
motorized for about 20 miles. There is plenty of safe haven for the moose and Caribou. I have witnessed
ATV use along the river system and from what I have seen is the ATV are used only for game retrieval. I
have been hunting the area for a lot of years. If there is a user conflict it is beoause someone wants to be
non motorized they are hunting in the wrong area. It is the other side of the road. Besides I doubt very
much if somone is down the river that far they did not walk in. There are a lot of people in the field is a
short amount time. With the population expansion of hunters it only gets more crowded in the same
amount of time. But making more rules and regs is not the answer, that is the problem with this country
now. It is the answer for the people that can't seem to accept the fact that there is going to be other
people out there and how they got there is there business. I am opposed to this proposal.

Tim Schmiege
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United States Department ofthe Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
IN REPLY REFER TO:

RE/8097.jm

1011 E. Tudor Road
Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199

FEB 1 8 2011

Mr. Cliff Judkins, Chairman
Alaska Board of Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Dear Chairman Judkins:
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) appreciates the opportunity to comment on proposals
and policies to be considered by tbe Alaska Board of Game (BOG) during its March 4-10,2011
session of the Central/Southwest Region as well as additional issues around the State. It is not
clear ifthe BOG will be addressing the draft bear and wolf management policies at this meeting or
at your meeting later in March, therefore we have also included our comments on those policies.
We have comments on proposal 223 concerning discretionary authority that may impact Koyukok,
Nowitna, and Selawik National Wildlife Refuges (NWRs). In addition, we have comments on
Proposals 25, 27, 28, 29, 38,121, and 119 which all include some provisions for predator control on
Togiak and Yukon Delta National Wildlife Refuges.
Regarding the bear and wolf policies, the Service would like to see the second purpose listed in the
bear policy that reads "to encourage review, comment, and interagency coordination for bear
management activities" to also be included in the wolf policy. In addition, we think there should
be direction to the Alaska Department ofFish and Game (ADF&G) to work with the Service and
other federal agencies to describe how this "review, comment, and interagency coordination" would
be implemented. We would be happy to work with ADF&G on this endeavor.
Proposal 223 could repeal discretionary hunt conditions and procedures regarding the nullification
of trophy value for animals taken under subsistence pennits. The Service understands the need to
periodically review discretionary authorities. However, the Service would be opposed to the
removal of the discretionary authority to require the nullification of trophy value from the ADF&G
at this time. This is a valuable tool allowing managers to limit harvest in areas without initiating
altemative hunt management strategies such as Tier II pelmits or drawing hunts when a wildlife
population cannot support hat'vest from all user groups. Removing this discretionary authority
could lead to increased competition as well as user conflicts in several of the areas where
nullification of trophy value is required. Additionally, this tool has been used as the foundation of

TAKE PRIOE"I:f==:-!
IN.AMERICA~
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certain management plans, i.e., Koyukuk River Moose Management Plan, and if eliminated, eould
invalidate these joint platUling efforts.
Proposals 25, 27, 28, 29, 38,121, and 119 all include some provisions for predator control in
multiple units with refuge lands.
The Service opposes all these proposals as written for NWR lands. The Service is legally precluded
from managing NWR's with a singular focus to reduce predator populations to benefit human
harvest of a prey species. As such we caunot support intensive management of ganle populations
on refuge lands to simply improve human harvest. We are required to go through an enviroumental
analysis of actions that would include predator control prior to making a final decision as to whether
it is appropriate on refuge lands or not.
These proposals do not include any quantitative information on target or expected predator harvest
levels resulting from these proposals; nor does it include any quantitative infotmation on expected
responses of ungulate populations. At a minimum, tlus infotmation would be needed as a starting
point for evaluation before we could allow such activities on refuge lands.
Thank you for your time to review our comments on these important issues. If you have any
questions please contact Jerry Berg, Subsistence Coordinator at (907) 786-3519.
Sincerely,

6~~
Regional Director
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1338 F Street
Anchorage, AK 99501

Russ Webb
February 18,2011

AT1N: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Re: Bear Conservation, Harvest, and Management Policy
Cliff Judkins, Chainnan
Board of Game Members:
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed Bear Conservation, Harvest,
and Management Policy you will be considering at your next meeting. I believe
adoption of the policy and particularly those aspects of it relating to Managing
Predation by Bears proposed lito comply with AS 16.05.255" would be harmful to
Alaska's bear population, Alaska's hunters, and Alaska's reputation as one of the best
managers and conservators of wildlife populations.
I recognize that at some times, in some areas it may be necessary to focus specific
efforts on reducing bear populations in order to maintain healthy populations of prey
species. However, I believe that many of the methods of taking bears (and disposing
of bear parts) proposed in the policy will do far greater harm to Alaska than any
good they could possibly achieve in reducing specific populations of bears.

SALE OF BEAR PARTS
I believe allowing the sale of bear parts for handicraft items diminishes the value of
bears as trophy animals and will encourage poaching of bears. It's true that the
policy proposed continues to prohibit sale of gall bladders. However, allowing the
legal sale of other bear parts will simply make enforcement emlrts more diffi.cult
and will inevitably lead to greater illegal trafficking in bear gall bladders, smce these
are the most lucrative parts by far.

In my opinion this measure has no place in a predator control policy and really has
nothing to do with predator control. Rather it is, quite simply, the
commercialization ofa fabled game animal- most transparently so when combined
with other measures such as same day hunting, and use of helicopters JIlr
transporting hunters IiUld equipment. If we are commercializing other bear parts,
why notlegalize the sale ofbeargaU bladders along with them? Bear gall bladders
,

I
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WILL be sold in even greater numbers if these policies arc ,\doptcd, so why not just
acknowledge reality. Doing so would certainly save a lot of otherwise wasted effort
and expense in futile enforcement efforts.
TAKING OF SOWS WITH CUBS AND CUBS
There is very little the Board of Game could do that would harm Alaska's reputation
and diminish the trophy value of bears more than allowing the taking of sows with
cubs and cubs. Under no circumstances could this be considered fair chase hWlling
and it should not be allowed as a "hUnting" activity in which the general public may
engage.
If the Soard of Game and ADF&G find, On the basis of hard scientific data, that
killing sows with cubs and cubs is necessary to protect prey populations in certain
areas then it should be undertaken by professional ADF&G personnel ONLY.
Allowing killing of sows with cubs and cubs should be treated as just that - killing,
and we should not pretend that it is any fonn of fair chase "hunting" allowable with
a hunting license. Killing should be done as quickly and efficiently as possible and
by professionals. It should have no relationship to actual hunting activities.
Confusing the two activities would diminish the fair chase hunting experience,
diminish the sport of hunting, and diminish Alaska's reputation as one of the world's
pre-eminent places to experience true fair chasc hunting.
USE OF HELICOPTERS FOR TRANSPORTING HUNTERS AND
EQUIPMENT AND USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMllNICATTON
I cannot adeqUately express the level of my oppOSition to nor my disgust with the
inclusion of a proposal to allow the use of helicopters in association with hunting.
Use of helicopters for transport of hunters and gear would be among the worst
possible measures the Board of Game could endorse or adopt. There is no possible
scenario of which I can conceive that the use of helicopters for transporting
"hunters" and equipment could be considered "tair chase" or "hunting". Allowing
such mel!U1S of transport to and from the field would invite the worst of the worst of
the lazy, ill-prepared, and un-skilled "slob hunters" to "take the tield" in Alaska.
It would diminish the real trophy value of all bears taken in fair chase by real
hunters. It would also tarnish Alaska's reputation among hunters worldwide as THE
pre-eminent place for fair chase hunting and particularly fair chase hunting of bears.

Allowing transport by helicopter would encourage poaching and make enforcement
of game laws far, far more diflicult (particularly when coupled with other proposed
measures such as use of electronic communications in hunting bears.)
Use of helicopters I!Uld electronic communications IS NOT fair chase hunting. It is
little more than couch surting while carrying a rifle. Adopting tlus proposal starts
Alas~a on a very slippery slope indeed.
Will we next see a proposal to legalize a set-up of video cameras on bait stations
with remotely controlled fireanns so "hunters" may "shoot" from their computers?
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This would clearly allow more "hunters" to "participate" without having to leave
their easy chairs and suffering the indignities of actually taking the field. It would
certainly be an "efficient" means of reducing hear populations. And, to generate
revenue we could go a step further and auction off the shots. We would certainly
have far, far more "hunters" participating each year and a much easier time
controlling bear populations.
These are not game management teclmiques. They are not predator control
techniques. They ARE transparently game commercialization measures - measures
that will make it possible to "sell" more "hunts" to the inexperienced and pampered
who don't want to have to exert themselves to get a "trophy" through fair chase.
Managing Alaska's wildlife is becoming more and more dift1cult as Alaska's
population growth increases the competition for wildli re resources. I understand
that it is a difficult job to balance the varying demands and I thank you for investing
your time and energy in trying to find ways that strike the right balance. I also
understand that as hurnan "demand" for consumptive use~ increases we will
i~~y~~~o~~~~~~~ci~~~~~~

to meet the ever-growing demand. We will have to increasingly "manage" ourselves
and how much of our demands can be met. Managing ourselves will test our
principles many, many times.
I recognize and acknowledge that predator control generally, and bear control
specifically. are a necessary part of overall wildlife management. I appreciate your

effort to tind appropriate ways to accomplish that control when required. However,
I do not believe that the proposals mentioned above should be a part of predator
control or wildlife management eftorts. I believe they would be too harmful to
Alaska's wildlife, Alaska's hunters, and Alaska's great hunting tradition and heritage.
I urge you not to adopt a Bear Conservation, Harvest, and Management Policy that
includes the provisions I have referenced.

Thank you for your work and for considering my comments.
Respectfully,

Russ Webb
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February 16, 2011
Alaska Board ofGame
Boards Support Section
In regards to the proposed changes for units 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, and 17, I would like to make
the following comments.

I :first hunted Alas\m twelve years ago in what was either unit 9 or 17. ~en I left, a part ofme
stayed there. I returned in 2004 to train to be an assistant guide in units 1'1 and 19. I have been
a licensed assistant guide since 2005 and worked in those units for two years as pilot and
guide. While I have been working in other unit the last few years, I long t1 return to unit 17.
As everyone knows, the wolves, bears and man have been a problem for caribou and moose in
that area. I only want to speak to one ofthese which are the bears. There Jere a lot ofbears
both brown and black back in 2006. I have heard that they are even more ~opulated now. I
believe that the numbers will have to be reduced before there is much reco~ery for caribou and
moose. This can be done ifmore hunters go and harvest brown/grizzly's tnere. I believe there
needs to be some extra incentives to draw the hunters there however. PerHaps a two bear per
year limit for brown/grizzly would help. I understand the season opens eal:lier now which
should help also.
I believe the state ofAlaska and it residents need the nonresident guides alld hunters to not
only bring revenue to the state but to help maintain the proper balance of.Jnldlife. I also
ans. It will take all
believe that we as outfitters and guides need the support ofthe native
of us working together to take on this monumental task.

~~~-~~

DO~;~
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Feb. 10,2011
Alaska Board of Game
Boards Support Section
PO BOX 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Alaska Board of Game,
I am strongly opposed to propositions 193 and 194. These proposals will take hunting
opportunities away from Alaska duck hunters and will not help the resource. Proposal
194 has no merit and would hurt the guiding industry in Alaska for no gain for the
resource. I am an Alaskan Waterfowl Guide and see no reason to further restrict duck
hunting regulations in Alaska. Most of the hunters we take are from tl,e lower 48 and
therefore already have more restricted regulations and smaller bag limits for sea ducks.
Duck hunters deeply care about the birds that we hunt and respect them while we
hunt. That is why duck hunters formed groups such as Ducks Unlimited and Delta
Waterfowl. These groups were started over 80 years ago by duck hunters who were
very concerned over the well being of ducks and geese. This respect has been passed
on through generations of duck and goose hunters and is stronger than ever. We make
every effort to retrieve wounded birds and utilize them all. Some sea duck species are
actually good to eat when prepared properly. The stronger tasting ones can make
excellent summer sausage and snack sticks. We also understand and appreciate the
principles of wildlife management and understand that sometimes we have to reduce
or expand harvest on certain wildlife populations to properly manage them. If
Waterfowl managers deemed these restrictions necessary through proper research and
analysis we would support their decisions.
As currently written, Proposal 193 would lower bag limits on Goldeneye species
throughout much of Alaska, presumably reducing hunter harvest. However, I believe
Proposal 193 to be fundamentally flawed through an incomplete and potentially
inappropriate use of biological data and hunter harvest estimates. Furthermore, I
believe that Proposal 193 would unfairly reduce harvest opportunities for Alaskan
hunters without sufficient evidence that changes to current management regulations
would have any positive impacts to Goldeneye populations. I would now like to provide
additional evidence for fatal flaws in Proposal 193 as currently written,
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Proposal 193 argues for lowering bag limits based on life generalized life history
characteristics of Goldeneye species and population trends and estimates from
unidentified sources. Although I agree with the statement that Goldeneye species are
generally long-lived. K-selected waterfowl species. the authors fail to clearly cite any
peer-reviewed sCientific studies to support their claims with regard to population
estimates and trends, Without full transparency of study design and statistical methods
used to derive these numbers. the biological data presented should be viewed with
skepticism, Furthermore, the authors of Proposal 193 present biological data for North
American waterfowl populations and apply these data to the management of Alaska
waterfowl populations which I argue to be misguided, For example. the authors state
that. "Barrows goldeneye have the lowest population densities of any of the other
hunted "ducks" in this general duck bag limit", This density metriC might be true when
applied to all of North America. but almost certainly does not apply to the state of
Alaska (and certainly not to specific hunting management units within the State), For
instance. Barrows Goldeneye have much higher population densities within coastal
management units of Alaska as compared to other species listed on Proposal 193. such
as Redhead, According to the data presented in Proposal 193. there are currently
around 1,1 million Redhead subject to harvest under current State harvest regulations,
In reality. most Redheads breed in the prairie pothole region of Canada and the lower
48 and never migrate to Alaska. Only a relatively small number of redheads occur in
interior regions of Alaska and only during a relatively short breeding season, Therefore, it
could be argued that the density of Barrow Goldeneye is actually much higher than
Redheads in virtually all of the hunting management units to be impacted by Proposal
193 for most or all of the legal waterfowl hunting season. Similarly. the authors cite the
protected status of populations of Barrows Goldeneye in northeastern North America as
a sign of population vulnerability, However. these populations of Goldeneye have no
migratory connectivity with Alaska and therefore have no relevonce to the proposal
under consideration,
Additionally. the authors of Proposal 193 use hunter harvest information from
unspecified sources to make misleading and unsupported claims, For instance, the
authors cite the total number of Alaskan waterfowl hunters, the daily bag limits of
goldeneye. and the number of days in the legal wateliowling sport hunting season to
imply the potential for overharvest of Goldeneye species (i,e, " the take on these birds is
not differentiated and is still set at 7· 10 per day. 21 ·30 ill possession for 107 days. for
the 5000 waterfowl hunters in Alaska as if their numbers were in the millions of ducks").
However. the authors fail to recognize the fact that there are relatively few Alaska
waterfowl hunters targeting Goldeneye in Alaska s evidenced by the fact that the total
Alaska take in 2007 and 2008 was <: 0,5% of the total estimated population of
Goldeneye per year (Raftovich et al. 2009), The authors later claim that mortality on
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shot and unrecovered birds may be as high as 60%. However, the reference used in
Proposal 193 is not to a peer-reviewed scientific source, nor does it apply to the primary
method used to harvest Goldeneye (i.e. shooting over decoys).
Finally, nowhere in Proposal 193 do the authors provide any support for the premise that
limiting the opportunity for Alaskan hunters to harvest Goldeneye species would have
any impact on Goldeneye populations in Alaska or across North America. Hunter
induced mortality on waterfowl populations has long been considered by wildlife
management professionals to be compensatory and should therefore be assumed to
be true in making management regulations unless disproven by proper scientific
investigation.
In conclusion, I hope the Boord of Game will take these comments into consideration
and ultimately decide to oppose Proposition 193. This proposal would negatively
impact the opportunity of countless waterfowl hunters across the State to harvest
Goldenye species without any substantiated evidence that a change in management
regulations would have beneficial impacts to Goldeneye populations in Alaska or
across North America.
Citation Source:
Raftovich, R.Y., K.A. Wilkins, K.D. Richkus, S.S. Williams, and H.L. Spriggs. 2009. Migratory
bird hunting activity and harvest during the 2007 and 2008 hunting seasons. U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Laurel, Maryland, USA.

I am strongly opposed to propositions 193 and 194.

Thr}f[{Ll.
Jet:ey WaSley)
Owner, Four Flyways Outfitters, LLC
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February 11,2011
Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
Boards Support Section
907-465-6094
I am writing in opposition of the proposed changes for GMU 20A, Yanert CUA and the
expansion to make this a motorized hunting area.
We do not have infrastructure to accommodate motorized access in this area. There are no
services, gas stations, rest areas, restaurants, lodging or parking available. There is already a
Significant impact with non-motorized users in the thll. Trucks, trailers, animals and their
waste are already crowding areas along the highway, in the ditches and sometimes in
residential driveways. The idea of dozens of ATV's and snow machines, trailers and the
waste associated with increased use (human and otherwise) would devastate the trails and this
area.
Typically, we do not have sufficient snow cover for snow machines in October, so the
indication that these would be the primary users is false and misleading. There are very few
places along the road corridor that are reserved for non-motorized users to utilize. It would be
a travesty to destroy this opportunity for those who choose to pursue their harvest in this way.
As a member of the Denali Emergency Rescue Team, this increase in use could seriously
impact our search and rescue area and the number of incidences we respond to. Our
emergency services are seriously limited in the fall and winter months for this area. We are
not prepared to respond to this increase in use.
I agree with the public comment that there "has been too much focus for harvest along the
Rex Trail, Ferry Trail and in the Goldking area." But opening this area will not alleviate that
pressure; it will just cause another problem area that has congested, overused and trashed
trails.
Sincerely,
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Attn: Board of Game Comments
AK Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
Regarding Proposal 232 to allow motorized h nting in the Yanert CUA.
This is got my feathers ruffled. No.1 the cow oose hunt shows the stupidity of the
Department of Fish& Game and the Biologist ho is conducting this experiment on
the basis of bull to cow ratio and over grazing! I've observed the effects of their
experiment after Syrs. of slaughter on the rex trail. The Wood River is near cleaned
out of cow moose who migrate from the Tan ana Flats, from 7 cow to lbull, to
7bulls to 1cow! This is no exaggeration. Trav ling hundred miles on foot and horse
back I see no overgrazing. I question the moti e behind this experiment. Any cattle
Rancher can tell you that this don't work By winter cow hunt you kill the calf, or
calves she is pregnant with, that's 3! This is n t sound management!
The past two falls, there has been twin orpha ed moose calves in my pasture, lyr
old. Hunters shot their mother at the end of y drive-way and lOOyrds behind my
house near mile 220, Parks Highway. The cal es died! Its getting to he combat
hunting outthere created by miss-managem nt by the State and their
shortsightedness. There are only two accesse to the Yanert, Where are these 300
hunters gonna park'! Or will they take the pat of least resistance and hunt in our
back yards? In a few years there be no moose to hunt in our area! The a.dJ.g will
close it down and blame it on the hunters an wolves! I appose their proposal
232!
Yours Truly. 40yrs hunting.trapping and pac ing hunters in and out of the bush
Alaska!
James MVan Bebber
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Board of Game Comments
Alaska Dept. of Fish&. Game
Boards Support Section
FAX: 907-465-6094
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To Whom It may concern:
This Is to advise you of my opposition to any easing of
restrictions to motorized access to the Yanert Valley (GMU 20).
As a 20-year property owner, local business owner, and
resident, I have observed first hand the road~side and
backc:ountry effects of motorized access. Vehicle and trailer
parkins, along with associated staging activities often are
unmonltored, unenforced, and constitute a nuisance to local
residents. Driveways, property breaks, etc. become de-facto
access points. n is the property owner who Is left holding the
bag for the public's "right to access".
Additionally, in my case the property I own happens to be an
airstrip that fronts the Parks Highway. Unauthorized use by
aircraft deSiring access to the area would constitute an exreme
liability and nuisance, not to mention obvious safety concerns
that arise from unauthorlzed/unmonitored use. Unauthorized
trespass or crossing of the airstrip by snow machines, etc. to
access hunting areas would constitute an exteme hazard to
aircraft. Increased traffic in the area would present security
problems for my facility and other local residents.
The. existing restrictions were put In place to address these
problems, and they have effectively done so. The Yanert Valley
remains a relatively pristine environment uncorrupted by mass
access (an important attribute for an area that borders a
national park). Removing these restictions would benefit so
few, and could potentially harm so many, that It becomes a
poor trade-off.
Please DO NOT grant motorized access to the Yanert Valley.

R•• R~~5b
Mile 229.5 Pa ks Hwy.
(907) 748-2 00
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Aase Karine Dane
POBox 198
Cantwell, AK 99729
2/18/2011

Alaska Board of Game
Boards Support Seetion
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Re. Proposal 232, Controlled Use Area Unit 20:
I have resided at MP 229 Parks Hwy since 1974 and have used the Yanert Valley as my primary
place for berry picking and recreational forms such as skijouring, skiing, snow machining, and
hiking. In that period of time the amount of use ofthis area has escalated cosiderably, not only
because of population growth in the immediate area, but also because of increased guided horse
hunts and fly-in hunts coming in from outside the area. Because of limited access, the existing
trail-to-trails show noticable dcgrcdation along with rubbish left behind.
When I used to be out on the trail in those early days, moose sightings were common-place: Not
so much so any more. I suppose this is to be expected what with the increased use by people in
that time, but it doesn't justify even more use.
PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW MOTORIZED HUNTING IN THE Y ANER VALLEY.
Sincerely,
Aase Karine Dane
\

C~L~~L ~L~~LC ,JJtU~
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February 16, 2011
Alaska Board of Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811- 526
FAX: 907-465-6094
Dear Sirs:

1

I

We oppose Proposal 23 ,w

would open the Yanert Valley in
from September 20 th•

C

motorized hunting each sea
More than a desire to m et i
for a wide range of imp ets: I

nsive management goals, this area

ust be evaluated

I

1.

It demands an e alua 0 of the loss of a "controlled use" a ea, a quality that
is important to h nte} . ho currently use the area and is a alue that has
been in place he e fO'1 cades.

2.

It introduces a n
a.
There is 0
privately
acquireq

w Ie e of impact and safety issues.
Iy q~e 17b easement from the Parks Hig way over
eld' d to the state lands in question. Pe mits must be
r Ie access.
.
I

b.

I

c.

) I

No trash/l,tter:1o trol system exists
.
II

d.

.

No highw Yp$1l ut for vehicles and trailers exists a the easement
site, whic op~s the possibility of unlawful trespas into nearby
driveways and!~ mes along the highway and unsafe parking in the
highway r ght-~f- ay.
,I
I

I

.,

The taiga 4nd t~n~ra habitat that must be traversed
lt1a destruction at a time of year whe
freeze/tha cy<jl! s occur. Although the proposal dis
"mostly sn wni~c ines, October can often be snowle
OHVs, Whifh cr~ate greater impacts, will use the Van
restricted. ;I
. I,
Si gnificant ab

t

i

ould create
alternate
usses the use of
s. ATVs or
rtValley ifnot

!

i i i

I

3.

I I

Impacts to Rex/F~rry ~ajY or may not be mitigated by openi g another
region. Opening ~ !lew ~~ea to motorized access may simpl bring additional
impacts.
:
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iI
iI
II

I'

II

The Middle Nenana Fi h an~
its opinion of "no actio "oq
the proposal's signifie nee, I'
context than solely go Is fo i
and Game Advisory Co mi e

arne Advisory Committee has writ en a letter to voice
oposal232. We agree with its pas tion. Because of
iscussed at all, it should be consid red within a wider
tensive management at the level 0 the Fairbanks Fish
.

II

Sincerely.

lJf1(Jh.,... ~I'F 7J.. ,~
'I

Wallace and Jerryne C Ie
PO Box 67jMile 227.5 ark H'ghway
Denali Park, AK 99755
I

I

r.

907.683.2302
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Boards Support Section
P.o. Box 115526
,Junellu. AK 99811-5526

Subject: Opposition to Proposal 11232

I am wt:iting to express my opposition to proposal #232. I have concerns about safety. the
suitability of motorized ru;(Xss in the Yancn area and the lack of other solutions considered, and

me uDDroDrialwllw~~ vr i1I8~i~TrnD this issue in a meetin~ that is

1)Qt

focused on the Interior.

The Yanert CUA has seen jncrea~ed use in the last several years. I currently live in the area, and

have nOliood !ill iniJfiQ~iDi flllm\>er of vehicles parked at the m:rin access point to the Yanen

[11 II n iiI m ill~~u~~~~ ~[m inun nl DInG ~lm~ (l,ijl Rifil fnn)l ~llt ~~~; not A~~fM~

~~~m~II~[U'~lll ~m 1~~4IUDWMj,Mmu'
yvnl n9r~~

parking areas Dther than alongside the highway, and is beginning to see the effects of
overcrowding with litter and human waste that is left behind. Opening the area to motorized use

~fler Qe !$~M' JDIi' \Uill Qimply prolOIll! the sHfCt)! i~~um [l[]d lrnPUwl~ Iv lhl~ ~Ii~r~paded

tmHhQud.
While the Fairbanks AC suggests there is a need to increase antledess moose harvest, it is stated
I

area's importance to the non-motorized hunters that dv utilize it (in increasing numbers as

If it ~l=S more a

ro date to work with improving existing points of access,

there are many hunters who
~ppr@Ciat! th~ nonlffiotoIiIrd huntilll (J)(Dcrtunou. ThiB pmpvfiil a~H 1l~ll~ll;i~ir 'Nftp to

mther than ()penillg up the are.a to additional modes of access.

unprove a<:'c~ss .01' "Yp. 0 user. an S OU
motorized users (thereby increasing non-motorized lISe) before opening the area to motorized
hunti'lj ""cess.

Lastly, while I understand that the Fairbanks AC hoped to include discussion on this proposal

witki" fM MftWRt of tM II1l1lmlQQQ mOOQQ huJll, it ~~IIn thAt the proPOJll1'l more npproprintc

auJlence woulJ e

oug! e nlenor oar

0

ame tII~

j~k.

This is not supported locally, and even the locaJ Middle Nenana AC has voiced its opposition.
Please vote no on Prorosal232, and maintain nOll-motOrized access in the Yanert eVA.
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February 15,2011
To:

Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department ofFish & Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
(907) 465-6094

From: Lee S. Peterson
4867 East Alder Drive
Wasilla, AK 99654

Subj: Comments of BOG proposals for hearing March 4-10, 2011
I would like to express my opposition to two proposals to be considered and my
reasons behind my opposition. Specifically propoSl.'lls number 72 - 5 AAC 92.550 (Areas
closed to trapping) and 192 - 5 AAC 92.095 (Unlawful methods oftaking furbearers:
exceptions).
Proposal Number 72; I oppose adoption ofthis proposal on several grounds;
(1)
The Palmer Hay Flats State Game Refuge Management Plan
has a clearly stated goal (Goal 2) to ''maintain opportunities to
hunt, fish, and trap". In short, the Hay Flats are for all users.
(2)
I see no impact on the proposers intended usage. Trapping is
typically done during late fall and winter when pelts are at their
prime and thus their peak economic value. I know ofno beaver
"set" that is above water during winters.
(3)
The statement "traps and the high usage ofthis area is a disaster
waiting to happen" is simply not true as beaver traps are
usually of the "droning set" or "submerged sets" using body
gripping traps.
(4)
The statement "Due to the geographical set up ofthe area, there
is no safe area to place traps that would not endanger children
and pets." is an irresponsible and emotional statement.
Trapping has ceased by the time roe is otit ofRefiections Lake
so the risk to children is nil. I would like to see statistics
concerning numbers of incidental catch of children in animal
traps. As to pets being caught I invite you and the submitter to
read Mat-Su Borough Code, Title 24. This code is perhaps
more commonly known as a "leash law" and is very specific in
regards to pets and the owners' responsibility to control them.
It is written so that the average person will have no doubt that
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any domestic animal is required to be under positive control at
all times as opposed to free running. This same code re
enforces state law concerning the illegality of setting of traps
with the intent of catching domestic animals.
Proposal Number 189; I oppose adoption of this proposal also because;
The vagueness of the word "trail". It does not differentiate between
a trail established by a governmental agency and identified as such,
a trappers trap line trail, an impromptu or personally established
hiking trail, or a game trail. Those trappers I i)ersonally know do
NOT "set" close to trails because theft of caught animals is very
real and happens repeatedly. There is the additional danger of traps
being intentionally destroyed, or stolen, by those who may
disagree with the practice oftrapping wild animals. I have had both
happen to me and my small trap line.
(2)
Again I would ask ifthere is a documented case of a child getting
caught in a legally set animal trap other than accidentally
"triggering" hislher own set prematurely. This statement is made to
appeal to emotions and unfounded in, or substantiated by, any
factual data.
(3)
Mat-Su Borough Code, Title 24 as well as State of Alaska Statutes
specifically address the illegality of setting traps, snares, deadfalls
or other methods of "take" for domestic animals. This Same code is
also specific in control of domestic animals when outside of the
owners' yard, kelUlei, etc. It is regrettable that the submitter of this
proposal lost a dog. I would suggest that personal education on
how traps work and how to release the jaws of "Conibear" style
traps with a simple piece of rope and a stick could be key in the
~~another dog death such as this.
(1)

SUbmitte~~

_
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I am writing in opposition to BOG Proposal #50.
This program jeopardizes the rights of individuals to game resources throughout the state and is another
arrangement likely in contradiction to the Alaska Constitution.
Alaska needs to return further to equal treatment to all as required by our Constitution and this
program moves in the opposite direction.
The complex and somewhat vague language also has the potential to expand into something far greater
than the current intent.
I urge you to reject further consideration of this scheme and return traditional method of allocating our
game resources. Federal requirements and State Tier II rules already provide for special privileges for
specific groups.
Thank you,
Kenton Braun
Anchorage
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To: Alaska Board otGame.
From: Richard Bishop, 1555 Gus's Grind, Fairbanks. AK 99709
Date: 2-16-2011

In Summary I oppose ProPQsals #50 10d #204 and support #48.
RE: Proposal #50
This is a cleverly written proposal. It lookS like there's something for
everyone who wants to hunt caribou or moose in GMU 13, as though all
Alaskans' interests are being considered.
In reality, it is a rural priority proposal in disguise. In spite of Its
window dressing, it's like that old fable - "The Emperor has no clothesI"
The Emperor'S brainwashed stooges sought favor by all agreeing that the
Emperor's imaginary new clothes were beautiful, until a child in the crowd
cried "The Emperor has no clothes!" This rurallAhtna priority proposal has
no clothes.
Proposal # 50 would commit the State of Alaska to agree, through the CHP, to
put in law and promote, enforce, and defend the cultural values and former
customary and traditional practices of one special Interest
group as the standard for SUbsistence use of caribou in a specific
Community Hunt Area. It would take this action on the unsubstantiated
premises that it is necessary to ensure adequate resources for local rural
people, and that this is the "gold standard" for subsistence use of caribou
in GMU 13.
The potential effects of this regulation include:
• Promoting a blizzard of CHP proposals, each with its unique
requirements, further bogging down the regulatory process and
inviting litigation.
• Claims for priority use wherever CHP's are adopted; the likely
result being claims to virtually all harvestable surpluses, eliminating
allocations to individuals through other regulations such as Tier I or
random drawings. That seems likely for the random drawlng part of Proposal
#50.

• Undermining "common use" and "equal .opportunity" protections in the
AK Constitution.
• Ignoring the fact thllt in GMU 13, the presumed ANS as it relates to
local people could easily be met under federal regulations and exclusive
use of extensive Ahtna corporate lands by Ahtna shareholders. If more
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opportunity were needed to meet State legal obligations, the Tier I process
would serve betterthan a CHP.
It is nol the right or responsibility of the State, the BOG, the Dept of
Law, or the ADF&G to institution.lize favoritism of the values and
practices of one special interest group over the general public interest be it on behalf of cultures, religions, rac::es, communities, or etc.
This proposal is more about putting in law special recognition of a special
interest group than it is about providing food, materials or the context for
cultivating cuftural values.
The State can and does provide opportunity to use the common property game
resources. The State has no business making regulations or statutes that
promote the values of one special interest group over others.
Personally, my fishing, hunting, trapping and other resource uses are
fundamental to my culture, customary and traditional practices, and values.
I strongly object to propo&al # 50 which cltV!rly imp!!e, that my value" are
inferior to someone !!Ise's - aDd 1m the State Will make that Inferior
status LAW!
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Attn: Board of Game Comments
AK Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
Fax: 907-465-6094
RE: Proposal 232 to allow motorized vehicle access In the Yanert Controlled Use Area in
Unit 20A to be considered at South Central Region Board of Game Meeting, March 4-10 in
Anchorage.
I am writing to express my opposition to Proposal 232. As a year-round resident living at
mile 228 across the highway from the sole legal access to the Yanert, a property owner and
an avid user (for recreating, berry picking & wildlife viewing--caribou, birds, etc.) of the area in
question, I would like to point out the many flaws and untruths about the above proposal.
•

•

•

There are no facilities at the trailhead of the only legal access into the Yanert Valley.
This means no trash receptacles or collection, no restroom facilities, and no parking.
In the fall, trucks and trailers crowd the highway ditch near the trailhead, sometimes
parking in residential driveways and blocking visibility for turning vehicles. This is already
a problem and will only get worse, especially in winter when the snowy ditches are not
an option. I have come across human feces in my driveway in the past and shudder
to think how much more waste would be left behind with a significant increase in use.
I assume some of these issues of waste and crowding are included in the statement
that there are "negative, social aspects· that are an issue at the Rex and Ferry Trails.
Opening the Yanert to motorized access for hunting will only spread these issues to the
Yanert area; it will not alleviate the problem.
The proposal suggests that there are no major late freezing rivers and therefore the
Yanert CUA offers easier or earlier winter access. Those of us familiar with this area
know this is a false assumption. The Yanert is traditionally a late freezing river, often
not travellable until after the Nenana River has been frozen for a faw weeks. In addition,
overflow is very common the the Yanert and all of the dranlages that feed it, sometimes
rendering the Yanert untravellable all winter. In addition, there are further dangers, such
as avalanches. Motorized use will ease access up into avalanche prone terrain. As
someone who has personally been involved in an avalanche in the Yanert area, as well
as a member of the local emergency rescue group, I have great concern for increased
use in this tricky area that will be unfamiliar to most who take advantage of the motorized
hunt (as they will mostly be out-at-area hunters), and the very limited resources for
assistance and rescue.
Opening motorized access for hunting as of October 1, when there Is not reliable or
adequate snow cover, means access will be via ATVs and ORVs (the proposal falsely
suggests that the increase will come mainly in the form of snow machines) in the early
part of the winter. There is already significant damage to the access trail caused
by horses in the fall; these motorized vehicles would devastate the trail, rendering it
unusable by other users, such as joggers, bikers, those hunting and hiking by foot, as
well as skiers and dog mushers in winter. Often the snow cover is very low in this area
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and damage to the tundra in the higher elevations would also occur.
One of the most disturbing and false aspects of this proposal is the suggestion that
the moose harvest quota could increase with more access to the Yanert, and that it
would help to reach goals for Unit 20A. The Yanert CUA has traditionally had one of
the lowest, if not the lowest densities of moose In all of Unit 20A. This assertion
is supported not only by those of us who travel in this area, but also by the AKF&G
biological surveys. I rarely see moose or moose sign in the Yanert Valley. I question
whether the Fairbanks AC that drafted the proposal has considered the known low
density of moose in the Yaner!. It is telling that the local Middle Nenana Advisory
Committee opposes this proposal.

It makes sound sense to leave the Yanert CUA as a completely non-motorized hunting area.
There are too few moose to support increased pressure and the various negative impacts this
proposal would bring. It is most appropriate to leave the Yanert as non-motorized, recognizing
it offers a unique opportunity for a segment of hunters who choose to hunt in a non-motorized
way. The chance to hunt via dog team Is richly rooted in Alaska's history, yet is increasing
being squeezed out. The Yanert. with very few moose and tricky terrain, is the perfect
place to have as non-motorized for those wishing to test their skills and pursue this
traditional style of hunt.
.
I urge the board to give weight to those comments that come from people who know this area
intimately, to honor a diversity of interests among all the users of this state, to usa sound
science when changing harvest and access opportunities, and to follow the advice of the local
(Middle Nenana) AC on this issue. I urge you to reject Proposal 232.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Anne Beaulaurier
Mi 228 Parks Highway
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PROPOSAL #50
OPPOSED
I am opposed to the Board of Game's Proposal #50 which would allow Community Hunt Areas and
Permits throughout Alaska. This proposal is in conflict with the state Constitution and is not equitable to
all Alaskans.
Tom Lamal
1734 Becker Ridge Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
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907-465-6094
Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
Boards Support Section
To the Board of Game regarding Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas.

My name is NJ Gates. I live near MM 229 on the Parks Highway, and I would
to go on record as
opposing Proposal 232. I spend at least 8 months of the year recreating in the 17b easement to the
Yanert on skis, bike, and on foot.
Proposal 232 would
the level of use in a long standing ControllE!d Use Area that has been in
effect for decades. Besides introducing new levels of impact which would only serve to bring the same
;"",~ct< realized in the Rex and Ferry Trails areas, there would also be safety concerns for those of us
who do live and recreate here. The proposal itself is vague, inaccurate, and not restrictive enough to
prevent
It also leaves a sour taste in my mouth that this is an Interior Proposal being offered
at a non-Interior meeting. The place for this proposal is at an Interior BOG
if it is proposed at aiL
Proposal 232 does not address many of the access issues that would surface if this area is opened up,
These include and are not limited to:
•
A sole 17b easement from the Parks Highway to the state lands in question
e
Absence of a safe Highway trailhead for vehicles and trailers
•
Absence of any means of trash pickup in the area
•
The potential for destruction of habitat by use of more and larger vehicles to carry supplies in
and haul out the one or two moose that may live up there
• The destruction of the fragile tundra and
habitat in the upper reaches of the creeks where
said moose are likely to be in winter (Fish & Game surveys have already indicated this area has a
low density of moose)
•
Increased motorized use means increased potential for avalanche accidents as people venture
further into the backc:ountry
that access will be from October through December with "mostly
The proposal also
snowmachines". There are many no-snow years when I can still bike in October and even November on
bare ground. Snow-machines will be replaced by ATVs or OHVs if vehicles are not restricted in any way
which means more severe damage to the habitat and ecosystem. And, if folks from Fairbanks think they
will corne down this way and avoid open water problems, they are oa"'\le. The Yanert and all its
drainages are known for tileir unpredictability and ever-present overfiow that will mire vehicles down
for hours if not days.
Lastly, I would offer LIp to hunters that prefer a wilderness hunt for themselves and guide-outfitters that
provide this same experience for their clients: Do you want motorized vehicles in one of the few areas
left where ynu can have a true wilderness hunt?
Thank you for your time.,
NJ Gates
PO Box 43
Denali Park, AK 99755
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Alaska Board of Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
FAX: 907-465-6094
Comment to the board of game
Dear Alaska Board of Game,
Thank you for the opportun.ity to comment on Proposal 232. To me this proposal is vague, inaccurate, and not
restrictive enough to prevent problems. 1am a hunter and recreational user ofthe Yancrt controlled use area but
most of all I am a resident. This Proposal makes ~1 1~lI1damental change ill a long standing Controlled Usc Area
that ha$ been ill elfec.lionger than my residency ol'2() years. As I read the proposal, I have fi)und 110
wl1sidcl'alion for the liew level of impacts nr safety issues that will occur. ']'his important decision is Ilying
under the ra.chlr or many people who live. recreate and hunt in the area ,1Ild .~hould have the opportunity to
comment at an interior board of gam\;! meeting fin;!. This P1'Oposai requires v(:tling in (\ wide arena :111d
not simply in the context or intensive managemcl1tllccds.
Many problems concerning access ill. the Yanert already exist with the non-motorized hunts. These include but
are not limited to: 1) a sole 17 b easement from the Parks Highway to the state lands in question 2) absence of a
safe highway trailhead for vehl.cles and trailers 3) inconsiderate uses such as trash and waste management,
access across private lands without pel1l1ission and absence of any system to control habitat destruction around
fragile tundra/taiga habitats.
The proposal does not address any of the above and has the potential to increase vehicles and trailers awkwardly
backed into the highway ditches, ramped up onto power line right of ways, encroaching on private driveways,
and increase the destruction of sensitive habitat by use of larger vehicles not only along trail routes but also in
the upper reaches of drainages most likely used by moose. Winter safety concerns should also be considered
such as the avalanche potential il1 the upland areas that require crossing to access moose habitat.
The Proposal suggests that access will be from October through December with "mostly snowmachines."
However October and November are transition months, often snowless (as witnessed by dog mushers in the
area havillg to use 4 wheelers for training). ATVs or OHVs will use the Yanert if not restricted. Their impacts
are potentially more severe and require a higher level of monitoring. In addition, thaws are frequent in the
winter, and adequacy of snow for snowmachines is variable.
The use of the drainages in the Yanert eUA will not avoid the problems of open water encountered in other
parts of 20A. The Yanert is traditionally a very unstable river with periodic overflow throughout the winter
making travel unpredictable. This is also true ofRevine, Moose Creek, and Slime Creek. No matter the form of
travel, the drainages in the Yanert eUA are no more reliable for early freeze up than those drainages around the
Rex, FelTY or GoldKing areas.
The Proposal's suggestion that it will mitigate impacts in the Rex, Ferry, and GoldKing areas by spreading them
to yet another region is fundamentally flawed - there is no proof that spreading the impacts will produce any
meaningful reduction of those same impacts in any of the areas. It is more likely to simply spread and increase
the already existing impacts to a new area. This new impa.ct is not justified simply by its alleged but unproved
b~ndit for intensive management.
Again thank you for the opportunity to comment. Until further assessment, please pull this proposal from
consideration at the upcoming March Alaska. Board of Game meeting.
Clare Curtis, Denali Park, AK
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February 15, 2011
Dianne L. Hennan
General Delivery
Cantwell, AK 99729
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game:
I am writing in regards to Proposal 232, in Unit 20A, Zone 7-··my home trails. This
is also known as the Yanert controlled use area, which is under the jurisdiction of the Mid
Nenana advisory committee.
It is my understanding that the Fairbanks advisory committee is trying to change the
usage of this area, in order to open it up for non·local hunters during the fall and early winter
season, for moose ... Moose??? What moose? I mush, hike, and skijOr these trails daily,
September···April, and rarely see a moose. In fact, I have seen one yearling moose since
September, twice, the same moose. These trails are used daily by locals who live here,
mothers with young children on skis, hikers, old folks on snow-shoes, skijorers, mushers, and
local snowmachiners, who drive slowly, as they know they are likely to encounter a non·
motorized user. Most of us secure trail permits from AHTNA, in order to cross their land to
the state land further out. The trails were made and are maintained by locals, mainly
mushers, who have spent many hours cutting brush and otherwise maintaining the trails.
Locals live here for the fabulous, non-motorized trails, so they can enjoy being out in the
QUIET wilderness.
Allowing Fairbanks hunters to use our trail system would severely endanger the non·
motorized users, and wreck the trails. We usually don't get sufficient snow here until late
November, and the ruts caused by ATV's would further corrode the trails, as to make them
unusable for skiiers and mushers in the winter. Furthermore, there is no right of way, except
by the (now-closed by AHTNA) gravel pit, where there is no parking, and the hunters that
already come in October (often with horses) make a mess of the roadside, leaving feces
and garbage strewn along the highway. More hunters would further damage the side of the
road (there is no pull-out at all), as well as endanger pasSing traffic, I'm sure that some
hunters would choose to pass through AHTNA and other private property, which would
raise trespassing issues. I could understand this better, if there were a lot of moose here,
but zone 7 has the lowest concentration of moose of any area in the state!
In conclusion, I would like to remind you that this proposal is out of your normal cycle;
this is the year for proposals for the south and southwest regions of the state, not for the
interior. Also, this was not a proposal put forth by the mid· Nenana advisory committee. If
this were to be proposed, it would be only considerate of you to let the public in the area
know, by holding public meetings and inviting public comment.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely.
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February 18,2011
ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards Support Section
To the Board of Game regarding Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas.
Please do no allow any motorized vehicle access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20.

I am a resident who lives at MP 229 on the Parks Highway and as an avid skier and novice
snowmachiner, I regularly use the trails in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20. Opening this area
to motorized vehiole use after Sept. 30 will be II huge detriment to the area. The only 17(b) access exists
at MP 228 and I can attest that this area is already a congested mess during hunting season with vehicles
and trailers vying for parking along the highway and regularly getting stuck, with local citizens often
being called upon to assist. There are NO facilities or a proper pullout at this easement access. The trash
that collects along the highway during the hunting season is an eyesore (luckily we have concerned local
residents who regnlarly clean it up) and human waste along the roadway and trail is a problem and health
hazard as there Is no place for hunters to "go" while staging before and after their hunting trips. Including
motorized access is going to increase the pressure and problems already faced at this poor public access to
the Yaner!. r believe the impacts will be as significant, if not worse, than those on the Ferry and Rex
trails.
Safety is a huge issue with the opening ofthisatea to motorized use. The Yanert Is renown for bl'ing an
unstable river with many areas of overflow that change yearly, seasonally and unexpectedly. Avalanche
danger is prevalent in many of the valleys, a threat to unsuspecting snowmachinefS. There are many
drainages that flow into the Yanert, all of which have terrible overflow problems as well. We have only a
volunteer fire department and volunteer emergency resoue team in the area, making resoues limited and
dangerous for all Involved.
Although the proposal suggests that "mostly snowmachiners" will access the area, there is typically little
to no snow In October. ATV's and ORV's will be used instead If they are not restricted. These vehicles
will destroy much of the exposed, shrubby, moist tundra habitat in the upper reaches of the creeks where
moose are likely to be found. Past surveys conducted by F&G show this area has a very low density of
moose. I do not believe the Impact on habitat by motorized vehicles can justifY the limited numbers of
moose that may inorease harvest quotas, set by Intensive Game Management mandates.
It is disturbing that this proposal is being offered out of cycle by a non-interior committee that does not
represent the local community. If this Proposal Is going to be made it should only be considered during II
year when Interior Proposals are considered.
Thank you for considering the non motorized recreational values ofthis area for residents and hunters
who appreciate their sport (and craft) on foot and by pack horse. Safety and a lack of resources for rescue
are II primary concern as is the extremely poor access available to this area. Many other concerns are
prevalent - there is much that needs to be considered before opening the Yanert Controlled Use Area in
Unit 20 to motorized vehicles. Please do not hesitate to contact me for additional comments or
clarifications. Thank you for your time and Interest in this matter.

Sincerely. A

,·:JZD! A~LJodi Rodwell
POBox 123
Denali Park. AK 99755
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February 18.2011

Front: Bill Rodwell
To: Board of Game Comments

Alaska Department offish and Game
Boards Support Section
Re: Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas
I live near mile 229 of the Parks Highway and I am opposed to motorized hunting access
in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20. As an area resident and recreationa.l user
of this area, I have communicated with the wide variety of user groups including hunters,
hikers, skiers, bikers, dog mushers and recreational snow machiners. My communication
with these groups indicate that the overwhelming desire is to not allow motorized
vehicles for hunting. Typically. I access this area as a skier and occasionally as a
recreational snow machiner.

By keeping this area closed to motorized hunting, the impact to the quality wilderness
surroundings and to other user groups can be minimized. Although our community has
witnessed inconsideration by hunters, the majority of hunters who make the non
motorized effort to visit this area seem to take pride in leaving less of a trace on the
wilderness and on other user groups. I cannot say the same about other areas in the state
where motorized hunter's vehicles and larger camping footprints have left big impacts on
the land and leave other users discouraged and seeking other locations to recreate.
The challenging telTain in this area and the means by which a heavily loaded motorized
user works around that challenging telTain can have severe impacts on the trails and the
sUlTounding wilderness. There are also problems associated with limited parking and
access to this area.
On behalf of all cUlTent user groups, I encourage you to expend efforts to identify
alternative motorized hunting areas or further manage existing motorized hunting areas to
reduce impact and meet demands. This area is of high natural resource value. An
occasional non motorized hunter, a motorized trapper, or recreational snow machiner
passing through an area does not equate to the Impacts that motorized hunting will bring.

Thank you for considering the essence of what the majority of user groups in this area
have to say in regards to minimizing conflicts and impact in this area.
Sincerely,

8;{/t
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Bill Rodwell

P.O. Box 123
Denali Park. AK 99755
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Mail comments to:

Attn: Board of Game Co..ments
Alaska Department of Fish & Ga..e
Boards Support Section
PO Box 1l!!26
Juneau, AI(: 99811-5526
Fax to:
907-465-6094

Attn: Board of Ga..e Comments
Alaska Department of Fish & Ga..e
Boards Support Section

To the Board of Game regarding Proposal 132, Yanert ControUed Use Area
My name is Ty Ful..er and I live at mUe post 221 on the parks highway. I have
been a resident for 5 years in this area. Bunttng has been something that I have
enjoyed most of my life. I grew up in Michigan and enjoyed deer hunting. Ever
sinee I have lived here I have gODe out hiating for mOose or caribou.
I haated my first year out the stampede. I found it highly discouragiug as ao
matter how mncll I hiked I was always running into a four wheeler. It was greatly
discouraging. Ever since then I have hunted in the Yanert Controlled Use Area, or
up off the Baul road in unit 26. There is IOmethin, that adds to the hunting
experience having to hike through the land listeaing to the landscape aod not
heuing a pntttog noise of a machine.
If yon opea the Yaoert area to motorized hunting it is going to greatly affect
my hunting suCcess. There is already to many people out in that area. It is hard
enough trying to rmd a legal moole in area that already sees to much hinttng
pressure. If you allow machines In it will push the game further and further out
making it harder for people who are going in without horses or machines.
There ill not much land out there off the highway system that is non
motorized hunting. Uyou al.low easy access to more and more people there becomes
le.1 aod less of a wildernesl experienee. The unit has people In most of the
drainages. It ill hard enough having a good wilderness experience during the
hunting season with all the air trafftc ftying hunters in and out. There ill atleast 50
horses out on the yanert during the hunting season. You are bound to run into
people already.
I spend most of my free time out in the mountains in thill uuit. I have to say
there is plenty of habitat for the animals. However there isn't as mueh game ont
tbere as people think. I go long periods of time without seeing moose or moose sign.
The woods and ..onntains around here are not a easy place to ride a snowmachine
or four wheeler. There is not any major trails wich would mean people getting
stuck or lost. There is already lots of Injury on the rex and stampede trails and
those areas are a lot easier to run a snow_hine or four wheeler.
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I hope to be able to coDtinue to have a plaee out the baek yard that is Dot
over ruD like the rex or stampede tran.. As soon as YOll make it easy lor people to
go out in the mountaiDs its gOiDg to become over ruD. People are always trying to
make hunting euier. Hunting is .upposed to be a lot 01 hard work. Pleue dOD't
make it easy for lazy reekleu people to eome here aDd trash this pieee of paradise.
Thank you for your time.
Ty Fulmer
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As a 40+ year resident of Alaska who values equal hWlting rights for all, I strongly
OPPOSE prop. SO.

.

~
"

Leonard E. Jewkes .
1891 Blackburn Wa-'
North Pole, Ak. 99705
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As a 38+ year resident of Alaska who values equal hunting rights for all, I strongly
OPPOSE prop. 50.

~

John Denton
7209 Richardso

'

y

Salcha, Ak. 99714
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As 40+ year residents ofAlaska who values equal hunting rights for all, we both
OPPOSE prop. 50.

Michelle and Mark Leonard ['Y\.I,('(Y'
P.O. Box 70503
Fairbanks, Ak. 99707

~
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As a 40+ year resident of Alaska who values equal hunting rights for all, I strongly
OPPOSE prop. 50.

C"

Diane E. Jewkes <;-~
1891 Blackburn Way ~
North Pole. Ak. 997<J.L,-
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February 15,2011

Proposal 232 - 5 AAC 92.540(H)(ii). Controlled Use Areas. Allow motorized vehicle
access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20.
Opposed
1. Parking: There is already congestion along the highway from trucks and trailers during
hunting season. Our driveway entrance has been blocked on occasion and sometimes we
come home to find vehicles parked down our driveway (well out of any state right-of
way). With absolutely no public parking anywhere near the sale 17b easement from the
Parks Highway to the state lands in question, I can only imagine that this problem will
increase if the area is opcned to motorized hunting.
2. Impact: Allowing motorized vehicles for hunting would increase the human impact on
the area. This includes damage to the landscape and increased amounts of trash left
behind.

Eric and Susanna Nancarrow
PO Box 197
Denali Park AK 99755
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Soards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Fax: 907-465-6094

I would like to take this opportunity to comment on the following proposals:
Proposal #6
Support this proposal. The moose and caribou populations are depressed. Where there was once
thousands of caribou there is not even a hunting season (9El Allowing resident hunters to harvest
brown bears one per year will help decrease the bear population and subsequently promote an increase
in the moose and caribou population.

Proposal #8
Oppose this proposal. Until the SAP cariboll herd has attained levels to sustain a hunting harvest, no
hUnting should be allowed.
Proposal #12
Oppose this proposal. Registration permits should be available at all Alaska Fish and Game offices
stateWide. They should not be limited to specific offices. This allows all Alaskans an equal opportunity to
obtain a registration permit.
Proposal #13
Oppose this proposal. Registration permits shOUld be available at all Alaska Fish and Game offices
statewide. They should not be limited to specific offices. This allows all Alaskans an equal opportunity to
obtain a registration permit.
Proposal #14
Support this proposal as amended. Make all nonresident hunting by drawing permit. This will allow the
Department of Fish and Game to monitor the potential harvest of moose by nonresident hunters,
thereby increasing the availability of moose for resident hunters if necessary by decreasing the number
of permits available to nonresident hunters.
Proposal #15
Oppose this proposal. Proposal #14 as amended above will be sufficient.
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Proposal #16
Support this proposal. In times of depressed moose populations, nonresident hunting should not be
allowed.

Proposal #17
Oppose this proposal. Nonresident hunting for moose in this area should be either eliminated or by
drawing permit. The moose population is not high enough to support all of the hunters. Restrictions
should be placed on the nonresidents.
Proposal #25
Oppose this proposal. The limit should be one bear per year.
Proposal #26
Oppose this proposal. There are decreased moose and caribou populations in this area and plenty of
brown bears. We should not restrict the brown bear hunting, so hopefully we can increase the moose
and caribou population.
Proposal #29
Oppose this proposal. We should never change the salvage requirements for DLP bears anywhere in the
State of Alaska. It is important for reporting purposes to help the biologists gather data related to the
bear populations.
Proposal #30
Support this proposal. The caribou populations are depressed. Nonresident hunting should be
eliminated until the population reached a size that will support a sustainable harvest.
Proposal #31
Oppose this proposal. The caribou population has not reached a size that will support a sustainable
harvest. Until that time nonresident hunting should be eliminated in that area.
Proposal #32
Oppose this proposal. The caribou population has not reached a size that will support a sustainable
harvest. Until that time nonresident hunting should be eliminated in that area.
Proposal #33
Oppose this proposal. People should be able to look at the calendar and determine when they need to
be at the Fish and Game office to obtain a permit. If they cannot figure that out, how can we trust them
to be out in the field.
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Proposal #34
Support this proposal as amended. Instead of a registration hunt for nonresidents, make it a drawing
p@rmitfor nonreSidents if the area is going to be opened at all to nonresident hunting.
Proposal #35
Oppose this proposal. The moose populations are not high enough at this time to support an open hunt
for nonresidents. If any hunting by nonresidents is allowed it should be by drawing permit only.
Proposal #37
Support this proposal. Registration hunt permits should be available at all Alaska Department of Fish
and Game offices statewide. They should not be restricted to certain areas.
Proposal #40
Oppose this proposal. The current bag limits and hunting season for brown bears in Unit 13 is fine. In
some areas moose populations are still depressed. The continuation of the current hUnting seasons and
bag limits will help to increase the moose and caribou populations.
Proposal #41
Oppose this proposal. How would someone be able to define and justify that they are black bear
hunting and a brown bear just happened to come along versus actively hunting brown bears over a bait
station.
Proposal #42
Support this proposal. Most of unit 13 should be open to resident caribou hunting via a drawing permit.
There is sufficient hunting opportunity for Subsistence hunters via the federal subsistence hunting areas
in Unit 13.
Proposal #43
Oppose this proposal. If people are gOing to be automatically given a Unit 13 Tier I permit simply by
applying then we need to continue the hunting restrictions to no other areas in the State of Alaska to
hunt moose and caribou, otherwise everyone will apply for a Tier I permit.
Proposal #44
Support this proposal. Most of unit 13 should be open to resident caribou hunting via a drawing permit.
There is sufficient hunting opportunity for subsistence hunters via the federal subSistence hunting areas
in Unit 13.
Proposal #45
Oppose this proposal. Primarily because it includes establishing an archery only hunt. I am not opposed
to an archery only hunt in the portion identified, it is just that it should not be included with the
proposal to change the subsistence areas and making unit 13 a drawing permit.
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Proposal #47
Oppose this proposal. It eliminates the hunt requirements if you obtain a Tier I permit, thus allowing
you to hunt anywhere in the state. Additionally, it establishes a pOint system which I am opposed to as
it creates an unnecessary amount of work for the Department of Fish and Game to manage.
Proposal #48.
Support this proposal. The Community Harvest hunt should be eliminated. This creates discrimination
among Alaskan residents.
Proposal #50
Support as amended. Eliminate all wording and reference to Community Harvest Permits. The hunt
area should be subsistence or general drawing permit.
Proposal #51
Support this proposal. Increasing the legal limit for dall sheep to a full curl allows the younger rams to
become more mature. It will also promote a better hunting experience through being only able to
harvest more mature rams.

Proposal #54
Oppose this proposal. If sealing of sheep horns is to be changed then it should be changed for all areas
of the state. The arguments promoted apply equally to all other sheep hunting areas in the state.
Proposal #56
Oppose this proposal. The moose season is liberal enough as it is at this time. It does not need to be
expanded.
Proposal #57
Support this proposal. The moos!! population is not sufficient to support all of the resident hunters.
Until such time as the population increases to a sufficient I(,vel, nonresident hunting should be stopped.
Proposal #59
Oppose this proposal. The antler restrictions for the early season hunt were not the same as the regular
season hunt in some areas. (3brow tine vs 4 brow tine) If the goal is to increase the bull harvest then
the brow tine requirements should be the same.
Proposal #61
Oppose. There should be antler restrictions on these hunts the same as for other moose hunts in unit
13. Not having antler restrictions allows the harvesting of less mature bull moose which decreases the
number of bulls that will reach the breeding age maturity.
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Proposal #62
Oppose. This proposal does not include antler restrictions for the harvesting of moose. The antler
restrictions should be the same for this hunt as any other hunt in unit 13
Proposal #63
Oppose this proposal. Generally speaking the moose will be in active rut about the end of September.
Allowing hunting at that time could be disruptive to the breeding process. Additionally, the current
moose season is sufficient and does not need to be expanded.
Proposal #64
Support this proposal. last year ADF&G had an early season hunt that changed the antler restrictions
from the usual 4 brow tine to 3, but the regular season was 4 brow tines. If there are sufficient moose
to have an emergency opening for 3 brow tine moose then the general harvest antler restrictions should
be changed to 3 brow tines.
Proposal #67
Support this proposal. It is definitely much more customary and traditional to take your children (or
entire family) hunting - to teach them and share with them, than it is to have a few people do all of the
killing under the guise of Community Harvest.
Proposal #68
Oppose this proposal. This is just a guise to change the scoring to benefit rural residents moraso than
people that have a longstanding traditional and customary use of the resource.
Proposal #69
Oppose this proposal. The restrictions in the Clearwater Creek Controlled Use Area were in effect prior
to the current owners purchasing the property. They should have done their homework prior to
purchasing the property and then they would have known the regulations and could have made
adjustments so that they or their clients would be in compliance with the regulations. Exceptions to the
regulations should not be made to benefit a small number of indiViduals.
Proposal #70
Support this proposal. ATVs use continues to increase and new trails are popping up all over the area.
This is to the detriment of the vegetation and is beginning to impact the resource as well as the quality
of the hunt for many people.
Proposal #74
Oppose this proposal. Two bait stations for the guide is sufficient.
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Proposal #76
Support this proposal. There is currently a high population of brown bears in Unit 16. Evidence of this
exists in that this past year there were numerous cabins broken into by bears. We have had a cabin in
Unit 16 since 1996 and this is the first year that we have had a bear break into our cabin. Some other
individuals had bears break into their cabin more than once this past fall.
Proposal #77
Support this proposal. The bear population in Unit 16 is high and the moose population is depressed.
Proposal #78
Oppose this propOsaL The brown bear population in Unit 16 is very high. The population needs to be
decreased. This is evidenced by numerous breakins of cabins by bears.
Proposal #94
Oppose this proposal. If there is a surplus of moose open up a winter registration hunt for residents
prior to opening up the area to nonresident hunters. This would allow resident hunters who were
unsuccessful during the fall hunting season to have an opportunity to harvest a moose during the winter
season.
Proposal 101:
Oppose this proposal. There .re depressed moose populations in that area at this time. Wolves
contribute to this low population. Wolf hunting should be no closed season until the moose population
rebounds.
Proposal 109;
Oppose this proposal. There are an abundance of grizzly bears in these areas. By not having a bear tag
fee it will increase the opportunity for indiViduals who were not necessarily hunting grizzly bears to
harvest a bear if the opportunity arises. They may not have purchased a tag because they were not
intending to hunt bears, however if they see one while hunting other game they will have the
opportunity to pursue that animal.
Proposal 110:
Support this proposal. I agree with the information presented in the proposal.
Proposal 115:
Support this proposal. The sheep population in this area is declining. Any area with fewer than 10
permits should be resident only.
Proposal 116:
Support this proposal. All sheep hunting in the state should be limited to full curl rams or rams greater
than 8 years of age.
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Proposal 117:

Oppose this proposal. Bowhunters have plenty of opportunity to hunt sheep during the regular season.
This season is long enough to support ali hunters.
Proposal 122:
SUpport this proposal as amended. All requirements for any registration hunt can be met at any
Department of Fish and Game Office. This will prevent the requirement that someone would need to
incur the cost of travel to some remote town or village to attend an orientation dass that is held a
month prior to the hunting season for the animal they wish to hunt.
Proposal 133:
Support this proposal. The sheep population in this area is declining. Any permit hunts with fewer than
10 permits should be for Alaska residents only. Only full curl rams or larger should be allowed to be
harvested. This would allow younger rams to reach breeding maturity and contribute to the gene pool.
Proposal 134:
Support this proposal. There are not very many permits issued for this area so they should be reserved
for Alaska residents.
Proposal 140:
Support this proposal. Allowing hunting of the wolves in this area may contribute to making the wolves
more wary of humans. This may help to decrease the wolf - human interactions that have become
dangerous in the past couple of years.
Proposal 147:
Oppose this proposal. There is ample opportunity for a bowhunter to hunt elk during the regular
season. There are not that many hunters in the field during the season.
Proposal 148:
Oppose this proposal, There is ample opportunity during the regular hunting seasons for anyone with a
muzzle loader or bow to hunt goats on Kodiak island, They do not need a special season.
Proposal 153:
Support this proposal. The brown bear population is high, The moose population is low. The brown
bears kill moose calves. There are numerous brown bear - human interactions that may be reduced
with increased bear hunting opportunities.
Proposal 161:
Support this proposal. I believe all moose antlers should be sealed. I believe there are numerous
sublegal bull moose killed every year by people who are too quick to shoot rather than identify their
target first. This may help decrease the number of sublegal moose killed each year.
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Proposal178~

Oppose this proposal. Controlled use areas should remain as is. People should understand the rules for
these areas before they hunt in them. Having to pack out the moose is part of the deal for hunting in a
controlled use area that does not allow motorized vehicles. They can pack in an electric fence to put
around their moose meat.
Proposal 183:
Oppose this proposal. There should not be discrimination to allow one group of people to use
motorized vehicles and not allow others to have the same accessibility. Leave the area as a controlled
use area.
Proposal 190:
Support this proposal. I agree with the information presented in the proposal.
Proposal 204:
Oppose this proposal. Community harvests should not be allowed.
Proposal 215:
Oppose this proposal. I am against the utilization of any preference point system for distribution of
permits. Prior to using preference points, the elimination of nonresident hunters for a species should be
utilized to ease hunting pressure.
Proposal 222:
Support this proposal. Proxy hunters should not be allowed to retain antlers that have not been
destroyed, This will help to prevent proxy hunting for trophy animals,
Draft - Alaska Board of Game. Game Management Unit 13 of Caribou and Moose,
I disagree with much of this policy. There is a lot of tradition and passing along of hunting lore from
generation to generation ofthe "nonrural" people who utilize this resource. One ofthe major
difficulties is that the "nonrural" people do not get a chance to hunt this resource every year. The
majority of the resource has been allocated to the "rural" subsistence hunter, even though they live on
the road system and have access to stores to purchase their food.

Proposal 225:
Oppose this proposal. There is ample opportunity to hunt this resource during the regular hunting
season. There does not need to be a special season for bowhunters,
Proposal 227:
Support this proposal. All registration hunt permits should be available to all Alaska residents at any
Fish and Game office.
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Proposal 229:
Support this proposal. There is a high moose population in the Anchorage area. There are many moose
- motor vehicle acddents that could be decreased by harvesting more of the moose in the area.
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February 16, 2011

AnN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Board Support Section
P. O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
FAX 907-465-6094

fie:

Spring 2011 BOG Meeting, Southcentral Alaska

Board Members:
Please find below my comments on proposals. I have limited the detail of my comme~ts but .~ish tO
state overall that the Board of Game needs to begin representing all Alaskans by makmg d~clslons t h at
reflect the needs and values of nonconsumptive users. I support those proposals that take Into full
consideration nonconsumptive uses; I oppose those that do not.
My comments:
Proposal 72. Support. A portion of Palmer Hay Flats should be closed to allow for nonconsumptive
recreation.
Proposal 77 . Oppose. Snaring is unethical and cruel and most Alaskans don't support it.
Proposal 78. Support. Bears should be removed from 1M.
Proposal 101. Support. Season and bag limits of wolves should be reduced in lGA.
Proposal 103. Oppose. Unit 16 doesn't need more predator control.
Proposal 106. Oppose.
Proposals 111-113 & 189. Oppose. A year round hunting season with no bag limit for coyotes
throughout GMU 14, including Chugach State Park, would conflict with the major use of that park which
is wildlife viewing of naturally occurring wildlife populations. Most residenb of Anchorage and nearby
communities support. There is noseientifie rationale for eradicating coyotes in Chugach State Park.
What's more, a twelve month open hunting season would pose a danger to the thousands of people
who spend time in this state park.
Proposal 115 and 116. Oppose.
Proposal 128_ Support. Wolverine trapping shOuld never have been allowed and Should now be closed.
Proposal 130-132. Oppose. Bag limits of bears should not be increased; they should be decreased.
Proposal13S, 1336_ Oppose. Goat hunting should not be changed.
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Proposal 137. Oppose. Anchorage residents value their moose for more than meat, and removing more
would go against any fair value of wildlife by the majority of users.
Proposal 140. Oppose. We don't need more wolf hunting in 14C.
Proposal 177. Support. Portage Creek Valley should never have been opened to trapping, and should
now be closed.
Proposal 187. Oppose. I am very opposed to trapping of bears in Chugach State Park by establishing a
bag limit. This is an extremely unethical and dangerous method. Bucket snare trapping poses a threat to
the Park's many viSitors because of habituation associated with the use of bait at bucket snaring sites.
Proposal 188. Oppose. Coyote are not vermin to be trapped out.
Proposal 190. Oppose. Sheep hunting In the Park shOuld be managed carefully, and with policies aimed
speCifically at the special circumstances in the Park.

~roposaI19l. Oppose. The Department needs broad discretion and authority in regard to permits
ISSU~d ~or the Park because of the high use of the Park by hunters and non consumptive users and its
proxlmltv to Anchorage, Girdwood and Eagle River/Chugiak.

'

Proposal 192. Support. I strongly su
rt thO
throughout Region III. It's way 0 e :po
IS proposal to restrict trapping near trails and roads

been killed and the majority of u:e;s ~:' asbPeoPle and ~OgS have been at risk every year, dogs
ve een put at fisk for a few trappers.

have

Proposals 216-220. Support. I support the Ala
..
their enforcement This is an extremely impo~a ~dd"fe Troo~ers i.n increasing the effectiveness of
an Issue, especlallv In Southcentral Alask
a.
Proposal232 0
. ppose. Opening the V
dangerous. It makes an un
anert Valley area to motorized h i '
Such a Significant propOsal ~~~~~:s~~ ~undam~ntal change in a 10ng_st~~~~~IS unneccessary and
.
e conSidered Out of cycle.
use area. Furthermore,
SinCerely,

M.~"", ""'m ~.

!13~ ArIon Street,Suite A,

flox 666

nc orage, AI< 99507
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To Alaska Board of Game Comments
Alaska Dept of Fish and Game
Boards support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau Ak., 99811- 5526

Dear Boards Support Section
My name is Michael Speaks. I live at Dcneki La es , mile 2Z7 Parks Highway and would like to go on
record as completely against the current propos to change the regs re: the area of The Yanert River and
its non motorized access rules.
I have Ii ved here since 1981 and have seen allth fluctuating populations of moose, bear, caribou and
wolves etc. Currently the local population of m se is down, esp. on the heels of Ibis years any bull permits
that were issued. The moose are not here this wi ter!
And why in the heck doesn't the state see the r way to help hunters and bring back the winter caribou
season. There are plenty of caribou around every winter and they are close enough to the roadltrail system
to be available to hunters on foot, skis are with og support, eliminating the need and paperwork to change
anything. And caribou are of a size manageable hunters on foot.
And as far as ease the pressure on Rex and Ferry, well thats no excuse at all. If the Yanert were open to
ATVs and snow machines, a huge amount of t fie from the Denali Highway would come here, so that in
effect, even if you did ease pressure to the north, it would compound it to an unacceptable level here. There
is no where to park so most hunters would be in 'reet violation of any DOT rules about highway right of
way. And there is the always uncooperative loea native corp surrounding all access routes. What do Ibey
say?
The creeks and rivers here are notoriously with verflow and ice problems for the unprepared. And the
local population here is never going to agree wi this and so you just wind up pissing every local off,
That's not very good politics.
So please don't make this mistake and leave one lace where someone whom wants the real and true
experience of using pack animals or solo, stealth hunting can occur.
The particular piece oftrail thaI accesses across hlna will be so chewed up by ATVs as to unusable by
dog teams and skiers during this cycle oflow sn w years.
Use good senSe and bring back winter caribou s ason and no motorized vehicles, ever!
thanks for your time.
regards
Michael Speaks; 30 year local resident
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United States Department of the Inte ior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Alaska Res:ion
240 West jill Avenue. Room 114
AnohorAGe, Alaska 99501
IN Rl!PJ.,Y REFER TO:

L30(AKRO-SUBS)

FEBt 8 2 11
Mr. CliffJll.dkins, Chairman
Alaska Board of Game
Board Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
Dear Chairman Judkins:
The National Park Service (NPS) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
CentraVSouthwest Region (Region IV) proposals being considered by the Alaska Bo
(BOG) at the Spring 2011 meeting. We have reviewed 223 proposals scheduled for
consideration by the BOG at the meeting on March 4 - 10,2011. There are a nwnber f
proposals before the BOG that affect or have the potential to affect NPS areas in the sl teo We
are providing you with comments on 31 proposals. We appreciate your consideration four
comments.
As you have heard from the NPS in the past, our mission and mandates differ from th State of
Alaska and other Federal agencies, and may require different management approaches consistent
with NPS enabling legislation of 1916 and the Alaska National Interest Lands Conse ation Act
(ANILCA). We recognize and support the State's fundamental role in wildlife manag ent
while at the same time we must assure that the laws, regulations, and policies of the N' tional
Park Service are upheld.
Our specific comments on proposals follow:

Propo$als #4.5. 6. 7, 28 & 76 Oppose (Affecting Game Managements Units (G
& 17B)

These proposals are directed at reducing Brown Bear populations in an attempt to redu e bear
predation and increase moose and caribou populations. As we have expressed to the oard on
prior occasions, manipulating the population of our species for the benefit or detrimen of
another species is contrary to NPS policies. Sbould the Board adopt these proposals, e
recommend that you add language that will exclude NPS lands. The proposed change
potentially affeqt NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, K.a; ai
National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve.
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Prop05111 #14 Support (Affects GMU UNIT 9)
The proposal establishes a registration moose hunt in Unit 9. A registration permit sy tem allows
the Department to collect mOre reliable harvest data. State and Federal wildlife mana 'ers need
harvest information to support management decisions affecting moose populations in nit 9. As
a member of the Unit 9 Moose Working Group, the NPS supports the proposal. TIle roposed
changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchalc National Pre erve,
Katmai National Preserve, and Lake Clark National Preserve.
Proposals #21, 22, 27 & 77 Oppose (Affects GMUs 9B, 9E, 16 & 17D)
These proposals call for the implementation of predator control plans for wolves and rown
bears. Such management is not allowed on NPS managed lands. The proposed chang s
potentially affect NPS lands in Aniakchak National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve.
Pronosal #38 Onpose (Affects GMU 17)
The proposal would allow use of radio communication for talong wolves in Unit 17.
e
proposed regulatory change is inconsistent with Federal regulations. Should the Board adopt the
proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The proposed changes pot tially
affect NPS lands in Lake Clark National Preserve.
Proposal #40 Support on NPS lands (Affects GMU 13)
This proposal would return seasons and bag limits to levels similar to 1995 prior to th
establishment of intensive management efforts in Unit 13. It would also provide seas s similar
to Denali State Park that is adjacent to Denali National Park lands in Unit 13. An asso iated
proposal #109 would also retunl the requirement for a brown bear tag as is required 0 State
Park lands in the area. The National Parle Service supports the intent of this proposal t
minimize the effects of longer seasons and higher bag limits for brown bear populatio s that use
National Park Service managed lands, similar to considerations that have been given t State
Park lands, The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Wrangell-St. Elias ational
Preserve and wildlife populations in Denali National Park.
Proposal #71 Oppose (Affects GMU 16)
The proposal would eliminate the sealing requirement for beaver and marten in Unit 1 . Sealing
requirements provide State and Federal wildlife managers with a method to measure d record
biological data 011 specific species and populations. In addition, sealing data allow Sta 'e and
Federal wildlife managers to track the age and condition of harvested animals. The pr( posed
changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Lalce Clark Nati nal
Preserve.
Proposal #74 Oppose (Affects GMU 16)
The proposal would allow guide-outfitters to have up to ten bait stations in Unit 16.
e NPS is
particularly concemed about the expansion of bear baiting, because NPS has a long his oryof
trying to prevent habituation of bears to food rewards both to protect bears and for visi or safety.
Should the Board !!dopt this proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Lake lark
National Preserve.
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Proposal #78 Support (Affects GMU 16)
The proposal would remove black and brown bears from the intensive management p an for Unit
16. NPS policy does not allow management practices intended to produce high pOpl ation levels
of moose or caribou for harvest. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali
National Preserve.
Proposal # 105 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
This proposal is in conflict with NPS regulation which prohibits same-day airborne ta lngs on
NPS managed lands. Should the Board adopt this regulation, NPS lands should be sp cii'ically
exchlded. Hunters could be misled by State regulations that do not clearly mal,e a di inction
and face the prospect of receiving federal citations for violating NPS regulations on PS lands.
By providing clarification in State regulations such unnecessary situations can be avo ded. The
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak Na 'onal
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P eserve and
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
Proposal #106 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
This proposal establishes a trapping limit of 10 for black bears. The NPS does not support the
trapping of black bears in NPS areas. The proposed limit of 10 annually is more than three times
the existing hunting limit ofthree black bears annually. Should the Board move forW' d with
setting black bear trapping limits, we request that NPS lands be excluded. Bear trappi g in some
areas, like national park units, may lead to user conflicts where there is the potential !:i r high use
from non-hunters. We remain concerned about public safety issues resulting from thi activity.
The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakch National
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P .eserve and
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
Proposals #107 Opnose (Affects Region IV)
The proposal would modify guided black bear baiting requirements in Region IV by a lowing
registered guides to maintain tIP to 10 bait stations. The NPS is particularly concerne about the
introduction and immediate expansion of bear baiting, because NPS has a long histo of trying
to prevent habituation of bears to food rewards both to protect bears and for visitor sa ty.
Should the Board adopt the proposal, we ask that NPS lands be speCifically excluded. The
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak Na ional
Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark National P eserve and
Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
Proposal #108 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
This proposal would establish a hunting limit, within Region IV, oftive black bears
ually per
hunter. The individual GMU hunting limits for black bear would remain unchanged; oweyer,
we are concerned that a cumulative effect of harvest within a region is not well unders ood and
could have unknown affects. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in agnak
Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National PreserVe,
Lake Clark National Preserve and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
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Proposal #109 Support (Affects GMUs 11, 13 & 168)
This proposal would remove the tag fee revocation for al1lrutds ill Unit 13 and NPS anaged
lands in Units II and 16B. Consistent with the narrative in the proposal and based on several
comments from past years, the NPS supports this proposal as it relates to all NPS Ian s. The
proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Denali National Preserve and Wran ell-St.
Elias National Preserve.
Proposal #110 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
This proposal would reauthorize the brown bear tag fees. However, a number of area', including
various NPS lands, are excluded, and tag fees are not required. The NPS does not su port these
exclusions. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild Riv r,
Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, L e Clark
National Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
Proposals #111, 112 & 113 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
These proposals would increase the coyote hunting limit in Region IV units from 10 c yotes per
day to an unlimited number annually, have no closed season and reduce salvage requilements to
the skull only. Raising the limit to no limit could have unforeseen environmental con. equences
that need not be encountered. Proposal #113 states that this will be done for predator ontrol
reasons, an activity not allowed on NPS lands. The proposed changes potentially affe 't NPS
lands in Alagnak Wild River, Aniakchak National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai
National Preserve, Lalce Clark National Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Pre erve.
Proposal #119 Oppose (Affects GMUs 9, 17, 18, 19)
This proposal calls for the implententation of a predator control plan for the range of tl e
Mulchatna Caribou Herd which includes some NPS managed lands. Predator control s not
allowed on NPS mana.ged lands. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands i Denali
National Preserve and Lake Clark National Preserve.
Proposal #120 Oppose (Affects Regions III & IV)
This proposal calls for modification of the harvest objectives established in regulation
Mulchatna Caribou Herd. We support the Department's comments as stated in their P
Recommendations to the Board of Game on page 47-48 where it is recommended to Il
the proposal. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Lake Clark Natio
Preserve.

or the
eliminary
t adopt
al

Proposals #121, 197 Oppose (Affects Region IV)
These proposals would allow same-day-airborne hunting of wolves and black bear. T e
proposed changes are in conflict with NPS regulations which prohibit same-day airbo e takings
in NPS areas. Should the Board adopt these regulations, NPS lands should be specific lly
excluded. Hunters are likely to be misled by State regulations that do not clearly mak this
distinction and face the prospect of receiving federal citations for violating NPS regula ions on
NPS lands. By providing clarification ill State regulations, such unnecessary situations can be
avoided. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Alagnak Wild River, A iakchak
National Preserve, Denali National Preserve, Katmai National Preserve, Lake Clark N tional
Preserve, and Wrangell-St. Elias National Preserve.
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Proposal #202 Oppose (Affects Interior Region Units)
This proposal would reauthorize the grizzly bear tag fees. However, a number of are s,
including various NPS lands, are excluded, and tag fees are not required. The NPS d( es not
support these exclusions. The proposed changes potentially affect NPS lands in Den Ii National
Preserve, Gatli\s oftile Arctic National Preserve, Lake Clark National Preserve, Wran ell-St.
Elias National Preserve and Yukon-Charley Rivers National Preserve.

Proposal #223 Take No Action (Affects GMUs 22 & 23)
The Board of Game has asked the Department of Fish and Game to review the discret' onary
authority requiring the nullification of trophy value of animals taken under a subsiste ce permit.
Lifting the requirement oftrophy nullification could increase hunting pressure signifi antly.
Effects are unknown, but could include a conservation concern, particularly for musk x. The
NPS is obliged to avoid conservation concerns for any species. The proposed change
potentially affect NPS lands in Bering Land Bridge National Preserve, Gates of the ctic
National Preserve and Noatale National Preserve.
Our comments, j'egarding this proposal fall into three areas as outlined below: I) Pllbl c process
and input, 2) potential biological and management consequences, and 3) impacts to th
Department's ability to best manage these hunts.
1. While the regulation (5 AAC 92.052) has statewide scope, its effects are trallsl ted down
to specific hunts, specific species, and specific areas, and local subsistence. N S believes
that the appropriate place to address these questions is within the Board Cycle ocusing
on proposals from speci'fic regions. Local meetings would allow for better pu lic notice
and provide a better opportunity for the Board to hear from a broader range of sers
within the region.
2. Under circumstances that involve a high statewide demand animal or pose spe ial
management concerns, trophy nullification may be one of the few options to sure that
ity is
the subsistence character of the hunt is maintained and the subsistence oppo
protected.
The Seward Peninsula Tier I registration muskox hunt is one such case. The uskox
population is currently exhibiting trends of concern in some hunt areas includi g declilles
in mature bull-to-cow ratios, recruitment, and a decline in overall average ann al
population growth. There may be a number of factors responsible for these tre ds.
However, as long as the Tier I registration hoot is managed largely through E ergency
Order (EO) closures increased hunter demand and effort is likely to result from the
removal ofthe trophy nullification requirement. The problem may only worsel and
result in a downward spiral of decreasing allowable harvest levels and shorten d seasons.
The 2010-2011 hunt year for muskox in GMU 23 Southwest (the BucklandlDe 'Ilg area)
needs to be carefully considered. Compared to the previous year (2009-2010), the
allowable harvest was reduced by 50% and the effective subsistence season we t from
7.5 months down to 12 days.
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Another situation where there is value in the Department retaining its discreti n can be
seen in the brown bear subsistence hunt in northwestern Alaska. The Departn ent points
this out in their Preliminary Recommendations to the Board on page 58.
3. Finally, given the otten complex issues and situations surrounding some ofth se hunts
where subsistence take is a factor, trophy nullification, at the discretion of the
Department, and as a permit condition, remains one of the more flexible tools available to
the Department. NPS believes Department staff, in coordination with the NP " is in the
best position to detennine whether or not to apply trophy nullification as a rna agement
tool.
Again, we appreciate the opportunity to provide you with comments on these import nt
regulatory matters and look forward to working with you on these issues. Should yo or your
staffhave any questions, please contact Debora Cooper at (907) 644-3505 or Dave M lis at (907)
644-3508.

cc:
Cora Campbell, Commissioner, ADF&G
Corey Rossi, Director, Wildlife Conservation, ADF&G
Kristy Tibbles, ADF&G
Pat Pourchot, Special Assistant to the Secretary for Alaska
Geoff Haskett, Regional Director, FWS
Chuck Ardizzone, FWS
Joel Hard, Superintendent, Lake Clark NP&P
Ralph Moore, Superintendent, Katmai NP&P
Paul Anderson, Superintendent, Denali NP&P
Meg Jensen, Superintendent, Wrangell-St. Elias NP&P
Mary McBurney, Acting Superintendent, WEAR
Jeanette Pomrenke, Superintendent, Bering Land Bridge NPres
Greg Dudgeon, Superintendent, Yukon-Charley Rivers NPres/Gates of the Arctic NP P
Susan Boudreau, Superintendent, Glacier Bay NP&P
Debora Cooper, Associate Regional Director
Dave Mills, Subsistence Team Leader
Sandy Rabinowitch, Subsistence Manager
Chris Pergiel, Chief Law Enforcement Officer, NPS-Alaska Region
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Cynthia Doma:ruk Merrow
POBox 176
Deruili Park, AK 99755
Febnuuy 12, 2011
Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
To whom it may concern,

I am writing in response. to the proposal to open the Yanert Controlled Use Area in Unit 20A to
motorized use after September 30. I live in this area at mile 224.5 on the Parks Hwy. I have
hunted locally for both moose and caribou and strongly oppose this proposal.
I spend a lot of time snow machining, skiing, hiking, and camping in this area, including many week
long trips during both the winter and summer ,easons. It is a rare day when I see a moose or even
moose sign. This area is not known for a high density of moose. TIle increased pennits in the non
motorized hunt last year greatly confused and concerned me. This decision did not seemed to be
based on actual numbers of moose. I am worried about what this has already done to the future
moose population in this area.

The increased number of hunters that appeared this fall was deeply concerning to me. A l.arge
number of cars, trucks, and trailers were haphazardly strewn off the highway halfway in the ditch
for several weeks. When they finally left, the area was trashed. There was not only evidence of
overuse of the trails and access area, but a considerable amount of trash and waste was left behind.
I shudder to think of the damage that would occur if this area was opened longer for hunting and
available to motorized use.
The Yane:rt CUA does not provide a good alternative to the existing areas used for motorized
hunting. During the fall, limited four wheeler access due to the many creeks and rivers would
concentrate the use into small areas. During the winter, open water and regular overflow make
snow machine access difficult.
I am all for sustainable hunting. There are many areas in Alaska where motorized hunting access
makes sense. The Yanert CUA in not one of them. Thank you for your time and thoughtful
consideration.

r /l/1(<:

Sinc{ere.

L.-//

---.

~

Cynthia Domaruk Merrow
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Robert D. Men'Ow
POBox 176
Denali Park. AK 99755
February 14, 201 J

Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Board Support Section
POBox 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

Dear Board of Game members,
It has come to my attention that a proposal is being consWered that would open the Yanert Controlled Use
Area to motorized vehicles after September 30", for the antler less moose hunt. I believe my comments
deserve your attention because: 1) I am a local resident residing at Mile 224.5 Parks Highway and will be
disproportionately affected by any negative effects ofthis proposed change, 2) I am a hunter and bave
bunted the area in question for both moose and caribou, and hope to be able to harvest animals from this
area in the future, and 3) I have flown extensively over Unit 20A via helicopter in the course ofmy
employment as a helicopter manager with Alaska Fire Service, and tbis coupled with the fact that I bave
bunted, hiked, and skied, and snow machined in the Yanert CUA on a nearly daily basis fur several years
during the fall and winter allow me to speak with some authority regarding game populations. I am
opposed to the proposed opening ofthe Yanert CUA for several reasons which I will address individually.

Let me begin with what J :feel is tbe most important reason why this proposal is a bad idea. I do not believe
that game populations support this change. As I stated before, J have flown extellsively in this area, mostly
at or below 500' AGL and at airspeeds ofless than 100 knots. Moose densities in the Tanana flats are
higher than I have observed elsewhere in the state, with the exception of Minto flats. While I am not
suggesting I have seen moose population.~ everywhere in th.e state, I have flown 200-300 hours a summer
since 2003 and seen a significant portion ofthe state. The proposal under consideration suggests that too
much focus bas been placed on harvest along the Rex trail, Ferry trail, and in the Goldking area. I disagree
with this contention. Simply put, this is wbere the moose are and a motorized anterless bunt makes sense
there. As I also stated before, I spend a signifiCtlllt amount oftime during the fall and winter months biking,
skiing, and traveling by snow machine in the Yanert eUA. In sharp contrast to the Tanana flats, moose
sightings here are rare. This is not wbere the moose are concentrated, at least not inhigh enongh numbers to
justify increased hU1lting pressure.
Secondly, opportunities for motorized hunting abound elsewhere in the state. A quick glance at the GMU
map reveals that the Yanert CUA is a small portion of Unit 20A. ] believe it is important that non
motorized hunting opportunities continue 00 exist. Non-motorized hunts offer an eIItlrely dJJ:rerent
experience that the motorized circus that descends on places like the Denali Highway. Important to
consider also is the presence of essentially one legal access point for proposed motorized vehicle traflk inoo
the Yanert CUA, a BlM easement across Ahtna land witb no trailhead facilities. By 110 facilities I mean
just that, no lodges, no parking, no trash. receptacles, and no bathrooms. One need only look at !be trailhead
overcrowding here caused by the dramatic increase in "any bull" tags issued this past season. The trailhead
area was overrun and there was a corresponding increase in refuse and "paper flowers"left behind by
irresponsible parties. Rather than eliminating overcrowding and negative social aspects ofthe hunt, this
proposal will merely shift those same problems to another trailhead.
Thirdly, while the proposal implies that motor vehicle traffic will be primarily S!IDW machine, a September
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30 opening would result in primarily four wheeler access. During most years, this area lacks the snow
require for snow machine access until late December. That access to much oflbe Yanert eUA requires
travel on frozen waterways reveals another flaw in Ibe proposal. Four wheelers would be confined
essentially to the roadside, creating an overcrowding situation. It is also suggested that winter travel in this
area is absent the hazard of open water and river crossings. My experience here suggests exactly the
opposite. Open water is always a hazard, often in the form of overflow and dengerous "snow 1lllIChine
swallowing" shelf ice.
In conclusion, there are numerous reason why the Yanert eUA should remain a non-motorized bunting area.
Primary among these is that current game populations don't justifY the change. Moose population density is
high in the areas where motorized hunting is already permitted and signHicantly lower in the Yanert CUA.
This combined with a recent history of overcrowding conditions at local trailbeads and a corresponding
increase in litter and human waste suggest that increased bunting pressure will result in a diminished
hunting experience for all involved and a lack of game. Thank you for your service and thank you for
taking my comments into consideration. I urge you to continue making game management decisions based
on sound science and prote·cting our wildlife for future generations ofAlaskans.

n
~~~----.
Sincer
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National Parks Conservation Association"
Protecting Our Nation~l Parks for Future Generations'
Alaska Regional Office. 750 W. 2nd Avenue • Suite 205 . Anchorage, AI< 99501
(907) 277.6722 • FAX 907.277.6723 . www.npca.org

February IS, 2011

Cliff Judkins
Chair
Alaska Board of Game
p.b. Box 115526
1155 W. Sth Street
JUneau, AK 99811-5526
Re: March 20 II Board of Game supporting proposals #26, #40, #78 and #109
Dear Chairman Judkins,
Wildlife is one of America's great resources. Nowhere is wildlife more protected and encouraged to
exist in a natural condition than in our national parks - especially here in Alaska. Unfortunately on
national preserve lands, the National Parks Conservation Association (NPCAi has recognized a
disturbing trend in the state of Alaska's management of predators, especially wolves and bears that
runs counter to sustaining natural conditions. This trend favors liberalizing sport hunting harvest
methods and means"as well as liberalizing seasons and bag limits, to promote an increased take of
wolves and bears with an anticipated result in higher populations of moose, caribou and other
wildlife for the purpose of human consumption.
While the state can implement its Intensive Management strategy to place human consumption as the
top priority for wildlife use on its own land, the state's Intensive Management and Maximum
Sustained Yield mandate directly conflicts with National Park Management Policies that disallow
the manipulation of one wildlife population to benefit the population of another, hunted, species2 •
Furthermore, state lands bordering National Parks and Preserves in Alaska are criticalto the long
term ecological health of National Park Service managed wildlife populations. A level of
cooperation must occur between the state and the federal government to effectively manage wildlife
on an ecosystem or landscape scale. The need for such management strategies and cooperation is
widely recognized in scientific literature and in the 1982 Master Memorandum of Understanding.
J The National Parks Conservation Association (NPCA) is America's only private nonprofit advocacy organization
dedicated solely to protecting, preserving, and enhancing the U.S. National Park System. Founded in 1919, NPCA has
more than 340.000 members of which 1,000 reside in Alaska.
2 Management Policies at 4.4.2 "The Service does not engage in activities to reduce the numbers ofnative species for the

purpose ofinereming the numbers ofharvested species (Le., predator control), nor does the Service permit others to do
so on lands managed by the National Park Service."
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A Review of Federal Legal Mandates
Wildlife's importance to our park system is embodied in the 1916 National Park Organic Act that
includes in the purpose of the park system the direction to
" ....conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life
therein ...."
Protecting and preserving wildlife is reinforced in the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
Act of 1980 (ANILCA) which states in Section 101 (b):
"It is the intent of Congress in this Act to ... provide for the maintenance of
sound populations of, and habitat for, wildlife species of inestimable value to
the citizens of Alaska and the Nation, including those species dependent on
vast relatively undeveloped areas;"
Providing for wildlife populations and habitat in Alaska's parks is further defined in Section 815 (1)
with specific language directing that national parks and monuments will hI;: Ill".uAl!;~d to sustain
"natural and lwalthy" wildlife populations and national preserves managed to sustain "healthy"
populations.
And specific ANILCA language designating Lake Clark clearly supports wildlife protection a~ a
primary park purpose:
"and to protect habitat for and populations of fish and wildlife including but not
limited to caribou, Dall sheep, brown/grizzly bears, bald eagles, and peregrine
falcons"
Maintaining healthy wildlife populations, however, does not preclude the Park Service from
providing for both sport and subsistence hunting opportunities in national preserves, as directed by
Congress in ANILCA Section 203 3 • Yet hunting in national preserves is allowed only when it is
consistent with other purposes of the park system as set forth in ANlLCA Section 1313:
"A National Preserve in Alaska shall be administered and managed as a unit
of the National Park System in the same manner as a national park except
as otherwise provided in this Act and except that the taking of fish and
wildlife for sport purposes and subsistence uses, and trapping shall be allowed
in a national preserve under applicable State and Federal law and
regnlation. "

3 "That hunting slwll be permitted in areas designated as national preserves under the provisions of this Act."

------------------~---------------
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• The key words here are "administered and managed as a unit of the National Park System in the
same manner as a national park ... under applicable State and Federa11aw and regulation." ANILCA
makes it clear that, while Alaska has some unique provisions, its parks are to be treated like other
units of the park system across the country. Management direction for the national park system in
Alaska is firmly grounded in the 1916 Organie Aet as reinforced in ANLlCA Section 203 4 . How
Park Superintendents are to manage park wildlife pursuant to the Organic Act is found in the
National Park Service Management Policies.
Management Poliey 4.4.3 clearly sets out where the harvest of wildlife is allowed:

Where harvesting is allowed and subject to NPS control, the Service will
allow harvesting only when (1) the monitoring requirement contained in
section 4.4.2 and the criteria in section 4.4.2.1 above have been met, and (2)
the Service has determined that the harvesting will not unacceptably impact
park resources or natural processes, including the natural distributions,
densities, age-class distributions, and behavior of:
•
•
•

Harvested species
Native species that the harvested species use for any purpose, or
Nalive species thai use the harvested species for any purpose

Section 4.4.2.1 (mentioned above) explains that:
"removal (of plants and animals) will not cause unacceptable impacts on native
resources, natural processes, or other park resources"
And furthermore, Section 4.4.2 makes it abundantly clear that the manipulation of wildlife
populations is not allowed:
The Service does not engage in activities to reduce the nUll1bers of native
species for the purpose of increasing the numbers of harvested species (i.e.,
predator control), nor does the Service permit others to do so on lands
managed by the National Park Service.
In summary, preserves in Alaska are bound to the Organic Act as well as to ANILCA and they are
managed under the same Management Policies as parks in the Lower 48. Direction in ANILCA, the
Management Policies, and from the Secretary's Office make it clear that while harvesting wildlife in
national preserves can occur, it cannot deplete healthy populations or unacceptably impact natural
processes, natural distributions, densities, age-class distributions and behaviors, and harvest cannot
be done for the purpose of increasing the numbcrs of harvested species (i.e. predator control).

4 ''the Secretary shall administer the lands, waters, and interests therein added to existing areas Of established by the
foregoing sections of this title as new areas of the National Park System, pursuant to the provisions ofthe Act of August
25, 1916 (39 Stat. 535), as amended and supplemented"
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Alaska Hunting Regulations Must Be Non-Conflicting with Federal Legal Mandates
NPS management direction for implementing the legal mandates of the Organic Act and ANILCA
for harvesting wildlife in National Preserves in Alaska is found in 36 CFR 13.40(d) which states:
"Hunting and trapping are allowed in national preserves in accordance with
applicable Federal or non-oonfticting state law and regulations"
(emphasis added).

In managing hunting on national preserves, we are confident that the National Park Service fully
understands that its mission is to protect healthy wildlife populations in accordance with the
direction set forth in ANILCA, the Organic Act, the Management Policies, DOl direction and other
applicable laws and regllifltinnR, fiR reviewed above. As myh, when the state of Alaska proposes new
hunting laws or regulations for Game Management Units (GMU) that include all or portions of
national preserves, the standard by which the Park Service evaluates these proposed new laws and/or
regulations is one of "non-conflicting" with the Management Policies, ANILCA or the Organic Act
as amended and supplemented.
To ensure that there is no conflict, the Management Polieies call for consultation with states on
harvest policy. In Section 4.4.2,
the policy calls on the Service to consult with state agencies on certain fish
and wildlife management actions and encourages the execution of memoranda
of understanding as appropriate to ensure the conduct of programs that meet
mutual objectives as long as they do not conflict with federal law or
regulation.
Key words in this policy are "mutnal objectives" that "do not conflict with federal law or
regulation." Under the terms of the existing Management of Understanding between the NPS and
the State of Alaska, we believe the Park Service has attempted to ensure that mutual objectives are
met by submitting timely and detailed comments on proposed regulation changes to the Alaska
Board of Game. However when the state of Alaska does not live up to its side of the agreement by
ignoring Park Service protests over proposed new hunting regulations that do conflict with federal
law or regulations, the Park Service is forced to take action within its own regulatory regime,
creating confusion for the hunter while doing what it must to protect park resources.
NPCA supports all requests by the Park Service to modify proposals and/or exempt NPS lands from
proposed new hunting regulations.

------------------------------- page4
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Comments On Specific Proposals
ADF&G's 2009 Brown Bear Management Report is still unpublished as of February, 2011 sand
ADF&G's online brown bear harvest data is missing for Unit 17B post 2006. 6
The lack of public dissemination of current brown bear harvest data significantly limits thorough and
effective participation in the Board of Game process by NPCA, federal land managers, and other
members of the interested public. When ADF&G does not provide thorough and current harvest,
management, and research data in its analysis ofNPCA's concerns and ignores specific concerns,
the department analysis should not be considered sufficient to support a recommendation to the
board regarding NPCA proposals.

Support Proposal 26 - Unit 17 Adjustments to Brown Bear Harvest Regulations
NPCA strongly urges the Board of Game to support amending the non-resident brown bear harvest
regulations, in tbis ease the season length, in subunitl7B to align more closely with bordering Unit
9. This is a conservative proposal that continues to provide nonresident hunting opportunity while
retaining the current resident harvest opportunity. The goal is to encourage the dispersal, instead of
the concentration, of brown bear harvest throughout the region. This proposal is a conservative
attempt to address; 1) concerns of a concentrated harvest of brown bears along the upper Mulchatna
drainage, especially during season dates when bordering GMU's are closed to bear hunting, 2) to
simplify the regulations for the hunting community, and 3) to manage the brown bear populations on
NPS managed lands conservatively due to the lack of objective brown bear management data. Yet
we fear the Board may disregard our proposal because of the negative analysis done by ADF&G.
In ADF &G' s analysis and recommendation for Proposal 26, the department makes an ambiguous
and unsupported claim that "most" of the harvest "data" presented by the NPCA is incorrect - yet the
®partment provides no data analysis of its own to sUI2P0rt that claim or address the NPCA concerns
presented in the proposal.
The department avoids addressing NPCA's specific concerns; including high documented rates of
female brown bear harvest in subunit 17B following board liberalization of brown bear harvest
regulations in 2003 and subsequent years.
The department recommendation of "Do Not Adopt" is supported only by subjective "assumptions"
that the current harvest rates are sustainable and the brown bear population is "healthy". Phrases
such as "likely" and "subjective" are used in the analysis and fail to provide detailed analysis using
sound scientific principles, including a detailed discussion of the potential impacts to the
composition of the brown bear population resulting from targeted or concentrated harvest of mature
bro",'ll bears in subunit 17B. Sound science presented by ADF&G is needed to justify continuing
excessive and liberal harvest regulations ofNPS managed wildlife resources, including those that
rely on seasonal migrations to bordering state lands tor food sources. This science is missing from
this discussion.

, http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg-libran-co llections. wildlifemanagement
6 https;l/secure.wildlire.alaska.gQv/index.cfm?fuseaction=harvest.lookup
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, In support of this proposal, NPCA relied on the latest data provided for in specific state documents:

-.
•

In 2003 the Board of Game significantly liberalized the brown bear harvest regulations in
Unit 17B. 7 This action resulted in three consecutive years of female brown bear harvests
exceeding 50% of the total harvest of brown bears in Unit 17B (RY 03/04 - RY 05/06), a
maximum harvest rate established by ADF&G for female brown bears in Unit 17B. 8 Yet the
female harvest rate could be even higher. In 2007 ADF&G states that the sex ratio for all
brown bears killed in 17B is unknown. 9

ADF &G did not provide any data to indicate that the percentage of female harvest rates in
17B have decreased since 2006 in their recommendations and analysis of the NPCA
proposal.
•

Following the high female harvest rates, the Board of Game subsequently liberalized brown
bear harvest regulations ~ in 2005 and in 2009 in subunit 17B. 10

•

In 2007, ADF&G states the brown bear harvest rate had doubled (in 17A, B, & C) from the
historical harvest rate. 11

•

Defense oflife & property (DLP) and subsistence harvest of brown bear is chronically under
reported in Unit 17 and in the region in general. The actual total harvest of brown bears in
subunit 17B is unknown. 12

7 2005

Brown Bear Management Report pg. 171 /

http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/staticlhome!library/pdfs/wildlife/m~

rpts/05brbweb.pdf
From one bear every 1'2l!! years to one bear lWlO: year and extended the season by 10 days, only in tbe upper Mulchatna
river draiPIIBe bordering the park.
s 2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. I 83 I'
htt:p;/lwww.adfg.alaska.gov!static(hQme/library/pdfs/wildlife/milt mts/07 brbear.pdf
9 2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 179 /
http;/Lwy,w.adfg.alaska.gov/staticlhome/library/pdfs/wildlif.fmg! rplstO? brbear.pdf I The ADF&G state: "the sex ratio
for all bears killed (reported plus unreported) in the unit is unknown"
10 RY 04/05 and RY 08/09 Hunting Regulations Bookiet:

In 2005 the BOG extended the season by 10 days in the remainder of 17B. In 2009 the BOG extended the season by
another 10 days for all of 17B, including the upper Mulchatna River and including NPS managed lands.
In bordering Unit 9, the ADF&G established a maximum harvest rate objective for female brown bears of only 40%. A
50% female harvest objective in 17B is the upper limit for an estimated sustainable harvest rate of female brown bears.
For the state harvest rates to exceed this objective three years in a row and the BOG to then continue to liberalize harvest
opportunities in 17B is not acceptable. These actions do not comply with established scientific management principles.
11

2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 179 /

htt:p;//www.adfg.alaska.gQv!staticlhome!library/pdfsJwildlife/m~
12

rptsl07 brbear.pdf

2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 179 /

http;/!www.adfg.alaska.gov/staticlhome/librarvlpdfs/wildlife/m~ rptsl07 brbear,pdf
"Changing the intolerant attitude of local residents toward bears is a Significant challenge"

Page 115; In Unit 9 which borders Unit 17 the ADF&G estimated an unreported, iIlegallDLP yearly harvest of 50 brown
bears. Yet, ADF&G seems to avoid estimating what they readily admit is a high unreported 1 illegal harvest in Unit 17.
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From 2001 to 2006, 62% of the bears killed in Unit 17 were from subunit 17B bordering NPS
managed lands. 13

In its analysis, ADF&G did not address the regulation changes since 2003 that promoted increased
harvest pressure on brown bears in Unit 178. ADF&G provided no analysis for aligning brown bear
hunting regulations with bordering GMU's, a policy the BOG traditionally supports statewide.

"Prior to 1970, few bears were reported as harvested in the Unit [17A, B, & C].
When the Board of Game established alternate year seasons in [borderin~] Unit
9 in 1973, the number of bears reported harvested in Unit 17 increased." 4
Detailed harvest rates for bears on state lands defined by unified coding units (UCU's) bordering
Lake Clark National Park and Preserve were not provided by ADF&G in its analysis or evaluation of
the potential impacts of a concentrated harvest along the upper Mulchatna River drainage. Relying
exclusively on brown bear harvest rates inside the park does not provide an accurate assessment of
the potential cumulative and long term impacts to NPS managed brown bear populations, especially
when it is highly probable that traditional brown bear feeding areas lie outside the park boundaries
along the upper Mulchatna River drainagc and unnatural low populations of bears on bordering state
lands may promote source-sink emigration of bears out of the park.

In addition, the potential for undocumented negative impacts to NPS bear populations increases
significantly when the states management data is subjective and based solely on harvest rates and
harvest composition statistics.
"'Harvest statistics are useful, but a manager cannot expect to gain a confident
appraisal of population status solely from the sex and age composition of the
harvest" 15

13 2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 183 I
http://www .adfg.alaska.gov/static/homeilibraQ'ipdfs/wildlifeimgt rpts/Q7 brbear.pdf
On page 179 of the report also states:
"It is unknown if the unequal dislribution ofbarvest in the Unit is due to bear distribution or bunter effort. "
"Subjective evidence indicates the population is large enough to support such harvest"
14 2001 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 165 I
http;!lwww .adfg.alaska.gcty!staticlhomellibrruy/pdfs/wi Idlife/mgt mts!mbrO 1 sc.pdf
2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 164 !
http;/iwww.adfg.alas)(a.gov/staticlhome/librarylpdfslwildlife/mgt my/07 brbear.pdf
ADF&G acknowledges that large male bears are particularly susceptible to harvest during den emergence in March and
April Alternating years with spring hunts is an effective measure for mitigating that vulnerability.

" 2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 115 I
ht1pi!y/ww.adfg.alaska.gov!staticlhome/librarylpdfs/wildlife/mgt mts!07 brbear.pdf
"Harvest statistics are useful, but a manager cannot expect to gain a confident appraisal of population status solely from
the sex and age composition of the barves!"
Miller, Sterling D., Sellers, Richard A., Keay, Jeffrey A. Effects of Hunting on Brown Bear Cub Survival and Litter Size
in Alaska. Ursus 14(2);130-152 (2003)

--~~--.---~~---.---
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NPCA does recognize a typo found in its proposal. The total harvest rate from RY 00101 to RY
05106 included all of Unit 17 in the original proposal. The correct harvest rate data for just 17B is as
follows (in bold):
From Regulatory Year (RY) 92/93 to RY 99/00 the average brown bear harvest in only subunit 17B
was 37 bears per year (range 22 - 55). From RY 00/01 to RY 05/06 the average bear harvest in Unit
17B increased to 63 bears per year (range 48 - 77), an overall increase of 71 percent in just six years.
An alternating fall I spring brown bear hunt is available in bordering subunit 9B for nan-residents.

We relied an the state of Alaska's 2010 12011 hunting regulation book which states "no open
season" in the season dates column for non-residents. On :further investigation, we found the fme
print indicating a non-resident season actually does exist and located the dates for the seasons in a
preceding year regulation book. We regret any confusion this caused, but would point out that we
relied on data published in the official State of Alaska Hunting Regulation publication.

In Conc:lusion:
The current subunit 17B brown bear harvest regulations are incompatible with NPS goals, objectives
and management plan for Lake Clark, in particular to maintain the natural population age class
composition and the ''unimpaired'' ecological integrity of brown bears in Lake Clark National Park
and Preserve. NPCA bases this assertion on the following;
•
•
•
•

•

a lack of any objective data for the brown bear population specific to Unit 17;
the significant limitations identified by ADF&G of a brown bear management strategy based
exclusively on harvest objectives and harvest composition ratios;
the targeted harvest of the mature age class of the brown bear population;
a significant increase in overall brown bear harvest rates compared to historical rates,
including female harvest rates exceeding the management objective for at least three years
since 2003;
and mUltiple objections by the National Park Service regarding the actions of the Board of
Game authorizing liberal brown bear harvest regulations in 17B since 2003;

NPS management mandates are to conserve the natural diversity of the brown bear population
inhabiting park lands in subunit 17B, including the natural mature age class composition ratio.
ANlLCA specifically states Lake Clark N adonal Park & Preserve shall be managed "to maintain
unimpaired the scenic beauty and quality of portions of the Alaska Range and the Aleutian Range .. ,
in their natural state and to protect habitat for and populations of fish and wildlife including ...
brown/grizzly bears." Adopting this proposal will provide NPS with an improved opportunity to
meet its legal mandates.

Support Proposal 40 - Amending Unit 13 Brown Bear Harvest Regulations
Brown bear harvest in Unit 13 is the most liberal in the state of Alaska and it impacts hunting in both
Denali and Wrangell-St. Elias national parks and preserves. NPCA proposed changes to both the
bag limit and the season length to reduce the hunting impact on brown bears in Unit 13. While

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Page 8
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, ADF&G recommended a "do not adopt," we feel that ADF&G's analysis is insufficient to address
NPCA concerns and does not justify the "do not adopt" recommendatiolL
In the ADF&G analysis of proposal 40, the department continues to avoid addressing virtually every
concern presented by NPCA and it makes unsubstantiated claims to address those concerns.

NPCA's principal concerns that ADF&G's analysis did not address are:
•

ADF&G states in their analysis of proposal 40 that recent increases in moose calf recruitment
in Unit 13 is "primarily driven" by wolf control, not high rates of brown bear harvest. The
Board of Game authorized the current brown bear harvest regulations for the sole and
exclusive purpose of reducing the brown bear population in Unit 13 to ''potentially'' increase
moose calf survival.
"Brown bear numbers should be reduced to increase moose calf
survival ... The rationale behind these liberalized seasons, bag limits,
and tagfee eliminations are that they increase the interest in hunting
brown bears. " 16

•

Despite increased harvest rates for brown bears since the 1980's, the department
admits in its analysis that "the effect on moose is still unclear" 17 and the state
continues to promote unprecedented liberal brown bear harvest regulations in Unit 13.

•

NPCA has concerns about the decline in multi-year brown bear harvest rates despite
increasingly liberalized brown bear harvest regulations. ADF&G quotes a single year
harvest rate of 158 bears in RY 08/09 yet provide no indication of the yearly trend
sincc 2006. Since 2001 the multiyear trend has docmnented a falling harvest rate
despite the BOG promoting "opportunistic" harvest by any hunter in the field who
simply "encounters" a bear while hunting other species, including a ''no closed
season" on harvest. This is a direct indication that the optimmn yield of brown bears
bas been negatively impacted. ADF&G strongly objected to liberalized brown bear
harvest regulations just a decade ago, yet the analysis ofproposal 40 suggests that the
state is conducting a unit wide "experiment" ofthat liberalization. This does not
comply with management objectives for federally managed wildlife populations in
Unit 13. Nor does it explain or justify the reasoning for the dramatic shift in ADF&G
policy in the last decade.

"Ifgrizzly bear numbers are reduced below optimum yield to promote
population growth in a prey species, such cases will be kept to a
minimum. continued for the shortest possible time. and restricted to
the smallest areg necessary to accomplish the goal. "

16 2001 Brown Bear Management Report Unit 13/ pg 139
hJl]:!fwww.adfg.aiaska.gov/static/homeilibraryipdfslw ildlifelmgl rotsimbrO 1 sc.pdf
11 Department of Fish and Game Analysis and Recommendations for proposal 40 I March 2011 BOG Meeting
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"These recommendations set a standard for conservative management
of brown/grizzly bears over most of the state, with relatively few
exceptions in specific areas where increased bear harvests would
reduce predation on stressed moose or caribou populations. " 18

•

Unit wide moose population and harvest objectives are currently being met in GMU
13. This is not a "stressed" population. Unfortunately, ADF&G does not provide any
current moose harvest data to support the statement of a need for "continuing toward"
moose objectives. One obvi.ous management example that moose management
objectives have been met or exceeded is found in the 2011 Unit 13 moose harvest
regulations which provides up to 290 any bull permits for residents and up to 1 J5 @1:
bull permits for non residents only. These regulations imply that bull cow ratios have
been reached or exceeded in much of Unit 13.

•

ADF&G analysis of proposal 40 states that the current unprecedented harvest rate is
sustainable. Yet the department admits in the analysis that a basic unit wide brown
bear population surveyor census of the bear population is not available, admitting
that only 8% of Unit 13 has some "undisclosed" amount of objective data, yet even
then, the department does not provide any of the data for review. Unit wide brown
bear populations are based on modeling "estimates" only and those estimates have
inherent limitations as described by the area biologist.

"A mqjor problem pertaining to brown bear management is the
difficulty in obtaining population data ... Because of this; population
data are available for only a limited portion of Unit 13. All unit wide
bear estimates are based on extrapolations of estimated densities. The
problems associated with this are obvious, particularly given the
differences in study area and census techniques" [9
ADF&G's claim ofa "healthy" bear population in Unit 13 is an unsubstantiated claim
with little objeetive data provided to support that assertion for public review.
•

AD&G's analysis states that the source-sink dynamic between NPS managed bear
populations both within and bordering Unit 13 "appears" to be localized and long
distance migrations do not occur. Yet ADF&G provides nothing in the form of
specific data to support that assertion or to refute the substantial number of peer
reviewed papers on the topic. 20 In addition, the ongoing researeh project in subunit
13A borders Wrangell 8t. Elias National Park and Preserve, thus short distance
migration to fill unnatural low bear population levels on bordering state lands in 13A
is a significant and valid concern. ADF&G's analysis of a source-sink dynamic

Appendix A I Oct. 1998 ADF&G report to the BOG - RESIDENT BROWN BEAR BAG LOOTS AND TAG FEES
2007 Brown Bear Management Report pg. 801
htto:l/www.adfg.alaska.gov/staticlhomeilibrarv/odfs/wildlife/mgt mts/07 brbear.pdf
20 Scbwartz CC, Haroldson MA, White GC, Harris RB, Cberry S, Keating KA, Moody D, Servheen C. 2006. Temporal,
spatial, and environmental influences on tbe demographics of grizzly bears in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem,
Wildlife Monographs 161. Pg. 57
18
19

http://www.fws.gov/monntain-prairie/species/mammalsigrizzlyiSchw"'r'-L~L~L::!'Q.Q§.'bPM
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regarding NPS managed bear populations in Unit 13 is insufficient and based on
subjective analysis oflimited data that is not provided for public review.
•

ADF&G's analysis provides no data on high harvest rates on lands bordering Denali
and Wrangell St. Elias National Park and Preserve's in Unit 13. No harvest data based
on unified coding units (UCU's) is provided to address NPCA concerns of
concentrated harvest of brown bears along park borders and high access areas
bordering parks and preserves in Unit 13.

In Condusion:
ADF&G's analysis of proposal 40 states the "true effects" of liberalized seasons are
unknown and that continuing the liberal regulations and harvest rates "will enhance our
knowledge of brown bear population dynamics statewide". NPCA questions the quality of
information gained by this "experiment" when compared to the risk of long term damage to
the diversity and integrity of the larger landscape and its relevance to other regions of the
state.
The state of Alaska is over-stepping its authority by su~ecting NPS managed wildlife
populations to an unprecedented and unjustified management "experiment" conducted for the
sole purpose of artificially reducing bear populations to increase ungulate popUlations for
human consumption, especially when the "experiment" is unit wide, includes wildlife that
predominately inhabits NPS managed lands, and the data collection for scientific analysis is
limited in scope and withheld from public review in the ADF&G analysis of proposal 40.

Proposal 78 - Revoke the Intensh'e Management of Bears in 5AAC 92.125
At the October 2010 meeting of the Board of Game, board member Ben Grusendorf stated
legislative intent for the state's Intensive Management statutes (AS 16.05.255 (e-g» clearly
identified in committee in debate that bears would not be included in the state's "intensive
management" programs. The department states that "predation by bears" must be considered
but fails to identify if that consideration "may" include the identification ofbears in 5AAC
92.125. Again, the ADF&G analysis lacks specific reference to Alaska statute "requiring" the
board of game to identify bears in 5AAC 92.125.
ADF&G's analysis indicates that establishing board testimony regarding this issue is
inappropriate and does not request regulatory change. This could not be further from the
truth. Identifying historical legislative and board discussion on the requested regulatory
change found in proposal 78 is necessary for NPCA to support its requested regulatory
action.
In addition, NPCA asks the Board of Game to request a formal opinion from the Department of Law
regarding legislative intent to exclude all bears from all intensive management plans authorized
under the authority of AS 16.05.255(e-g).

_________________________________ Page
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: AS 44.23.020.(d) states:
"There is established within the Department of Law the function of public
advocacy for regulatory affairs."
The public is seeking a formal legal opinion of the legislative intent, the resident's .intent, when
authorizing the intensive management of game in Alaska in 1994. This is a basic and fundamental
request for the Department of Law to participate in public advocacy for regulatory affairs.

Support Proposal 109 - Amend Unit 11, 13 & 16 Brown Bear Tag Revocation
The revocation of the need for a tag to harvest brown bears was done simply to increase the
opportunistic harvest of brown bears in furtherance of the state's desire to reduce bear
populations for the benefit of human consumption of moose and caribou. Consistent wiili
our oilier proposals seeking a reduction in the harvest of brown bears, we seek a
reinstatement ofilie brown bear tag.
The department's analysis of proposal 109 states the tag fee exemption of brown bears is

applied to game management units with known calf predation. Yet the ADF&G analysis of
proposal 40 states that "the effect rof liberalized brown bear hunting regulations] on moose is
still unclear. Resident brown bear tag fees were revoked 16 years ago in Unit 13, yet the
effect on moose calf recruitment is still unclear.
In ADF&G's generated proposal 110, the department justifies reauthorizing the brown bear
tag fee exemption based on one issue, increasing brown bear harvest rates resulting in a
"potential" decrease in bear predation on moose calves. Yet no data or analysis is provided
that increased harvest rates are sustainable or that increased harvest rates result in lower
predation rates on moose calves. No objective scientific justification is provided.
ADF&G's analysis of proposal 109 also states that "Current [brown bear] population
estimates and related research conducted in Units 13 and 16B indicate that brown bears are
an effective predator and currently present in healthy numbers. The department ignores Unit
11 and provides no moose calf mortality data or population data for public review. No
objective scientific justification is provided.
ADF&G appears unable to address or justifY the dramatic shift from its long standing brown
bear manamgent policy of using liberal regulations designed to reduce the bear population
only sparingly and in short duratiM. Long term artificial manipulation of bear densities and
age class composition in bear populations over broad areas presents significant risk to the
long term diversity and integrity of the environment on a landscape scale. ADF&G's analysis
did not address the departments own recommendations over the last several decades.

"Ifgrizzly bear numbers are reduced below optimum yield to promote
population growth in a prey species, such cases will be kept to a minimum,
continuedfor the shortest possible time, and restricted to the smallest area
necessary to accomplish the goal. "

_________________________________ Page
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"The Department lacks adequate information on brawn/grizzly population
numbers in most areas of the state to manage luJrvest intensively on an annual
basis. Because of the difficulty and high costs of estimating bear density, it is
unlikely the Department will be able to gather such infOrmation on a wide
scale in the fOreseeable future. "
"Thus the Department relies heavily on accurate luJrvest information to
assess effects of hunting and will continue to do so. The Board has previously
recognized that inconsistent re~lations can prOVide incentives for hunters to
misrepresent locations oftheir kills. Inaccurate reporting in units with longer
seasons, tagfee waivers, and/or 1 bearlyear limits has been documented and
can cause biologists to misinterpret trends in sex ratio and mean age used to
assess population status. " 21
ADF&G has not addressed the question of why Denali State Park and NPS lands in Unit 20E
are excluded from brown bear tag revocations yet national park and preserve lands in Unit
11,13 and 16B (bordering Denali State Park) are not. This is especially troublesome when
you consider that Unit 11 is virtually all NPS managed lands and Denali National Park and
Preserve, which borders Denali State Park, is widely considered one America's most
treasured National Parks.

In Conclusion:
The National Park Service has requested in writing to the Board of game that NPS managed lands be
excluded from every "no brown bear tag fee required' regulations a total of four times since 2003,
two of those requests were specifically for unit 11, 13, 16B.
The National Parks Conservation Association feels there are no alternatives to the wise management
of Alaska's bear populations. Management principles based on recognized scientific brown bear
management principles leave the board no choice but to reinstate the brown bear tag fees on National
Park Service managed lands.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these proposals.
Sincerely,

Cor

MiSQaiA

r ", Jim Stratton

Alaska and Pacific NW Regional Director
National Parks Conservation Association
750 W. 2nd Ave. #205
Anchorage, AK 99501
21
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Appendix A
•

RESIDENT BROWN BEAR BAG LIMITS AND TAG FEES
. REpORT TO THE BOARD OF GAME

October 23. 1998

BACKGROUND
A ''''tewide bag limit of 1 brown/grizzly bear everr 4 years WllS first established by the
Board of Game (Boord) in 1967. In 1976 the Alaska Sra .. Legislature mandated a S25
brown/grizzly bear tag fee for Alaska residents. but chose not '0 establish tag fccs for other
game animals harvested by residents for food. These regulations applied even in areas where
peimits made the frequency with which individual hunters took bears irrelevant to overaU
harvest ..The $25 tag fee and 1 beat every 4 years standard thus retlectcd an .,tirud. in which
most huntt:l:S held brownl grizzly bea" in high esteem, to be harvested conservatively as patt
of a carefully planned hunting e~pe:rience rather than incidental ttl other liu.::tivities. A
stat~widC' requirement to salvage brown/grizzly bear ttides and skulls, but with no
requirement to also salvage the edible meat, further' und:rscored the prevailing attitude thllt

this was a trophy anima.l.
By the early 1980. the Board, the Department of Fish and Game (Department), and the
public realized that in ,orne areas predation by brown/grizzly bears might be a fact<>t in
declines and prolonged lows of some populations of moose and caribou important for
hArvest by hlll'OlUlS. Consequently the Board began aliowing hwttt:l:S to take 1 bear/year in
certain units in 1982. In 1983 the legishuutt author11:cd th~ Board to waive the :resident
brown/grizzly beat tag fee on a year-to-year basis in selected game .nnn~ment units OJ:
subunits.
In 1986 and 1987, the Board worked with the Department to establisb clear guidelines for
using resident tag fees and b<ag limit., to manage brown betS populations. The: Board and the
Department a~eed that consistency in regulations among units wouki best setve most
statewide: management goals (i.e., a ~aseline standard of a $25 resident tag fee and 1 bear
every 4 years) ..However. they -also recognized Sltll'-tiODS in which it Jnight be desirable to
ilire<.:t inctC\$~ harvest to specific areas to telie\"e bear predation Ott moose or caribou. The
following rerommendations were p=nted to the Boord at their October 1987 """'ting and
have served as. the basis fot' browTl/grizzLy bear management since then:
Wl1en it is desirable to increase hatVest of brown/grizzly bears, primary emphasis
should be placed on season length extensions and not tQg fee waivers and bag limJt
changes,
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If ••...,n length chmge' do not result in desi"d harvests, bag limitch.nges and/or
tag fee waivers should be considered on a case-b)'-case basis only.
Wb~ bog limitS are changed to 1 bearlyear or the resident tag fee is ;vm'cd.
additional control. such as registration bunts or in-uni. ..aling ,hould be
implemented.
To the extent possible, individual regulation crumge••hould be maintained for
several Y"""" Overlapping regulatory changes co()fuse the assessment of an)' single
change.
If grizdy bear numbers are reduced be10w optimum yield to promote papulation
gr:Qwth In a prey species, such cases will be kept to :l minim.um, continued for the
shortest possible: time. and restricted to the smalles.t a.rea necessary to aaomplish the
goal.

Implicit in the first recoontn=dation Wl!.S an intention to apply the ,,,,nd....t of I bear every 4
ye-a.rs and a $25 ug fee as widely as possiblE!, and use other methods to reguIiu:e harvest
urnes: -sustained yield principles. The: second re<=ommendation rec.:onfkmed the intention to
use the 1 bear every 4 yean. bag limit as :a bueli.ne: and make changes oo1y on a. case~by..case
basis when changes in 'eason length fuiled to achieve harvest gools. The. third
recotnmendation addressed findings that liberali2ed bag limits and tag fee wai...... in limited
areas led to &lse reporting of harvest location. The fourth recommendation tecognh:e:d that
n:guiations must be in place with no additional chmges for several years to adequately
evaluate their effectiveness. The fifth recommendation .implied that increased heat luuvests
to reduce predation would be judidO\lsly appli<:d, infre<:tuen~ and smallln scale, Collectively,
the five recommendations «cognized th.t brown/grlzzly bears have low population density
and low recruianent, it is very difficult .nd expensive to e,tim.te population size and trend,
and bears may take many years to recovet from population reductions. The
:r:e~ommendadoos $et 2 standard for conservative, trophy ltl.anagement of hrown/grizzly
bears over most of the statC'~ with relatively few exceptions in specific areas where increased
bear harvests would reduce predation on stressed moose. Ot caribou populations,
B~'

1984 the Board also recognized that in some areas of the state some residents
traditionally hunt br~wri/grlzzly bears for fOod rather than trophies, The Board began to
eliffiina.. ,.sident tag fee; and .now 1 bear/y... bag iimito to make bear hUnting regulation,
more commensurate with ttadidoruU practices and to promote better reporting of batvcst5
by 10c.1 residents in «nain rural areas. These actions cu1minated in establishing the Western
AI.. ka, Northwest Alaska, and Chignik Brown Bear M""agemellt A<eas. In tbe,e areas
resident hunters who harvest bears primarily fot food tna)r register to take 1 bear/year
without. resident tag, and aU edible meat m...t be salvaged. Hid", and slrulls need not be
sal'\.'agm or satle:d unleS5 l'CMOved from the management area or presented fur commercial
tannir:-g widUn the area, :at which time the ~kin of the head and front claws must be removed
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by ADF&G to destIoy tropby value. Hunters wishing to pursue bears as trophies in tbe
Brown Bear Manogemen, Areas may still do so under the 125 tag ref wd 1 bear eve,)' 4
yc:us standard and must have the hides and skulls sealed. Ovt'raIl harvest in the Management
Areas is maintained withio sustained yield limits.
Until 1998 a '25 tag &:e ""d. 1 beor every 4 years bag limit remained the ...ndard for mos.
recreational brown/grizzly bear hunters in most of Ala$ka. The: only exceptions to tne [:ag
ree and 1 bear ""'cry 4 years bag limit were; 1) hunters taking bean fur food in Brown Be"
Management Areas, and 2) units with Board-appro'Ved management t>lans to in<.tease t'Xloose
or caribou populations tlu:ougb temporary reductions in bear populations by hunting, At its
,pring 1998 meeting, the Board tecogrU..:d that Unit> 19D and 25D had lightly harve'ted
hrown/ FZly bear populations itt .pite of vcry long seasons and could ,uppon substantially
higher bear harvests on a sustained yield basis;. Therefore the Board decided to expand beat
hunting opportunity by eliminating the resident tIlg fe. in these units and allowing • 1
beru:/y=: bag limit. Thus a thin! <xccption to the $25 tag fee and 1 beat every 4 years
standard-c<panded hunmig opJ?Ortunity-was established by the Board. Extensive !ire•• of
Alaska are similar ID Units19D and 25D in having low brown/grizzly bear harvests in 'pite
of long seasons. These at:eas ate generally remote, have poor access, and ofu:n lat;:k other
game species to draw the attention of nonlocal resident hunters.
Adts spring 1998 meeting, the Bo",d also began to systemarieally jmplement the Intensive
Game Management Act, p:assed by the lcgi51llture in 1995. Pull implementation of intensive
management, coupled with broader application of the new expanded opportunity
el<eltlption, could collectivdy cbang< the nature of brown/grizzly huntiogin AI.."", so the
traditional 'tandard of • $25 fee and 1 b... every 4 Y""'" would become the exception ",the<
than the rule: The purpose of this document is to: 1) indtcate fur the Board what unl.. at
.ubuni" might qualify for the «panded opportUnity exemption, 2) discus. potential
management problems -asSoociate:d with highly variable tag fee, bag limit. and sealing

te'luitements; 3) discus. tamific"riorlS of simplilj>ing regulations by eliminating the resident
tag fcc altogether and going to a 1 bear/year limit statewide; 4) discuss ramifications of
eliminating the expandt':d oppor.~unity exemption and retaining the '25 tag fee and 1 bear
every 4 'years s,t~.oda(d ex.cept jn Brown Bear Management Areas: and designated intensive
management areas,

EXPANDING
HUNTING
OPPORTUNITIES
IN
BROWN /GRIZZLY BEARS ARE LIGHTLY HARVESTED

AREAS

WHERE

Units 17A, 19A, 21, 24. 25B, Olld 20A all have brown/grizzly bear papulations which
historically have been lightly harvested. Units 25A and 26C fottnerly had brown/grizzly beat
ha.rvests approaching sustained yield lirn..lts, due pr::imarily to bunting by guided nonresident

3
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hurt~. Curbs on nonresident hunting, such 'as drawing permit requirements or quotas
negotiated with guides by f'edetal land managers. have reduced current harvests to much
lower levels. A!& long as the curbs on nonresident huntirJg remain in pla.c:~ overall harvest
will likely remain low, HatVest in Unit 11 dropped substantially when brown/grizzly beat
hunting was stopped on WrangeLl/St, Elias National Park laods, Low moose numbers. a
dosed caribou seas.on, and poor. sceess in the portion of the unit remaining open to
b,own/gri.zlybear hunting now result in harvests well below .~.tainable levels,

Resident huntets have: historically shown Little interest in taking brown/griz:dy bears in the
above areAS despite long seasons.. Beat hunting 1n mQ$t of these units is expensive, difficult,
and likely to have low SI.H'::CCSS rates. Llbcral tegularions in other lUCas with poor access, low
density wildlife populations., ancl POOl' hunting success rates have not significantly increased
harvest..- For examplt;.lo:ng brown/grizzly bear season$~ ta@; fi::e exemptions,. and 1 bear/year
bag limits have yet to significandy increase halVes.. in Unit 20D corm on the Tanana Rivet,
Thus expanding brown/griz>:ly bear hunting opportunity in urn.. with aloogJli.toty of low
hoM:st would likdy have little effect on actual fistv""" and would not eompromi.e beat:
conservation goals, at least in the nar furore.

Some of the specific problem. mi:ntioned in the p<oposals whicb led to the expmded
OppOttunity exemptions in Units 19D and 25D actually concerned local residen"
=mf'ortlOble with purchasing tag1l before hunting and occasionally having both
opportunities and needs tn take ",oblem bears more frequently than onre ""cry "" yo ......
'These problems coulcl perhaps have been dealt with under the old standrurl system by
expanding or estnblishlng new Brown Bear M~nagcment A...... perhaps with specific
modifi-::ations to accommodate locs1 needs and traditions. Another option would have been
to require regisu:atioo 'permits. available from jn-unit venda!s, to take 1 heM/year witb no
resident tag requin:d

POTENTIAL MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHLY
VARIABLE SEASONS, TAG FEES, AND BAG LIMITS
The Department lacks adequate infortruttion on brown/grizzly population nwnbers in most
areas of the stat~ to manage harvest intensively on an annual bams. Because of the difficultY
""d high cost> of ••tirnaring bear density, it is oollkely the Depo.rtlneDt will be oble to gather
such information an II wLde scale in the foreseeable future. Thus the Dc:p:trtment relies
heavily on aCCU[!ate: harvest information to assess effects of hunting and will continue to do
so. The Board has previou.';ly rec:ogn.ized that lncollsistent regulations can provide incentives
for hunters to misrepresent locations of their kills. lnaccus:ate reporting In u.n.its with longer
seasons, tag fee waivers, and/or 1 beat'!yelilt limits has been documented and can cause
biologists to misinterpret trends in sex rario and mean age used to assess population status,
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Overestimates of harvest in units where harvest is falsely reported and utlderestimates in
unitS where harvest acrually takes place make it difficwt to determine effectiveness of
management strategies and. could even put some: 'bear popula.tions at risk.

The BQ;ud and the Department have :attempted' to reduce misreporting problc:ms br
requiring in~unit: :sea1iu.g. This solution is viable so long as units with more Ji bern] re,guJadons
are relatively tCw and isolated, becoming less useful as -areas with $p«ial regulations
ptolifera,e and are inb:rmingIed with units retaining til. $25 rag Ie. and 1 bear every 4 yeaTS
stmdatcl. In~unit sealing sleo becomes unwieldy in ,unit'S with few or no communities with
sealing agen ts.
A complicated nwsaic of units with varying regulations also leads to confusion among
hunters. Huaters oornmo~y complain that confusion abOUt regulations discourages them
from hunting. Complicated regu.iations ro increase hunting opportunity may be approprj:.u:c
in: areas where demand is high and many huntexs are motiva.ted to leam the teguJations and
'blke :a.dvuttage of them, In intensive management areas where the goal js co entourage more
bear harvest by hun""', ",ho"" prltnary objective i, ro rake oilier game, confusing ,eptions
may actually be a detettent to beat hwuing Or lead tQ unintentional vioiation$, Tag fee and
bag limit change. are already being used in vatiou. combination. to help achkve particular
bear harvellt goals in intensive l'l.1Ul.agcment, subsistence, and expmded opportunity areas.
The table below give, some ide. of how confusing things a1tcadf are:
No tag fee, 1 bear/year. harvest does nQr
.ttect eligibility to hunt in ate" with bag
limit af 1 bear every 4 years.

Unit 13 (except Denali State Paxk)
Unit 20D (east of th. east bank of the
Gersdc River ant! no.t:th of the Tanana River)

No tag ree, 1 bew:/year, harvest ~ affect
. eligibility to hunt !c areas wiili bag limit of 1
beat every 4 years.

Unit 19D

Dult 25D

$25 rag fee. 1 bear/year, h"""," docs not
affect eligibility to hunt in areas with bag
limit of! beat every 4 yean.

Unit 5 (except 60)
Uni,12
Unit WE

Bw\vn Bear

Mllnagem~nt

No tag fee, I bear/yea'. harvest ~ .ffect
eligibility to hunt in areas witll bag limit of 1
beu every 4 years.

.Areas (-ail)

SubshHence hunten only

Special tequi.t:ements for sealing hides and skulls jn~unit, far sealing at designated locations
nutsid~ th~ unit,. or for scaHng within 7 days of the kill rathe,l: than the standard 30 days also

5
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apply to moot of these ate.. , Expanding hun ring opportunities in areas with historically low
ha.:rvest rates, as well as full implementation of intenslve m~agement, will inevitably- make
things even more complicated.

RAMIFICATIONS OF A STATEWIDE RESIDBNT TAG PEE WAIVER AND
BAG LIMIT OF 1 BROWN/GRIZZLY BEAR/YEAR
Tog fee. .re not n.",ssary for melting harvest, which is mooirctt'd by the sealing
requirement O( by registration in Brown Bear Management Areas. The resident Nlg fee was
established by the Iegisl.rure and cannor be abolished by the Board, although the Board was
delegated authority to 'Waive the fee. annually. Thus it appears at lirst glance tlll1t adopting a
statewide ,tandm:l of 1 brown/grizzly bear per year with no tag fee is feasible and would
greatly si11lPlify tegulations and enforcemen~ However, additional action. would be
necessary to ensure certain bear population. .re not put at risk. Units 1-5, 7, 6D;8, 9, 10, 14,
15,20A, 22B, 22C, 22D, and 26B =ndy bave brown/grizzly bear populations harvested
tt 0r near susminable: yield. Intensive rnanage:mcn~ prognuns for bears are ~ot likely in these
area" and we may not allow more libelSl harvests in th.. e units without risking reductions in
bear populstions. Althougll some of these units ne aln:a.dy adequately prol<cred by penni.
hl.Ult regulations and would not be affected by tag fcc or bag limit changes, changes in other
units would have: to be offset by shortening seasons or instituting permits. Resident hunters
are generally opposed to petmit hunts, except as a last resort, Any gains in opportunity for
serious brown/grizzly bearhWlters from simplifying l'egula.tions to the more: libentl standard
could ""sily be outweighed by addition.l constraints in already popular areas. Also, ... long as
dual management continues in Alaska on federal lands., bbemlized state regulations could
encourage even more Iiber.:tl actions b)' federal boards. This could les.d to risks of
, ov«ha.r;vest ~d £otce the state to return to 'more restrictive hanrest.S or hunting closures fot
residents and nonresidents who an: not federally-qwdified subsisteflce hunters. We could
lose ground.
Widely lihemI.izlng bmwn/grizzly xegulations could have ather ramifications. In spite of the
fact rha,t more liberal regulations in many rural areas would likely Dot have much effect on
actual harv.e~ many Alaskans continue to hold brown/grizzly bears in high esteem and

question whethcc it would -be appoopriatc '" imp••"'''''' • bag limit of t bear/yeu'tiJ.tewi4•.
Ellminating tag fee., libcrallzing bag limits, and designating .orne brown/grizzly beat
populations for reduction signal • major change in bear management policy and will likely
trigger controversy. 'Bear bunting issues have been a common subject of hallot initiatives

nationwide.
Brown/grizzly bear research and man-agement js expensive. Relatively few people hunt bears
tom pared to populu food animals Uke moose, deet, and caribou, n'i? tesidc::nt

6
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brown/grizzly bear tag fee generates considerable revenue to help offset the costs of bear
management. Resident tag fees brought itt 585,000 in 1\)<)7, the most recent year for which
record, an: avaibtble. Lo.. of this revenue may nm be easily replaced, although SOme would
argue that it may eventuall), b< compensated by bencH.. accrued from enhaoeed uogulate
populations.

RAMIFICATIONS OF RETAINING THE $25 RESIDENT TAG FEE AND
tBEAR EVERY 4 YEARS BAG LIMIT EXCEPT IN BROWN BEAR
MANAGEMENT AREAS AND INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT UNITS
The original pUIpOse of the $25 resident tag fee and 1 bear """I)' 4 years standard was to

promote

con~tion

and quality hunting. Also

impli~it

in these r:egulations was the

perception that brown/grizzly b<atli are valued trophy animal" th. hatvcst of whidi i. not to
b< taken lighdy. Mmy hunters and noohuntern in AJask> .till adhere to those values.. '

=

The fee ~JPtions and 1 bear/year limits now used to address subsistence harvest Ilnd
intensive ~t represent clearly defined .nd limited exceptiOIlJl to the brown/griazl),
bear IlllUl!lgement ,ta.t>dIllXls. Subsistence regulation, itt Brown :Se.. Managetmnt Areas
affect few bear hunters and also recognize that some rural hunters value beats differendy
tlmn Illost tet:teatioaal hunterB;. Specific regulations in Brown Bear Management Areas
ru:tually fOrmalize deeply held cui",r:d beliefs of some resident> who recognize be"'" a,
special animals. but in I't different context from the trophy or :aesthetic valUCIS of Western
Culture. Intensive tnan'!!""'ent clearly applies only when b=s are seen as competitor> that
can and should at times be reduced for human benefit In this context. sus~e.d yield
c01lservation principles that apply to most other wildlife are temporarily suspended. Bear!'i
become "$~" in a negative r:uber than a positive sense. The Board has previollsly
addx:essed this paradox by indiolling that intensive tnanagement measures to'WUd bears
should b< applied minimally. as stated in the fifth re:ornmendation from tb< October 1987
Board meeting: Full complianct! with intensive management law rna}' requite some
modification of that policy, but intensive management as it applies to btownJgdzzl)r bears
can s.tili be :!ieen as a dear exception' to conventional management policy.
Expanded opportlJ.t:ljty csffers more chances to participate in aesthetic bear hUllting ill a
sustained yield mattaCx. Problems arise in explaining how expanded opportunity differs
subs",ntively from ~tensive management when the regulations ate essentially the same,
Nonhunters and even hunters reading the regulations book will have trouble differentiating
wher~ bears are considered tOO nume.mus for overall wildlife man.agem.em
goals (intensive management ucas) and areas where bears are acb.lally scarce, not h:il"t1lling
ungulate popW2.tions:, and/or when:: we actUally do not want much in d\c way of increased

among areas

baNes!: (expanded opponunity areas). Most people will not know why the regolations ate in
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pl:1ce. Tbey will simply notice the lack of fees.. 1 bc-ar/year bag limit. and often similar season
lengths for both kmds of area. Lack of dear distinction of intensive management areas can
reduce the effectiveness of purposeful beat reductions. and we may inadver:tc:nrly dra\\.'
hunters to the expanded opporc:utlity areas, which is not the Board-s intention,
T€g f~es and c011servacive bag limits are widely believed to be effective in discouraging :u
least some hunters from opportunistically taking bes.fS, thus reducing potential harvest. The
Board still uses tag fees even in some units with bear population reduction goals [0
discotlmge ha.rvest5 from increasing too quickly. Other method, such as Season cb.an~es.
tegisttarion. Qr drawing permit hunts could also ensure limitation of harvests u>1thin dellired
levels in the absence of residc:nt tag fees, but many of these: mcr:hods may be perceived 3.$
even less desirable than the current standards, Thus tag fees and b~g limit changes can
continue to be useful tools in directing and reguh.ting; harvest.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Departm<Dt recorrunended 1X> the Board io 19117 that brown/grizzly be.. management
could best be served by adopting ,_doni tag fec and bag limit • •UOlUo os widely as
possible. 'There are still strong atgutnenrs for that position. Intensive rruJ.nagem~nt policy and
subsistence needs in Brown Bear Managemertt Areas have: justified waiving reeident
brown/ grizzly bar tag f.... and .nowing a bag limit of 1 be../ycu in certain game
tnanagement units. The Board more recently tecogniz.ed the possibility for: also w~ving the
tag fee. and allowing 1 bear/year in units with clu:onic:illy low harvest t1J .now bunters more
opportunity to m.ke bears. The question noV!" arises whether the less restt:icdve regulatioo.s
should re.pla~. the cuuent standonl of. $25 resident tag fee and a bag limit of 1 bear """ry 4
years statewide. The Ie.. restrictive stllrcwidc standard would greatly simplify n::gulations. It
would also redw:e problems of boodcgging. although varying se.."n length. would still
provide some incentive for misreporting harvest 10Cltion. However. increased intentional
and!Ot incidental harvest of bears: in some units could push harvest over sustained yield
limits. Safeguarding bear populations in those units would require additional, and of"",
unpopular, resttictions such as d:rawin~ or registration hunts and/or shorter seasons, Those
addlrional restrictions l along with less tangible effects on public:: perception. of the
Department and the Board's attitude towonl bean, could mnJre the seemingly .imple
solution unpalatable.
The Board could iosrerd dedde to remain with the old .tatus quo of a 125 resident tag fee
and 1 bear every 4 years except in Brown Bear Management Areas or intensive management
areas. Those exceptions are clearly understood, and the public has accepted these conditions
$0 far. InstitutionalWng an expanded hunting opportunity c:Jtemption would certainly lead to

8
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a mote complicated mos~ic of conflicting regulat;iclIlS and confusion fm hunters and the
. nonhunting public alike.

Alternatively, the Boaed could .bandon the goo] of standardizing regulations and tailor more
complicated regulations to the unique management re::<iulrement5 of individual units. Thi!;
path offers the mast flexibility, but it also risks ever incrc:.tsing comple>lity as actions token in
One area inadvertendy affect other areas.. Public acceptance of the te$~tjng ,"omplex
regulations would requl!C more education -and explanation of the Boatd's lotcmtions for each
area. Increasing comple,oty would also :l;'equire mote enfou;:cmcnt and careful da.ta U:lcking
to meaJure effectiveness of individual reguhtions,

9
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Mark and D bo ah Moderow
P. . Bo 185
Denali ark,

K 99755

(907 68 -4235
February 18, 2011
RE: AK Board of Game, March 4-10 2010, Proposal 232 Comment
I

Members of the Board:

I

My name is Mark Moderow.

ur roperty, house and family sled dog
I
I

kennel are located just off mile 22 .9 a the Parks Highway, within the
Yanert Controlled Use Area which i the subject Ofthih proposal. My
I

mailing address is P.O. Box 185, De ali ark, AK 9975~.

S
I must strenuously object to rop sal 232, proPlosed by the Fairbanks
Advisory Committee. It has been se mi gly accepted Py the Board of Game
outside of schedule, as part of an a nual reauthorization of antlerless
moose hunts. 1 The proposal, chan ing

blong-standing and balanced policy

on motorized vehicle use in a discr te Ideal area, cannot be accepted. The
proposal has not received a campi

e r view by the local advisory board
I

and has not been presented with a pro riate and mebningfUI notice and
I

opportunity to be heard by all inter ste parties. The benefits and
I

improvements advanced in suppor are irtually non-existent and the
,

I

negative impacts are greatly under tate by the out-at-area council's
I

proposal. Ifthe proposal has merit, the Middle Nenana Advisory Council,
1 These comments do not take a stand 0 the reauthori:r.atioh of the antlerless hunt~,
which appear Lo be supported by my nC'ghb rs, Middle Nenhna and Yanerl Valley
residents. This consideration, which d es n t change existi~g regulation, does nol
technically seem to be considered outsi e of schedule.
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which includes representatives fro

th local areas affected both pro and

con, is the "appropriate advisory c mm ttee"" to consider and advance the
proposal. This process would allo

appropriate notic~, research, and

opportunity for interested parties t be heard. The proposal must not be
adopted.

Out-of-S hed Ie; Out-of-Area
The consideration of antlerle s m ose hunts is a management tool,
and it is my understanding that the

Boa~d on an annual basis must

reauthorize this tool. Thus, the un erly ng Board of Game agenda item
seems to be timely. It is the additi n of the alterationl of a regulation
implementing a long-standing and alanced policy in a discrete, local area
that is out-of-schedule. By conside ing LCh matters out-of-schedule,
effective fact finding by the "appro

riat~ advisory committee", in this case
I

is the Middle Nenana Committee, i effJctively foreclosed or at least
foreshortened. There is no doubt t at
consideration compromises notice

0

~otice as to the out-of-schedule

t+

general public and thus any

meaningful opportunity for the int rested public to aid the process before
the appropriate advisory council. F r these reasons, Proposal 232 should
be rejected.
Proposal 232, as advanced b the Fairbanks Advisory Committee, is
based upon its representations of c nditions existing in the "Rex Trail",
I

"Ferry Trail", "Gold King", and "Yan rt CiA" areas. The Board must
recognize and acknowledge that all of these areas lie outside of the
I

2

See AS 16.05.260.
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immediate area where the statute resumes that the Fairbanks committee
members are /lwell informed on th

fiS~ or game resources of the locality.,,3
I

In fact, the Board's own regulation pecifically sets up the Middle Nenana
Committee as the "appropriate ad isorJ committee" to possess such local
4

knowledge of these areas. It goes wit+ut saying that the appropriate
committee is also in the best positi n to facilitate effective notice and elicit
appropriate input from affected re

ide~ts.

This has not occurred regarding

Proposal 232, and for this reason t e prbposal should be rejected until such
time as it is considered and advanc d bJ the appropriate Middle Nenana
Committee.

I

I

Overstated B nefits and Improvements
!

The Fairbanks Advisory Com

itte~ justification for Proposal 232 is

vague as to the effects on the "quo a(s)'( for antlerless moose hunting. It
I

appears to be referring to the direc effect on the intensive management
I

quotas for the entirety of Unit 20, ut in actuality it affects only the balance
between the quota and the current m06se population in an extremely
I

small and discrete area of the Unit, he Yanert Controlled Use Area.
I

Artificially increasing the quota in a small and isolated area of the Unit will
not serve to enhance the original d ta-driven intensive management goals
for the entire Unit. It is just a thinly veiled attempt by out-of-area hunters
to open further areas to destructiv

pra~ices without any real wildlife
I
I

management data-driven benefit.

See AS 16.05.260.
4 See 5 Me 96.021.

g
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,
,

A similar analysis of the acce 5

b~nefits advanced by the out-of-area
,

committee demonstrates a similar ack

bf local knowledge.

The Fairbanks

I
I

Committee cites "open water" and "late-freezing" rivers along with "trail
I

access" problems as leading to "ov rcrowding and concentrated hunting",
I

in one area which would be improv d by upsetting the long-standing policy
on motorized vehicle use in anothe arela, the Yanert Controlled Use Area,
and transferring the effects there.

I

he normal procedures assume the
I

Middle Nenana Committee knows he cbnditions at the Rex and Ferry Parks
Highway access points; the bare as

erti~ns of the Fairbanks Committee are
I

not entitled to any similar weight.

he

~ame

is true as to the relative river

I

and trail conditions. As is discusse below, the facts relating to the
limitation imposed by rivers, wetla ds alnd terrain and the facts relating to
initial access demonstrate that the laimed benefits are essentially non
existent.
In fact, the access in the Ferr and Rex areas seems superior to that
in the Yanert CUA. I believe there i parking and legal easements to access
!

the existing hunts. I have personall pa~ked and mushed from Rex to Gold
,

King and found the lodge owners c mmbrcially accommodating and the
frozen trail adequate. By contrast, here is only one legal access to the
i

Yanert Valley proper, at what is loc lIy khown as the Horse Trail at
I

approximately Mile 228 of the Park Highway. There are no recognized R.S.
!

2477 easements in the entire valley

5

The entire highway frontage for the

Yanert Valley is held in private own rship and unavailable for public access
except for this access. This single a cess is posted against hunting and

5

See J\ON R R.S. 2477 casefile on McKin y Village Trails. No. RST 1793.
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,

parking and consists of only a limit d 2S foot wide "17b"easement which is
limited to use by foot, dogsled, ani als,' snowmobiles, 2 and 3 wheelers,
,

and small ATVs of less than 3,000 I s. GVW.6 The size and legal limitations
of this trail are in contrast to the se mil]gly more expansive access at Ferry
and Rex.
It is also a matter of local kn wle;dge that this trail was utterly
destroyed by trespass access of he vy equipment brushing the Intertie last
fall. Upon complaint by the BLM a d the Regional Corporation owner, the
contractors did bulldoze the remai ing Ijlluck back to a uniform grade, but
as the vegetation mat was com pro ised over large portions, it remains to
be seen what length oftime it will t ke until the trail can take motorized
traffic again at any level above cas allocal use until total freeze up. Casual
trespass trails to avoid the bottoml SS portions of the damaged trail are
already developing. This is obviousl an aspect that would fall to the
expertise ofthe local committee fo fact finding and recommendations.
In addition to trail access iss es, there is no easement or area for
legal parking, causing extreme con estion from trucks and horse trailers in
the ditches during the existing seas n(s). The gravel pit owned by the
Native Regional Corporation has co sistently been posted against trespass
and hunting and was re-opened las season for gravel extraction, leaving its
future status unclear. There is sim Iy no parking and limited legal access to
the Yanert Valley proper to accom odate any additional motorized use.
The only legal access to the anert River from this 17b easement

AhLna 17b Easement 21L leading to pi ol)()~ed. but not current easelTl!!nls 114L and
212D9 ifadditional Ahlna selections <lr approved.

6
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occurs after the intervening Region I Corporation landholdings (and any
current selections, upon conveyan e) are crossed to State land,
approximately 1 Jt2 to 3 Jt2 miles, an then North to the river on the local
Tang Creek Trail. This trail is only a winter trail due to ponds and swamps
that lie on the trail. ATV use of the Tang Creek Trail, or any attempts to by
pass this trail before complete free e-up would destroy the trail and
adjacent wetlands and habitat. Lo als, including myself which break and
maintain the Tang Creek Trail for r creational and mushing use, do not
attempt to put this trail in until the ponds and swamps are completely
frozen, usually well into November or December. Hunters on foot.
showshoes and skis routinely use t is trail once it is frozen. Areas to the
West and further up the side hills 0 the local mountains are well known to
be avalanche prone with several 10 al residents trapped by slides in the
recent past. This is also true of the hart 17b easements at Carlo and Slime
Creeks, which do not access the Ya ert Valley proper.
Even if the lack of legal parking and limited 17b access off the
Parks Highway is accepted, and the Board is willing to ignore potential
trespass access to the Yanert River r extreme habitat destruction by ATVs
before complete freeze up of the T ng Creek Trail, it is obvious that the
out-of-area committee does not un erstand the true nature of the Yanert
River. It is, in fact also a "late freez ng" river due to its diverse nature, at
times shallow and braided and at a hers constricted and deep. Dramatic
overflow, from the river itself and a jacent streams, keep even locals
familiar with the river off it until we I into the winter. Even then, rapidly
changing conditions can, as happen d to my wife and handler last winter,
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can cause a dry river trail to turn t flowing water several feet deep in a
matter of hours. The actual condit ons on the Yanert River are obviously
not known to the out-of-area com ittee and their bald assertions would
not withstand the knowledge and crutiny of the facts by the local
committee after notice and due co sideration.
Until well into the winter wh n the Yanert River is accessible by legal
access and river ice conditions, the local conditions restrict motorized use
by locals to areas bounded on the ast by Revine and Moose Creeks. As
such, ifthe Board were to recogniz posted hunting restrictions by private
landowners, the additional area ac essed by motorized vehicles by Proposal
232 would consist of only 10·12 se tions of land- which would be further
reduced by an additional 6 section if the land selections of the Regional
Corporation were to be conveyed. It is hard to see how the addition of four
to 12 sections of land to motorized use, with the associated problems,
would solve "overcrowding and ne ative social aspects" issues in another
area of the Unit.
Further, as a factual matter,

hile grooming the sled dog trails this

last weekend, I personally met sev ral hunters on skis who had literally
covered this entire area for moose

ithout the benefit of motorized

transport. If the purpose of this ou -of-schedule and out-of-area proposal
is to ensure adequate hunting cove ageofthe accessible area, this is
already being accomplished. It one again demonstrates that the out-of
area committee does not understa d the actual conditions relative to the
portions of the Yanert River valley ccessible from the Parks Highway. The
Board should recognize that their b Id assertions would not withstand
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scrutiny of the true facts by the loc I committee after notice and due
consideration.
In conclusion, the quo a and access benefits and
improvements advanced in suppo

ofthis out-of-schedule and out-of-area

proposal are virtually non-existent nd, as explained below, the negative
impacts are greatly understated.

Understa ed negative impacts
The Fairbanks Advisory Com

ittee's justification for Proposal 232

ignores significant negative impact and seriously understates others. It
simply ignores the creation of addi ional trespass issues with private
property holders along the parks hi hway in the Yanert Valley as well as the
access and parking issues discussed above that would be created by
additional uses and pressure.
Remediating destruction of
current casual recreational use of

etlands on winter trails caused by even
5

before total freeze up occupies a

significant amount of my personal time. The majority of local use of ATVs
and later snowmachines occurs aft r freeze up because ofthe prevalence
of wetlands, ponds and lakes strad ling the local trails. Many of us locally
cooperate in filling holes created th -ough the vegetation mat on the trails
and maintaining trails thoughout th Yanert Valley proper. The out-of-area
committee does not have any kno ledge of the unique local wetlands
terrain issues in the valley or the Ii

ited area that can be accessed legally

until total freeze up. Trespass issue, discussed above, and habitat and
local trail destruction are either un nown to the out-of-area committee or
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are simply ignored. Fact finding an recommendations as to these absent
issues are uniquely suited for consi eration by the local "appropriate"
Middle Nenana Committee.
The only negative impact re ognized by the out-of-area committee
and contained in the proposal is to "other winter recreation ... because of
the need to share trails and back c untry with motorized vehicles." This
impact is acknowledged and I agre it would present itself in the limited
area available. While I must candi Iy state that I have rarely experienced
negative interaction with local and ecreational motorized users when
either maintaining trails, running

0

r sled dog teams or otherwise out in

the valley, the additional snowmac ine volume placed in the limited area
would present an out of proportio impact. The interaction impact on the
existing locally maintained trail sys em of ski-only trails would also be
significant, as presently certain trai 5 are utilized only by non-motorized
users by tacit agreement. This is e tirely consistent with the balance called
for in Yanert River Management U it 4C of the Tanana Basin Area Plan. As
discussed above, however, the imp ct of additional ATV or ORV traffic prior
to total freeze up would be devasta ing to the local trails of any nature.
Following brush cleari g under the Intertie in the late summer,
we spent significant time until well fter freeze up repairing extreme
damage to just the local trail syste . Intervening habitat on these corridors
suffered damage that will take year to recover. Spreading this type of off
road use to the entire valley before total freeze up would present an
absolutely tragic impact on habitat nd the local, limited trail system used
by hunters and recreators alike and the adjacent wetlands. My personal
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observations of the ATV and ORV i pacts off the Denali Highway to the
South cause me serious doubts as t the recreational value of the Yanert
Valley proper if the out-of-schedul and out-of-area proposal is adopted
without adequate local input and f ct-finding. The balance called for by the
Tanana Basin Plan would be destro ed. In this respect, the Board may not
rely the bald assertions underpinni g the Fairbanks Advisory Committee'
proposal. The negative aspects of his proposal must be properly
considered by and, if then justified, advanced by the "appropriate" local
Middle Nenana Committee before onsideration by the Board.

Proposal 232, proposed by t e out -of-area Fairbanks Advisory
Committee and accepted by this Bard outside-of-schedule as part of an
annual reauthorization of antlerles moose hunts, must not be adopted.
The proposal, changing a long-stan ing and balanced policy on motorized
vehicle use in a discrete local area, .annot be accepted without a complete
review by both the local advisory c mmittee and appropriate and
meaningful notice and opportunity

0

be heard by all interested parties. As

demonstrated above, the benefits nd improvements advanced in support
are virtually non-existent and the n .gative impacts are greatly understated
or ignored by the proposal. If, in fa ,the proposal has merit the Middle
Nenana Advisory Committee, whic includes representatives from the local
areas admitted to be affected both pro and can, is the appropriate advisory
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committee to consider and advanc the proposal.
Stated simply, for the reason stated above, Proposal 232 must be
rejected.
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MAYOR'S BLUE RIBBON
SPORTSMEN'S COMMITTEE

Matanuska-Susitna Borough
350 East Dahlia Avenue· Palmer, AK 99645
Feb. 18,2011
Attn: Board of Game Corrunents
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box: 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811 -5526
Members of the Board of Game:
The Matanuska " Susitna Borough Mayor's Blue Ribbon Sportsmen's Committee (BRSC)
would like to introduce our committee and participate in public comment on specific
Board of Game proposals that, if adopted, will affect residents of and visitors to the
Matanuska-Susitna Borough.
The sustainability, utilization, and enjoyment offish and wildlife resources are essential
to the character, lifestyle, and economy ofthe Borough's residents. In February 2007, the
Borough established a Mayor's Blue Ribbon Sportsmen's Corrunittee to represent its
interests in the preservation and allocation of available fish, game, al1d habitat for
sportsmen's purposes. The BRSC consists of dedicated volunteers appointed from the
public to advise the Borough Assembly illld the State of Alaska Boarels of Fish and Game
regarding practices and policies that affect the people of the region.
The BRSC committee currently consists of a boroLlgh assemblyman, two retired Alaska
Department ofFish and Game (ADF&G) employees, both of whom have also served 011
the Alaska Board ofFisherjes, a t1shcries biologist employed by the Chickaloon tribe, a
retired area fishing guide who currently serves on the Susitna Valley Fish and Game
Advisory Committee, and an active area t1shing guide Who currently serves on the
Matanuska Valley Fish and Game Advisory Committee. All except one ofthese
members hunt big game within the borough.
Past efforts by the BRSC have been heavily focused on salmon management concerns.
This is our initial effort providing recorrunenc1atiOlls to the Board of Game concerning
specific moose and caribou hunting proposals tor animal populations located within or
partially within the borders of the Matanuska - Susitna Borough. The BRSC values
utilization of the best available scientific data to manage game and ±ish reS(lLltces in a
msuner which maximizes and provides social and economic benetlts for all resources

users.
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The BRSC prefers general seaS{)1l hunting opportunities over permit hunting
opportunities, when game populations are suft1cient to allow them, as general hunting
provides expanded participation and harvest opportunity tor ALL hunters on an aIUlual
basis, rather tium expanded opportunities for only those fortunate enough to win or be
given a special permit during a specific ycar. Allowing more hunters to participate 011 a
rcgular basis bettcr maximizes social and economic benefit from the resource.
The Committee recommends Board of Gmne support [md adoption of one specific
caribou hunting proposal and five moose hunting proposals. In addition, BRSC opposes
adoption of one moose proposal. We've listcd our recommendations and reasoning
conceming these specific proposals in numerical order below.
Caribou Proposal Recommended to Adopt:
#47
Would modify caribou permit hunts in Unit 13 to provide both a Tier I hunt and
drawing permit hunt available to all Alaska resident htmters.
Moose Proposal Recommended Do Not Adopt:
#63
Would change the Unit 13 drawing permit moose hunt season.
Moose Proposals Recommended to Adopt:
#64 Would modify the moose bag limit in Unit 13.
#84

Would require antler and jawbone specimens provided to the Alaska Department
ofFish and Gmne from hunters harvesting bull moose in Unit 14A.

#85

Would provide antlerless moose pennits for atchery hlll1ts in Unit 14A.

#86

Would create a Unit 14A bull moose permit hlUTt

#92

Would create a Unit 14B bull 11100se permit hWlt.

Caribou Proposal Reasons for Adoption Recommendation:
Cnrihou Hunting Proposal 47 -- Recommendation ADOPT. BRSC supports allowing a
Unit 13 Tier I caribou hunting opportunity where all households of state residents would
have an opportunity to participate in the caribou hunt on an annual basis with a one
caribou per household bag limit. We support the concept of requiring each household
member of a participating household to choose Unit 13 as their exclusive Alaska moose
and caribou hunting opportunity for that particular year as a way of limiting
pruiicipation. This approach combined with the opportunity for all remaining Alaskans
to participate in a drawing pennit hunt that would harvest any and all remaining
harvestable surplus Unit 13 em'ihou seems the best approach we could identify for
allowing all Alaskans an opportunity to participate on an annual basis in use of this
limited resource.
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Moose Hunting Proposal Reasons lor Do Not Adopt Recommendation:

Moose Hunting Proposal 63 -- Recommendation DO NOT ADOPT. Because of the
open alpine natllre of much of Unit 13 and increased activity level of bull moose late in
September, MSBSC felt that shifting the any bull permit hunt season later in the month
would likely increase pennit hunters' success rates. Increase in harvest by penuit hunters
could dictate additional restticti ons to the general hunt or a reductiolJ in permit numbers,
either of which would reduce 11tLnter participation opportunities, thereby reducing benefit
from the Unit 13 moose hunting opportunity.
Moose Hunting Proposals Reasons tor Adoption Recommendation:

Moose Hunting Proposal 64 -- Recommendation ADOPT. BRSC's reasoning for
supporting a 3 brow tine 50 inch moose bag limit in Unit 13 is based on our preference
for general hunting opportunities where more htmters may pru'licipation and enjoy
elipanded htltVest opportunities versus drawing hunt opportunities for a more limited
nllm ber of hlmters.
If ADF&G '8 best science supports a decrease in Unit 13 rulY bull moose hunt permits in
order to reduce risk of over harvest for the first year or two of a general season 3 brow
tine 50 inch moose bag limit regulation, then the BRSC would support such a change.
From ADF&G analysis, the amount of Unit 13 bull moose available to harvest WiUl a 3
brow tine legal regulation versus a spike / fork regulation could be quite similar-
especially during the first year of harvest. After some ofthe accumulated 3 brow tine
moose were harvested during the nrst season of a three brow tine bag limit (which
already occurred in 2011) this portion of the harvest may decline somewhat fot a year or
two, thereby increasing low bull to cow ratios in some areas. As initially protected spike
/ fork bulls age, ruld some grew 3 brow tines making them legal for harvest, the number
of 3 brow tine bulls available tor harvest would quickly increase.
Concerning natural mortality rates for spike / fork bulls and mature bulls -- ADF &0
biologists' thoughts are that BOTH ofthese components have itlcreased post - rut winter
mortality when compared to other moose in the popUlation (with the eliception of calves
oftha! year) -" so perhaps natural mortality for these two classes of animals could be a
wash or near breakeven sitnatiol1_
Would calf production likely decrease if the bull population was shifted to a lower age
through a 3 brow tine bag limit? We accept the premise that average age of blllls within
the population would shift lower tmder a 3 brow tine harvest strategy, which focuses
increaSed harvest on older bulls -- bLLt the idea there would be an increased likely hood of
lower calf production is not supportable by: A. the past history of Unit I3 moose
hunting opportunities ruld resulting ADF&G surveys ofcalfproductJon, B. the history
and ADF&G surveys of calf production from current 3 brow tine legall1100se regulations
Page 3 of 5
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provided for by spike / fork 4 brow tine 50 inch moose regulations compared to calf
production from other antler l'cstriction$ used previously in the Unit. Additionally, in
Unit 13 (as witnessed annually by many hunters) these is a signit1cant pOliion of the
mature bull population with antlers less than 50 inches in width, which also has less than
3 brow tines on either antler -. this component of breeding bulls would remain protected
under a 3 brow legal regulation.
If the harvest number of moose would Hkc1y remain similar (as mentioned by ADF&G)
under both harvest scenarios -- what advantage would there be to harvesting 3 brow tine
bulls instead of spike / fork bulls? One significant adVantage would be the amount of
meat harvested each year. According to ADF&G data, the difference in average weight
between a yearling moose and a moose only one year older can be close to a 100%
increase. This weight increase of harvestable meat only grows larger as individual 11)00se
increase in size over several years. In an area where the number ofhul1ters and size of
the moose population dictates that each hunter Wi11110t be able to harvest a moose each
year, a harvest strategy focused on harvesting even a slightly older age class of moose
can result in a greatly maximized benefit (in pOllnds of additional meat) from sustainable
al111ual harvests.
For the above reasons, BRSC encourages the Board of Game and ADF&G to pursue a
moose harvest strategy as suggested in Proposal 64 that would likely maximize benefit
(as required by the state Constitution) 11:om the Unit 13 moose hWlting opportunity.
Moose Hunting Proposal 84 Recommendation ADOPT. BRSC supports the Alaska
Department ofFish and Game using the best scientific data available in managing Unit
14A moose hunting opportlmities in order to maximize benefit from the resource.
Moose Hunting Proposal 85 •• Recommendation ADOPT. BRSC supports the concept
of maximizing benefit from the resource. When the number of hunters dictates
limitations on general hunting opportunities, but additional hll11ting and harvest
OppoJiunities remain, the committee supports the usc of drawing pennit hunts to
mwdmize benefit in a sustainable manner. Unit 14A antletless moose hunts are highly
valued with the number of applicants greatly exceeding the amount of available permits.
Ttherefore, we support this proposal which would anow an increased 11tll1lber of hunters
to win highly desired antlerless moose hunting opportunities 011 a IUore regular basis.
Maximizing participation in a sustainable manner maximizes benefit from the resource.
Moose Hunting Propositi 86 .- Recommendation ADOPT. Wl,jJe the current general
bull moose hunting season in Unit 14A often harvests nearly all harvestable surplus bull
moose on a lmit wide basis, the committee belleves there remain specific areas within the
unit where limited drawing hunts could ±'Lrrther maximize benefit from the rCSOUtce. As
written proposal intent would limit drawing pennit hunts to areas where ADF&G data
documents bull to cow ratios exceeding the unit minimum objective level. Such a hunt
could thus be restricted even to all individual stream drainage. Like all permit hUllts, the
available number ofpetmits could be adjusted to match the llLllnber of harvestable
surplus alliro.als annually, or if current population data was unavailable, permits could be
reduced to minimal numbers as a precautionary measure, The c0111mittee supports the
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reduced to minimal numb~rs as a precautionary measure. The committee supports the
concept of scheduling a pemlit hunt at a time where it would avoid increased crowding
and competition dW'ing the general seaSOn.
Moose Hunting Propo~al92 -- Recommendation ADOPT. The most recent ADF&G

population survey data indicates there are harvestable surplus bull moose available
in Ul1it 148. #92 is the only proposal in this cycle's proposal book seeking an expanded
opportunity to harvest surplus 14B bull moose. BRSC suppo.rts the concept of
maximizing benefit from the resource, and would like to see how scheduling a short
permit hUllt, where numbers of participants could be maximized, and at a time that does
not crowd or compete with general seaSon hunters would work.
11100se

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

1i_"___

H'"

Mayor's Blue Ribbon Sportsmen's Committee
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February 18,2011
Alaska Department ofFish and Game
Boards Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526
FAX No. (907) 465-6094
SPRING 2011 BOARD OF GAME WRITTEN COMMENTS

===

Dear Alaska Board of Game Membel!'!!f!lii=,

Please fmd the fonowing eo_illY fer yeur "RsideMaR regarding-pr&pe8ll1s yoo will be
addressing at your Spring 2011 meeting in Wasilla and Anchorage. The Alaska
Professional Hunters Association Inc. (APHA) has serious concerns with the scope of many
of the proposals you will be addressing at this meeting. The professional guide industry
represents a significant and important rnral economy in Alaska which is dependent upon
prndent stewardship and conservation of Alaska's wildlife. Most importantly, wildlife
conservation measures that support harvestable surpluses of wildlife also contribute the
most enhanced lifespan and care for aU species and aU perSons who enjoy and depend on
Alaska's wildlife.
APHA feels that it is very important that you consider the whole of the achievements that
have been made and what the benefits have been to our wildlife in ongoing predator
management regions as weU as what we can do to assist with these type of efforts in other
needed regions. It is important to note that there have been numerous dynamics that have
been implemented on this road to recovery so to speak regarding our wildlife conservation
enhancement and IntensivelPredator Management programs.
What we do know is that these dynamics are working and have stood the test of legal
challenge and public acceptance. APHA therefore urges caution to you regarding initiating
new methodology that may disrnpt the public acceptance of the ongoing programs.

Dediramf to die COI1Sf1l1atioli of Our Wifrflift Resources
-

-
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As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is
important to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management
initiatives than others. Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser
habitats. APHA urges caution in going to far to fast in initiating methodologies that may
jeopardize the whole of the existing programs.
APHA asks for your support in developing expansion of proven management programs
into like problem regions which are in need of relief related to predator and prey
imbalances. We urge your support for these initiatives where and when possible in keeping
with maintaining the whole of the programs statewide. The predator management
programs provide for optimum sustained yield management which provides for the best
interest of the wildlife, and all people who depend on and enjoy prudent management.
Many of the proposals you will be considering at this meeting seek to eliminate or restrict
existing non-resident hunter opportunity in some manner. Once again, there are numerous
reasons for APHA to urge caution and restraint in regards to support of these proposals
related to balance for the whole considerations.
Please consider the following factors when addressing these proposals:
1. Annual Non-Resident Harvest percentage of moose, caribou and sheep is low in
comparison with the wildlife conservation funding they provide. When you
eliminate uon-resident opportunity, you eliminate the vital funding needed to
enhance and couserve wildlife for the best interest of the whole.
2. When non-resident hunting is eliminated, a substantial part of the annual predator
harvest which occurs during the ungulate hunts is also eliminated. When you
eliminate this non-resident harvest, you eliminate in most cases, the most significant
annual predator harvest as well.
3. Moose harvest restrictions of 50 inch or certain brow tine requirement for moose
hunters is biologically designed to not affect the reproduction of the moose
population. Thus, the limited amount of current non-resident harvest is not
affecting the overall moose population.
4. Historical predator (wolf) management was utilized to enhance ungulate
populations. These historic and current efforts were and are conducted in many
cases by professional guide service providers. The resulting gain in ungulate
populations has now been calculated into the Amount Necessary for Subsistence
numbers which is utilized to eliminate the guide service providers who have and are
working so hard to assist in ungulate enhancement. In short: Many ANS numbers
have been generated during the highest density of these ungulate species in history
and represent numbers that we may never see again, and as such, are unjust and
result in a tool utilized to eliminate other user groups.

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments
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PROPOSALS THAT APHA OPPOSES: 4,6,7,8,12,13,19,20,21,25,26,27,28,29,30,
31,32,35,36,37,41,52,57,60,65,66,75,76, 77, 78,79,80,90,101,102,105,106,115,117,
120,197,199,225,227,228

PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS: 14, 17,23,24,34,51,53,74,81,118,119,121,
122,200,201,214,218,219,

PROPOSALS THAT APHA SUPPORTS WITH AMMENDMENT: 5,22,33,40,54,103,
114,217,

PROPOSALS THAT APHA HAS COMMENTS ON BUT DEFERS TO THE
CONSIDERATION OF THE BOARD: 116,205,215,223,

INDIVIDUAL PROPOSAL COMMENTS

Proposal 4: Oppose, We prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the
communities. It is important to note that the brown bear harvest in this region has been
increasing annually primarily on state lands. Additionally, the brown bear management plan for
this region represents a established success that is recognized worldwide.

ProposalS: Support with Amendment, Encourage taking no action on the fall season changes
and amend spring season to May 10-30.This will allow for better targeting of bears which are
adept in moose calf harvest.

Proposal 6: Oppose, Prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the communities.

Proposal 7: Oppose, Prefer proposal 114 amended to a three mile radius of the communities.

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments
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Proposal 8, Oppose, This herd needs additional growth before human harvest should occur. We
recommend looking at the health of the herd during the next BOG cycle and if harvest
opportunity exists, allocation should be based on history of human harvest factors regarding
resident and nonresident hunting opportunity. Federal matching funds for wildlife conservation
measures such as are occurring within this area should to be respected.

Proposal 12 and 13: Oppose, Prefer proposal 14.

Proposal 14: Support, APHA commends ADF&G, and the participants in this working group
for their good work with this solution. This proposal if adopted and adhered to by hunters will
provide for a better accountability of conservation and private land based concerns.

Proposal 17: Support, Based on it's given merits. It will be important to monitor harvest
annually to make sure harvest is kept within management objectives.

Proposal 19 and 20, Oppose

Proposal 21: Oppose, We support the 1M concept of this proposal however, as written it appears
to have alternative motives regarding future restrictions of hunting by nonlocal hunters.

Proposal 22: Support with Amendment, Amend and develop the program for wolves and not
bears. The number of bears that would have to be harvested per wolfto affect caribou or moose
recruitment is very high, as high as sixty to one. Utilize proposal 114 as an additional bear
harvest tool.

Proposal 23: Support, based on its given merits.

Proposal 24: Support, based on its given merits.
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Proposals 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29: Oppose, These proposals and the issues brought forward with
them all suggest need for better overall wildlife management for all species within GMU 17.
When moose and caribou population densities drop to low levels, the brown bear caused
mortality on the declining prey species increases accordingly. Should Alaska jeopardize its
world renowned brown bear management programs with extreme liberalization of season dates,
means and methods of harvest whenever this occurs is a question we have to consider for the
best interest of our overall wildlife conservation integrity.
APHA member guides who have a long history of operating in this region are reporting
increasing numbers of wolves and declining moose populations. We encourage the BOG to work
with the Department to develop a comprehensive predator management program that includes
defined rationale and goals that will effectively help moose and caribou populations recruit to
prudent carrying capacities.
We also encourage the BOG to look at proposal 114 and eonsider adopting a similar strategy for
GMU 17.

Proposals 30, 31 and 32: Oppose, Existing season dates, bag limits and allocation all have been
established in recent BOG cycles to help rebuild this herd and still provide for subsistence need.
We prefer to see status quo management and let the herd continue to rebuild before maximizing
harvest opportunity.

Proposal 33: Support with Amendment, Amendment would allow for RM 587 permits to be
provided in Port Alsworth and Iliamna as well as Dillingham. There are several guides who live
in or operate from Port Alsworth and Iliamna who have to fly their clients to Dillingham to
secure these permits. If these two additional areas would be allowed to issue the permits, hunter
effort would increase in keeping with moose conservation concerns.

Proposal 34: Support, Based on its given merits. This herd is growing and expanding.
Nonresident opportunity should be allowed. The management guidelines developed for
rebuilding this population of moose urmecessarily exclude nonresident hunter opportunity.
Nonresident opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in
tum provide for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the
benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska
economy and meat sharing.

Proposal 35: Oppose, Prefer proposal 33 as amended above.
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Proposal 36: Oppose, We also encourage the BOG to look at proposal 114 and consider
adopting a similar strategy for GMU 17, as well as our other recommendations within our
comments on proposals 28-29. The nonresident moose harvest for this area is still sustainable
and their harvest of fifty inch or four brow tine bulls is not affecting recruitment. Nonresident
opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide
for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of
prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy
and meat sharing.

Proposal 37: Oppose, Prefer proposal 33 as amended above.

Proposal 40: Support with Amendment, Amendment would read: Unit 13 Remainder:
Resident and Nonresident Hunters, One Bear Every Regulatory Year, Season Dates:
Aug.l0 - June 15. We agree with many of the concerns brought forward with this proposal and
do not feel that the June IS - August 9 seasons are needed or in the best interest of sustaining
ongoing wildlife conservation needs. Nonresident hunter opportunity should not be reduced as it
provides substantial and needed wildlife conservation support and local economy.

Proposal 41: Oppose, There is ample harvest opportunity for black and brown bear harvest by
hunting without baiting in this region. Baiting does allow for harvest of black bears for food and
hide/skull utilization in brush and forested regions and of course, extensive baiting efforts will
draw brown bears where brown and black bear co-exist. Brown bears should not be hunted in
this manner. The second degree of kindred law will continue to be abused, brown bear sows with
young eubs will be targeted.

Proposals 51and 53: Support, Wild sheep in this region are in low densities and there needs to
be better science and accountability of this great and renowned population. We agree with the
proposers of these proposals that allowing for harvest of % rams paints a target on this area for
hunters and will encourage additional harvest. We also agree in the standardization concept and
related conservation concerns.

Proposal 52: Oppose, Prefer proposals 51 and 53. The wild sheep population in this region does
not need additional harvest opportunity.

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments
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Proposal 54: Support with Amendment, We have always supported the data gathering aspect
of the sheep sealing requirement regulation. However, defining of full curl, eight years old and
broomed or broken horns has become discretionary and arbitrary between agencies and the
public. Our requested amendment would be for the Board to request affiliated public and
agency cooperation to standardize the full curl definition in a manner that will minimize
making bad hunters out of good hunters, This could possibly be done within a BOG
subcommittee.

Proposal 57: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for
related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide for harvestable surpluses of
wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing.

Proposal 60: Oppose, This proposal works against the management goals of the TCUA. The
current moose population in this region needs management help to improve and enhance
recruitment, not additional harvest at this time.

Proposal 65 and 66: Oppose, Wolf population has been kept at stable numbers in keeping with
prey species enhancement to range carrying capacities and higher density sustained yield hlll'Vest
levels. This balance promotes the best interest of all species of wildlife and all people who enjoy
or depend upon the benefits of prudent stewardship. Nonresident opportunity provides for related
wildlife conservation funding measures which in tum provide for the harvestable surpluses of
wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit ofprudcnt stewardship. Additionally, it
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing.

Proposal 74: Support, Based on it's given merits.

Proposal 75: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for
related wildlife conservation funding measures which in tum provide for harvestable surpluses of
wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it
provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing.

APHA Spring 2011 BOG Comments
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Proposals 76 and 77: Oppose, When moose densities drop to low levels, the brown bear caused
mortality on the declining prey species increases accordingly. Should Alaska jeopardize its
world renowned brown bear, overall wildlife management programs and existing Predator
Management programs with extreme liberalization of season dates, means and methods of
harvest of brown bears whenever these low density equilibriums occur is a question we have to
eonsider for the best interest of our overall wildlife conservation integrity. We recommend a
brown/grizzly bear season dates ofAugust, 10 - June 15 in GMU 16, increased resident hunter
recruitment effort through development and distribution of conservation media and working with
the guide industry to enhance harvest e,fforts in defined and targeted regions.
As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is important
to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management initiatives than others.
Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser habitats. APHA urges caution in
going too far too fast in initiating methodologies that may jeopardize the whole of the existing
programs.

Proposal 78: Oppose, Brow and black bear need to be part ofthe GMU 161M program in a
manner that does not jeopardize the whole ofthe program.

Proposal 79 and 80: Oppose, Prefer proposal 81. When professional hunting guides have to
base their businesses overhead expenses and employment opportunities on the "luck ofthe draw"
it puts them at a serious disadvantage in regards to prudent business management. Nonresident
opportunity is sustainable in this region and provides for related wildlife conservation funding
measures which in turn provide for harvestable surpluses of wildlife for all hunters and people
who enjoy the benefit of prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed
Alaska economy and meat sharing.

Proposal 81: Support, Based on its given merits. Nonresident opportunity is sustainable in this
region and provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide for
harvestable surpluses of wildlife for all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of prudent
stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed Alaska economy and meat
sharing in a time when Alaska needs increased economy and revenue generation.

Proposal 90: Oppose.
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Proposal 101, and 102: Oppose, Wolf population has been kept at stable nwnbers in keeping
with prey species enhancement to range carrying capacities and higher density sustained yield
harvest levels. This balanee promotes the best interest of all species of wildlife and all people
who enjoy or depend upon the benefits of prudent stewardship. Nonresident opportunity provides
for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in twn provide for the harvestable
surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of prudent stewardship.
Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy and meat sharing.

Proposal 103: Support with Amendment: We recommend amending this proposal to:
brown/grizzly bear season dates of August, 10 - June 15 in GMU 16, increased resident
hunter recruitment effort through development and distribution of wildlife conservation
media and working with the guide industrv to enhance harvest efforts in defmed and
targeted regions.
APHA supports the continuation ofthe predator management program in this region with a
specific focus on wolves and black bears.
As a State. Alaska has begun the long recovery of rebuilding and re-establishing our stewardship
mandates regarding our precious wildlife populations. This momentwn has been achieved
primarily because of a nwnber of like-minded conservation organizations involved with public
policy making, helping to establish the tools to help you respond to biological concerns. APHA
has been a significant part of this effort. Please know that your programs are working and are
generating the mueh needed relief and better stewardship for Alaska's wildlife.
APHA feels that it is very important that you consider the whole of the achievements that have
been made and what the benefits have been to our wildlife in these regions as well as what we
can do to assist with these type of efforts in other needed regions. It is important to note that
there have been nwnerous dynamics that have been implemented on this road to recovery so to
speak regarding our wildlife conservation enhancement and IntensivefPredator Management
programs.
What we do know is that these dynamics are working and have stood the test of legal challenge
and public acceptance. APHA therefore urges caution to you regarding initiating new
methodology that may disrupt the public acceptance ofthe ongoing programs.

As Alaska's wildland habitats vary substantially in relation to flora characteristics it is important
to note that naturally, some regions will respond faster to management initiatives than others.
Canopied regions will naturally respond slower that sparser habitats. APHA urges caution in
going too far too fast in initiating methodologies that may jeopardize the whole ofthe existing
programs.
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APHA asks for your support in developing expansion in additional problem like regions of
management programs intended to grant relief to predator and prey imbalances. We urge your
support for these initiatives where and when possible in keeping with maintaining the whole of
the programs statewide. The predator management programs provide for optimum sustained
yield management which provides for the best interest of the wildlife, and all people who depend
on and enjoy prudent management.
Should Alaska jeopardize its world renowned brown bear, overall wildlife management
programs and existing Predator Management programs with extreme liberalization of season
dates, means and methods of harvest of brown bears whenever these low density equilibriums
occur is a question we have to consider for the best interest of our overall wildlife conservation
integrity.

Proposal 105: Oppose: APHA has long objected to same day airborne provisions for black bear
baiting with concerns related to abuse of the opportunity for hunting other species. There is a
long record of this abuse in Alaska. If this means and method are adopted, we urge that the
provision be disallowed whenever there is an ungulate hunting season opening.

Proposal 106: Oppose: We do not support trapping of black bears outside of predator
management areas.

Proposal 114: Support with Amendment, Amendment would establish a three mile radius
of communities rather than the proposed five miles. Bear harvest within GMU 9 under
existing guidelines is increasing, especially on state lands. The five mile radius will in many
cases implement this provision in areas that receive consistent guided hunter effort under the one
bear every four year bag limit. The three mile radius would more appropriately address problem
bears. Additionally, we encourage the Department to continue to work with lodges, residences,
fishing sights and communities in the region to help establish ways to reduce human caused
bear/human problems.

Proposal 115: Oppose, Nonresident opportunity within this region was established within BOG
policy guidelines and within a conservation basis. Of course, guided hunter suecess is often
higher than unguided whether the client be a resident or nonresident hunter. Nonresident
opportunity provides for related wildlife conservation funding measures which in turn provide
for the harvestable surpluses of wildlife that all hunters and people who enjoy the benefit of
prudent stewardship. Additionally, it provides for important and needed rural Alaska economy
and meat sharing.
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Proposal 116: Defer to the Discretion ofthe Board, We strongly respect the ongoing research
program and urge the BOG to reconsider the any ram strategy at each appropriate BOG cycle to
review whether its goals are working.

Proposal 117: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type of hunter a
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that
the general hunts are maintained within.

Proposal 118: Support, based on its given merits.

Proposal 119: Support, based on its given merits. We encourage adoption ofthis proposal for
the regions addressable at this meeting and to address the remaining regions during the
appropriate cycle. Please note that we feel that the "Mulchatna Herd" prior to its significant
increase in population was actually made up of several different regional populations of animals.
Acting on this proposal per the appropriate cycle may be more appropriate to the historical norm.

Proposal 120: Oppose, The historical population trend and the carrying capacity ofthis herd is
not in keeping with this proposal. Historical predator (wolf) management was utilized to enhance
ungulate populations. These historic and current efforts were and are conducted in many cases by
professional guide service providers. The resulting gain in ungulate populations has now been
calculated into the Amount Necessary for Subsistence numbers which is utilized to eliminate the
guide service providers who have and are working so hard to assist in ungulate enhancement. In
short: Many ANS numbers have been generated during the highest density ofthese ungulate
species in history and represent numbers that we may never see again, and as such, are unjust
and result in a tool utilized to eliminate other user groups.

Proposal 121: Support, based on its given merits.

Proposal 122: Support, based on its given merits.
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Proposal 197: Oppose, APHA has long objected to same day airborne provisions for general
black bear hunting and baiting with concerns related to abuse ofthe opportunity for hunting
black bear and other species. There is a long record of this abuse in Alaska which casts an ethical
shadow on all hunters.

Proposal 199: Oppose, This proposal as written is unreasonable.
Proposal 200, 201: Support, Based on their given merits. This is a simple solution to address a
serious and longstanding problem. Additionally, this proposal will provide the long sought after
ability to more effectively allow for Department of Commerce and Department of Public Safety
to address illegal transporting concerns.
Proposal205: Defer to discretion of Board, There is long history of effort to eliminate other
user groups from this region. We encourage the Board to watch for this concern as they deal with
this proposal.

Proposal 214: Support, This provision is being abused. As written, this proposal provides for
appropriate guidelines that are much more compatible with the intent of the law and will allow
for appropriate enforcement of the intent ofthe law.

Proposal 215: We defer our position on this proposal to the discretion ofthe Board based
after hearing the related public comment. We have members who support both oppose and
support aspects of this proposal. We have asked them to bring their individual comments to the
Board for consideration.

Proposal 217: Support with Amendment, We request that the Board consider protecting the
innocent hunter making a clerical error versus willful falsification.

Proposal 218: Support, Based on it's given merit.

Proposal 219: Support, Based on it's given merit.
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Proposal 223: Defer to discretion of Board: APHA has always maintained that antler, horn,
claws or skull destruction or non-salvage of the same is a disrespectful practice. Disrespectful for
both the animal and the hunter. We believe that all hunters have roots entwined within the same
soils and that the reasons that we hunt cannot be defmed by simple words of food, experience or
success aspects but a combination of all of these reasons and the many thousands of years of
hunting heritage that comes with them. We also feel that these nullification provisions adds to
lack of recruitment and retention of hunters. We understand that some of Alaska's nullification
requirements have been made to help manage wildlife resources and numbers of hunters. We
urge the BOG to try to minimize this praetice in the future and to readdress the practice wherever
it comes up through the BOG cycles in keeping with fair allocation for all hunters.

Proposal 225: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type of hunter a
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that
the general hunts are maintained within.

Proposal 227: Oppose: We prefer status quo for these areas and are concerned that the online
registration will take away frornthe effective ability of the Department to manage thehunL_

Proposal 228: Oppose: We continue to oppose "special hunt" provisions which exclude other
hunters. This type of development reduces hunting opportunity for the general public and
recruitment or retention of hunters in general in exchange for giving a certain type of hunter a
preference. In this region and species specific, any additional harvest works against future
general season hunting opportunities for all hunters and against the good conservation basis that
the general hunts are maintained within.

End of APHA Written Commnets.

Submitted by,
Robert Fithian

,

~ /.

~~Pt~

APHA Executive Director
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February 12,2011

To:

Board of Game

FAX: 907-465-6094
From: Bryan J. Scoresby
Palmer AK

Subject:

Proposal #50

I am writing to you in opposition to Community Harvest Pennit Proposal #50 for the
Nelchina Caribou Herd.
The State Constitution clearly outlines the guide under which the Board of Game should
check and measure all proposals as they work to fL,,{ issues and expand the rules for equal
access of all residents to the wildlife resource. I put them here to be read and considered.
Section 8.17 - Unifonn Application.
Laws and regulations governing the use or disposal of natural resources shall apply
equally to all persons similarly situated with reference to the subj eet matter and purpose
to be served by the law or regulation.
Section 8.3 - Common Use.
Wherever occurring in their natural state, fish, wildlife, and waters are reserved to tbe
people for common use.

I ask some questions and do not find any answers in the proposal.
1. How does establishing a CHP help meet the Board of Game' responsibility to
uphold the Constitutional guides of "equally to all persons" and "reserved to
the people"?
2. Why should Rural Communities get a preference for any wildlife resource
over other residents of the state?
3. What did they (rural residents) do to deserve it if any?
4. What are the other options available to rural residents for the resource?
5. Why do Residents of rural communities need aecess to more game?
In answer to these questions I have some simple answers to the same questions.
1. It doesn't. The Board of Game has a constitutional responsibility of equality
to all residents of the State. Community Harvest permits, though shared to all
in the community does not meet that standard. It may be benevolent of the
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community hunters to share their bounty with all other community residents,
but that is not the standard. All residents in the State is the standard. When a
limited # of permits is granted to a group or community, then my right to
equal access to the same resource is infringed.
They shouldn't. Rural residents are closer and because of their proximity
already enjoy and have more access with that comparative advantage to the
wildlife resource than those who live further away. No law will change that
anyway.
Nothing.
Federal Permits for one. Tier II permits for two, Tier I permits for three and
drawing permits for four.
The don't. They have enough and too much already

The current four systems of gaining access to the Nelchina herd is more than sufficient to
harvest more game the community could possibly use. Under the Federal permit system,
a family can receive up to 8 caribou and two any bull moose harvest tickets. A family of
4 5 cannot eat that much meat anyway. If someone was to harvest that much meat, they
would either have to share it or waste it, as it would spoil before that family could
possibly eat it all.
Tier II permits are simply a prhileged hunt as it is and unfair to everyone else (the other
708,000 residents of the State) that do not receive one. Tier I permits, while fair are
restrictive to eliminate competition for game resources elsewhere. The latest addition of
the draw permit is the first and only fair and equal to aU residents in acquiring a Nelchina
caribou permit.
Suggesting such a proposal as a Community Harvest Permit is certainly an absolute claim
that priority to residents of the rural Community are more deserving than the rest of
Alaska residents. Nowhere in the Alaska Constitution is there a clause of rural
preference for wildlife resources. I admit that the Federal law, ANILCA does promote a
ruraJ preference. The federal government already does that with their Federal Permits to
rural residents. The State need not try to reach, copy or promote the Federal
Government's law here. The State should, when it comes to managing wildlife resources
on state lands, simply tell the Federal Government, a polite no!
I urge the Board of Game to vote against this sorry proposal as it does not meet the
standard by which any of these changes should be considered and measured.
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To Vilhom It May Concern:
As a resident of the Yanert area, I am writing to voice my concern about the proposed
expansion of motorized use in the Yanert hunting ZOlle. To put it simply, I run fully
opposed to it. We local residents I'ely on those trails for winter recreation free from the
pressures & threats of open hunting. We see annually the deleterious effects of even non
motorized htmts, when there are thirty vehicles & trailers parked at MP 228 & enough
subsequent backcountry traffic to fonn highways in the mud.
As I understand it, opening the Yanert would act as a stop-gap against overcrowding up
near Ferry. It seems fairly obvious that the same fate would follow the same plan, & then
there would be two communities in close proximity angry about the same thing. I know
that the Denali Highway is for all intents & purposes closed just by dint of being so tough
to travel, but couldn't snowmachine users hunt fi:om the highway trailhead? Wouldn't
that be compru'able in terms of geography & moose population?
If so, that would certainly alleviate the problem of strangers on motorized vehicles
travelling at all hours literally through our backyards. & while on the subject, it's worth
noting that there are no existing parking places for potential hunters in our
neighborhoods. Nowhere along Hickory or off of Kru1na Ridge are there a.mple parking
opportunities, if any at aU, to support the trucks & trailers that would be frequenting the
area. Those vehioles would naturally impinge on personal property & would be ah110st
assured to cause resource damage in so doing.
Please keep in mind that none of this is spurred by an anti-hU11ting sentiment. On the
contrary, I hold a license & support the hunt. But I do think that lifting existing
limitations will only invite carelessness, overcrowding & the slow & gradual pollution of
our local resources,
Thank you for your time & consideration.
Andrew Pace
MP 228.9 George Parks Hwy
Denali Park, AK 99755
303.981-7332
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
February 13,2012
To the Board of Game regarding Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas.
Please do no allow any motorized vehicle access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area in
Unit 20.
My name is Jerri Roberts and r live a Mile 227.2 Parks Highway in the vicinity of the
17B easement to the Yanert since 2003. I am an outdoor enthusiast and use all of the
trails in this region for solo and family hiking, skiing and snowshoeing. The greatest
thing about this area is being able to have a wilderness experience on these trails without
intense motorized activity any time of the year.
The hunting activity here is non motorized for those who want a true wilderness
experience Wlfettered by noise pollution and overuse that motorized hunting brings to an
area. Many hunters seek the solitude of non-motorized hunting. Alaska is a very large
state with other areas available away from a populated community where families use
these trails constantly. T think there are safety and environmental outcomes that will
negatively impact this corridor forever. I have hiked on trails several miles from here
where there is motorized hunting and it is apparent that the wonton, reckless use of these
vehicles has destroyed the tundra forever. Gone are the peaceful hikes and safe trail
conditions.
Even from the non-motorized hunting, I have observed problems on the highway with
vehicles, horse trailers, trash and reckless use of the area and adding perhaps hundreds
more vehicles impacts this area where there are no designated turnouts and vehicles just
destroy the fragile ecosystems along the highway and create traffic hazards. There are
other areas in the Interior that are better candidates for motorized hunting that our
community here in the McKinley Village (Denali Park) area and I ask that motorized
vehicle access in the Yanert Controlled Usc Area in Unit 20 by denied.
Thank you for your careful consideration of this issue.
Sincerely,
Jerri Roberts,
P. O. Box 158, Denali Park, AK 99755, 907,683.0723 H, 907.322.3823 C
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Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
Boards Support Section

As a resident of Denali, a land owner at Carlo Creek, and a hunter, I would like to express my opposition
to Proposal 232, which would open the Yanert Controlled Use Area to motorized hunting during the
winter months, The granting of motorized access to hunters from the month of October establishes a
precedent that will ensure drastically greater use of this area. This will cause problems. As October is a
month rarely graced with snow In Denali, ATV and OHVs would be used to gain access, If this were not
restricted, the inevitable destruction of trails and vegetation would be harmful to the very animals that
we hunt and their habitat.

I hunt and recreate In the Vanert during the winter. The greatest appeal of this area to me and many
others is the fact that motorized hunting is expressly forbidden in the CUA. If hunters choose to hunt
here, they must be willing to do so on foot or on horseback and to haul out meat on their backs. Please
do not follow through with the plans to transform this very special place into another loud and crowded,
trail-ravaged hunting area. Let them walk,

Regards,
Benjamin Toth
Mile 228 Parks Hwy
PO Box 194
Denali, AK 99755
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Dave & Toni Claxton
484 Ruth Estates Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99712
907-457-3416
907-978-5154
February 18, 2011
Board of Game
ADF&G Board Support Section
PO Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Re: Proposal #50, RC52 - WE STRONGLY OPPOSE THIS PROPOSAL

Why is the proposed CHP necessary??? What does it accomplish???
What management objective are you trying to achieve with implementation
ofthe CHP???
These are the areas of responsibility the Board of Game is charged with, and the
proposed CHP does nothing to achieve any of them.
The additional hunt requirements for the CHP, over and above the requirements
for Tier I or Drawing Permit hunts, can all be accomplished voluntarily by any
user, and are unverifiable by the ADF&G enforcement body. Additionally, the
CHP provides added benefits for CHP permit holders, giving them an unfair
advantage Over non-CHP hunt participants. Why is this necessary?
This hunt adds nothing to the ANS number. The 300 permit maximum is not in
addition to but part of the total ANS of 600-1,000.
It adds nothing to the reasonable access to the resource. The season, methods
and means of take are all the same as the Tier I hunt.
It does not appear to be meant to provide additional or expanded access or
availability of the resource under a Tier II situation. All members of a group
applying for a CHP during a Tier II permit requirement must already have
obtained a Tier /I permit.
It does not appear to be an effort to tighten enforcement, or compliance with
existing regs. CHP's are required to report harvest information, just as are ner I
and Drawing Permit holders.
The added condition, not even a requirement, that participants in the CHP "must
make efforts to ensure that the applicable customary and traditional use pattern
described by the board, if any, is observed by subscribers, including meat
sharing". How is the department going to determine whether the participants
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have "made an effort" to, for instance, share meat? Are they going to require signed
affidavits from the "sharees"? Or just take the word of the applicant, that "yes, I will
make an effort to share my meat"????
And why would it be necessary for that condition to be stipulated in a regulation when
the individual participants in the normal Tier I hunt, or any other hunt for that matter, can
opt on their own to abide by that type of community or social preference?
As far as I can tell, the CHP hunt serves only 2 purposes.
1) It allows for more game to be taken per household versus the 1 per household
allowed under the current hunts.
Why is this necessary? Why should these advantages be allowed for this hunt, and not
the other Tier 1 or Drawing Permit hunts? The available surplus is what it is. Allowing
for an increased bag limit for a CHP hunt does nothing to either increase or decrease
the available surplus, nor the ANS. So what is the point?
Why would, for instance, a family of 5 that decides to participate in a CHP be more
needing or deserving of taking 5 caribou (the 1 per person allowed for the CHP hunt)
than a family of 5 that applies only for a Tier 1 permit Or Drawing Permit and is therefore
only allowed 1 caribou? Why is that restriction placed on non-CHP hunts, and not the
CHP participants? Who really benefits from that?
2) And it also allows CHP participants to hunt other species in other areas of the state,
versus the current Tier I restriction that prevents Unit 13 Tier I participants from hunting
either moose or caribou outside of Unit 13; and versus the ineligibility of Drawing hunt
participants to apply in a successive year, while the CHP participants are allowed
permits in consecutive years. This provides more opportunity for the CHP participants
than those participating in either a Tier I or Drawing permit hunt.
Again, why is this necessary? Why would it be allowed? Why does my example family
of 5 that participates in a CHP hunt need or deserve the ability to harvest more game
than a family of 5 that applies for a Tier I or Drawing Permit? Why should they be
allowed to harvest 5 caribou in Unit 13, and then have the opportunity to harvest moose
anywhere else in the state, while the family of 5 that receives a Tier I permit is allowed
only 1 caribou in Unit 13, and access to moose only in Unit 13?
Again, WHY? Why is this hunt being proposed?
The ANS is not threatened. The ADF&G has determined that the harvestable surplus of
caribou in Unit 13 is 2.300, while the ANS is 600-1,000.
The harvestable surplus is not threatened, and even if it was, the CHP would do nothing
to protect it!
And according to Me and State Statute, those are the only 2 things the Board has the
responsibility to regulate. It is completely unclear to us what management objective are
you trying to achieve by instituting the CHP's.
We strongly urge that the CHP hunt be not be implemented because there is no
reason for it.
Sincerely,
Dave & Toni Claxton
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February 18, 2011

Roger Christensen
Mile 229.5 Parks Hwy.
Denali Park, AK. 99755

ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
To Whom It May Concern:
During my lifetime I worked as the chief pilot for Lynn Castle a master guide who guided in the
Wood River and Yanert drainage areas. I was around while Lynn and Samantha Castle got the
Dept. ofFish and Game to ban motorized vehicles in the area because they could see the harm
and the erosion to the tundra and permafrost through the use of these vehicles.
Every area we have flown over where they are allowed the tundra and permafrost is mined and
does come back to its natural state.
Therefore, I am vehemently against the opening up of this pristine area to motorized vehicles, so
please leave what Lynn and Samantha Castle saw as so important to the area to stand as it has
been for many many years.
I'm also objecting to issuing permits to mother moose kills thereby preventing the increase of
moose in the area.
I've flown thousands of hours over this exact area and the moose population is so depleted right
now that the murdering of more mother moose will ruin it forever.
Sincerely,
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Alaska Department of Fish &Game

Boards Support Section
This letter is to oppose opening game unit 20A, the Vanert non-motorized area, to motorized use after
Sept. 30. The forethought decades ago of Lynn Castle Master Guide, using his knowledge gained from a
UAF degree in wildlife biology, protected this important resource area by making it non-motorized. This
fragile area needs consistent future protection from the assault that areas opened to motorized hunting
have faced. This proposal will not solve the problems at Rex and Ferry trails, only create more.
This area has been incredibly explOited already after exclusive guide areas were found to be
unconstitutional. This flooded the Yanert River valley with transporters, for hire horse hunting gUides
and fly in hunters. I can speak of this personaily by witnessing this while living in a cabin near the
headwaters of the Yanert year round from 1993 to 2000. We depended on getting a moose each year
while I lived in the bush, and with all the traffic it became difficult. After my moving to the mile 229 area
of the highway in 2001, I have continued to watch the quality and quantity of sheep, moose and bear
decline each hunting season as the previous strong genetic lines have been hunted harder and harder.
There are lots of theories, but I would urge you to listen to the people who live day to day with the land
and the animals. The Idea that this will help increase the antlerless moose quota safely is unfounded.
The thought that It is a safe river for travel is absolutely ridiculous, the Venert is a large, late freezing
river. I have personally witnessed many people stuck in overflow with their machines at the bottom of
the river. There are limited trails and access in this area as It crosses Ahtna land, and is governed by a
17B easement. Furthermore, our community does not have the resources to rescue those who get in
trouble in this unpredictable landscape. In addition, this motion is being brought forward out of cycle,
this is an Interior issue at a Southcentral meeting, this has extensive implications and needs to be guided
by science not supposition.
This area cannot sustain any more pressure than it already receives, from tourism and helicopters alone
these animals undure tremendous summer stress at a time they are trying to build up stores to survive
winter,
This proposal is very vague, There are much bigger issues to be considered that are not going to be
solved by allowing motorized use that is not even delineated as snowmachine, ATV, OHV, etc, Let's
have the courage to protect the Ethics of Fair Chase and hunt with dignity and respect not with
motorized vehicles. As a hunter, I appreciate there being a place where I can hunt non-motorized, that
has real value and true Alaskan spirit behind it.
Thank you for allowing public comment on this important Issue,
Cathy Lieser, P,O. Box 167, Cantwell, Alaska 99729
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To: Alaska Board of Game .
"/~>- 4P-,cP"Y
From: Mary Bishop, 1555 Gus's Grind, Fairbanks, AK 99709
Date: Feb. 16,2011
Re: Proposal #50

I wish to make two points.
1. I support your decl.lon to aft up the Tltr 1 hun" U Y9Y dlSt in Unit 13. i.e. caribOu
hunters could only hunt moose and caribou within Unit 13 for the year. The regulation rewards
·'oca' use" yet does not deny non-local use. The regulation kept the number of applicant. down
to about 3300 -- a manageable number. Excellentl Thi. technique Is a tool to keep hancif
among the many others In your "toolbox' - to use when the .ituation calls for it.
2, I am mnRIy 0RPOI.d to PropO!tllfQ. I am opposed to establishing Community Hunt
Areas and Community Hunt Permits.
After lengthy study of the proposed language I make no allegations whether it is or Is not
conSistent with State statutes and Constitution - I just believe it Is a very bad idea. TI:!lrtv yem
ago the AAcial tabri!;: of our State was tom apart by the f!Kj@rallubsimence law. Now you
propose to increase that fracture through nft State law. t!ad ideal
.
Wh.y do it? Quite obviously, no state or federalllllW requires you to accept this proposal. The
canbou population has increased; the undesirabll!l TIer II situation Is no longer a problem. And
hurrah I - new hunters can now be among the 3300 hunter. participating through the su~ssful
Tier I hunt you have already established. You do not need to implement Proposal #SO and, in
my opinion, you should not.
Somehow, perhaps 300 people who planned to apply for the CHP and would not have that
opportunity shOUld be afforded some opportunity. That is the problem you should, in my
opinion, try to solve.
This year it's 300 caribou. What will be allotted to CHP's in future years? Over 200 tribal
groups exist in Alaska, probably all with cultural values related to community resource harvest.
In my opinion the cultural hunt requirements could, and perhaps should, be accomplished
voluntarily by tribal members. The tribal government, far more appropriately than the State,
could define and enforce its own customs on its memberahip. The tribal group could also ,..port
to the State if they wished to do so. Any tribal member could apply and receive the normal
State registration permit, the same as other individuals have already done to hunt this same
population of caribou. Proxy hunting privileges are available to elders and disabled persons.
The state has successfully struggled to raise the harvestable surplUS of caribou in the Nelchina
area, above the undesirable ·Tier II- situation. Now this harvestable surplus - as well as other
harvests - could be impacted by this and future CHP's established for adVocates Who already
have a substantial priOrity to harvest moose and caribou on all federal lands (over 60% of
Alaska) plus appropriate trespass control on millions of acres of private land.
When equalitY It no IOIlA,r the standard. h9W much !nequalilx i, lustiflable?
Enough i, enough. already.
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6 few specifiC! of which yoy're probably ,!ready aware:
Section 5 MC 92.072(d) is incomprehensible. It appears that "seasons" would be the same for
CHP vs. individual hunts -- but bag limit, sex harvestable, household vs. individual permlte, etc.,
ate. are not mentioned. The "unless" in the first sentence apparently allows multiple,
overlapping CHA's and CHP's within a geographic area. A nightmare to manage let alone
enforce! Because about 3300 individual TIer I permits are being allowed this ye.r. does ~e 2nd
sentence suggest the same number of CHP's would/should be allowed in that area?
Section 5 MC 92.050 says one Unit 13 Tier I caribou permit per household. But the newtprint
supplement says one per household for individual hunters and one per person for CHP
applicants.
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To: ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
Juneau, AK 99811-5526

No,0767
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February 17, 2011

From: Billie Young
1691 N, Catalina Dr.
Wasilla, AK 99654
Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting
Proposal #1 Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
, sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of a valuable fur resource,
Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the
troopers.
Proposal #3 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no
negative impact to the breeding population. If approved, this proposal would allow for
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource,
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine.
Proposal #71 - Support, if amended to include Units14A and 148. If approved, the
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beav3 and marten in these
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts.
Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake.
Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control
habitat destruction, The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year olds down the Knik river
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can
remember and shows no sign of changing.
Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword. While
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success,
depriving the beavers of,their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable
beaver population is not possible,
Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and
Summer months, Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of
safe areas to place traps around the lake.
Proposal #103 - Support, The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success, Please
reauthorize the plan.
Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic
benefit to trappers through increased harvest OPPoliunities.
Proposal #111 - Support, Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in
Regions II, III and IV,
'\

Proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA
would like to see them taken only when their fur is prime. We (AFTA) can support no
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of
no closed season on a valuable furbearer.
Proposal #113 - Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112. If the Department
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat,
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas.
Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read ", ..with
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to
be checked"," to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked ...".
Proposal #188 - Support, Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in
Regions II, III and IV.
Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112.
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ProQosal #192 - Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use of the term "trail". If
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc.
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping
poses such a risk is ludicrous.
As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility.
Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure, If
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur
resource.
Proposal #215 - Support. with amendment to include the bonus point system with all
permit drawings.

Submitted by: Billie A. Young
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Boards Support Section
P.O. Box 115526
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February 17, 2011

From: Travis Young
2751 Fallbrook
Wasilla, AK 99654
Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting
Proposal #1 "Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal, If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of a valuable fur resource.
Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the
troopers.
Proposal #3 - SUpport, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no
negative impact to the breeding population. If approved, this proposal would allow for
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource.
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine.
Proposal #71 - Support, if amended to include Units14A and 14B. If approved, the
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten in these
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts.
Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake.
Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control
habitat destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year aids down the Knik river
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can
remember and shows no sign of changing.
Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword. While
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success,
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable
beaver population is not possible,
Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake during the Spring and
Summer months, Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of
safe areas to place traps around the lake.
Proposal #103 - support. The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success, Please
reauthorize the plan,
Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic
benefit to trappers through increased harvest opportunities,
Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in
Regions II, III and IV.
Proposal #112 - Opposed, Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA
would like to see them taken only When their fur is prime, We (AFTA) can support no
bag limit andlor posseSSion season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of
no closed season on a valuable furbearer.
Proposal #113 - Opposed. Same argument as for Proposal #112, If the Department
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat,
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas.
Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read "...with
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares." and change "snares to
be checked..." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked ...".
proposal #188 - Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in
Regions II, III and IV,
Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112.
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Proposal #192 • Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use of the term "trail". If
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc.
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities. There has never been a
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping
poses such a risk is ludicrous.
As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility.
Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur
resource.
Proposal #215 - Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all
permit drawings.

Submitted by: Travis D. Young
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February 17, 2011

From: David Young
1691 N. Catalina Dr.
Wasilla, AK 99654
Subject: Comments on BOG proposals for March 4-10 meeting
Proposal #1 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of a valuable fur resource.
Proposal #2 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist sees the need for the change and
sees no down side (example: negative impact on breeding population) to enacting the
proposal. If approved, would allow for additional trapping opportunity and potential
harvest of valuable fur resource. Additionally, this would align the lynx (if Proposal #1 is
approved) and wolverine trapping seasons for the area, simplifying enforcement for the
troopers.
Proposal #3 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure and sees no
negative impact to the breeding population, If approved, this proposal would allow for
additional trapping opportunity and potential harvest of a valuable fur resource.
Additionally, this would allow for retention of non-targeted wolverine by wolf trappers
and eliminate the need for potentially dangerous "releases" of trapped wolverine.
Proposal #71 Support, if amended to include Units14A and 14B. If approved, the
amended proposal would standardize the sealing requirements for the South Central
units in Region IV. If the data gathered from sealing of furs is actually needed and used
by ADF&G, then this proposal would provide a more cost effective means of obtaining
the information required. Make the fur harvest reports for beaver and marten in these
units required the same way harvest reports are required after successful hunts.
Proposal #72 - Opposition. This proposal would remove one of the major tools
available to the ADF&G to manage the beaver population at Reflections Lake.
Historically, the department has called upon members of the Alaska Frontier
Trappers Association (AFTA) to remove beavers from the lake in an effort to control
habitat destruction. The AFTA uses the trapping available at Reflections Lake as a
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teaching opportunity for youngsters due to the easy access involved. Beavers are
typically removed by licensed trappers in the fall or early winter, only to be replaced the
following Spring by juvenile beavers dispersing as two year olds down the Knik river
drainage. This pattern has been repeated annually for as long as anyone can
remember and shows no sign of changing.
Efforts to control habitat destruction by the beavers is a double-edged sword, While
attempts to protect trees from cutting by the beavers may have some limited success,
depriving the beavers of their food source would ultimately lead to their demise (through
starvation) or their relocating to other areas where food is available. Without the use of
annual trapping at Reflections Lake, a balance between habitat and a sustainable
beaver population is not possible.
Given that beaver trapping at the lake typically occurs in late fall and early winter, the
public would still be able to enjoy the sight of beavers in the lake dllring the Spring and
Slimmer months. Additionally (and contrary to the statement in the proposal), the
methods normally used (drowning sets and submerged body-grip traps) to trap beavers
minimize the risk of human and pet injuries and lend themselves to there being plenty of
safe areas to place traps around the lake.
Proposal #103 - Support. The Intensive Management Plan for Unit 16 appears to be
working and the Department should be allowed to build on this success. Please
reauthorize the plan.
Proposal #104 - Support. Brings the beaver season in these Units in alignment with
the other Units in Central and Southwest, while also providing additional economic
benefit to trappers through increased harvest opportunities.
Proposal #111 - Support. Brings consistency to the hunting bag limits for coyotes in
Regions", "I and IV.
Proposal #112 - Opposed. Coyotes are a valuable fur bearer and as such, the AFTA
would like to see them taken only when their fur is prime. We (AFTA) can support no
bag limit and/or possession season limit on coyotes, but remain opposed to the idea of
no closed season on a valuable furbearer.
Proposal #113 Opposed. Same argument as for ~roposal #112. If the Department
determines there is excessive depredation in a particular area of alpine sheep habitat,
then we would support selective control measures for those affected areas.
Proposal #187 - Support with amendment. Amend the proposal to read "...with
traditional methods of trapping being limited to bucket snares," and change "snares to
be checked..." to read "bear bucket-snares to be checked .. ,".
Proposal #188 - Support. Removes inconsistencies in bag limits for coyotes in
Regions II, III and IV.
Proposal #189 - Opposed. Same argument as made in opposition of Proposal #112.
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Proposal #192 - Opposed. Proposal is too vague in it's use ofthe term "trail", If
approved, it could lead to the application of this proposal to existing trapper's trails, etc.
Additionally, we take exception to the use, once again, of the "threat to children" position
when proposals seek to limit legal trapping activities, There has never been a
documented case of injury to a child from legally set traps and to imply that trapping
poses such a risk is ludicrous,
As for the request of the submitter of this proposal to "make it illegal for dogs being
walked or run on state roads and trails on a rope to be trapped", we submit and point
out that targeting domestic animals for trapping is already illegal and that no such
trapping on the roads occurs. Adding a 50 foot "safety corridor" along state roads and
trails would only be the beginning, much like the late "Buffer Zone" around Denali
National Park. While the AFTA regrets the loss of anyone's pet to a trap, we maintain
that dogs remaining on the roads remain safe and we still concur with the Matanuska
Susitna Borough that maintaining positive control of a pet is the owner's responsibility.
Proposal #198 - Support, if the ADF&G area biologist supports the measure. If
approved, this proposal would allow for potential additional harvest of a valuable fur
resource.
Proposal #215 " Support, with amendment to include the bonus point system with all
permit drawings.

Submitted by: David E. Young
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments
AK Dept of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
907.465.6094

February 15, 2011
Dear Fairbanks Fish and Game Advisory Committee,
I am writing to express my disapproval of Proposal 232 to open up the Yanert Controlled Area in Unit
20A to motorized hunting. This area is many people's "backyard", as it were, including my own. I
frequently use the trailhead at MP 22B to jog and berry pick in the fall. Already the area is congested
during hunting season with trailers, trucks, and even mQtorhomes parked dangerously along the
highway. The trail is becoming muddy and hraided in pfaces, and shows obvious signs of overuse, and
has numerous signs of pit fires. Much trash can be found in the area around hunting season, a very sad
sight for local residents who love this valley. Opening it up to motorized use would certainly increase
that congestion on all counts, as well as increase noise levels, scaring local dog teams, and deterring locals
like myself from our yearly non-consumptive uses. In the winter I ski on these trails nearly every day.
and though I often see small caribou herds, moose are not overly abundant. Their tracks are not
common, and one finds very little evidence ofbroomed willows. which would indicate a booming moose
population, making one more reason to discourage opening up the area to a yet larger group of hunters.
Overall, I strongly disagree with this proposal, and hope that the thoughts and land use oflocal residents
are taken into account in your decisions.
Sincerely,
Jan Tomsen
BS in Wildlife Biology, UAF
Mile 229 Resident
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TO: Alaska Board of Game Support Section
PO Box 116526
Juneau, AK 99811·5526
Fax # 907-466-8094
FROM: Duane Howe, Wildlife Biologist, retired
41640 Gladys Ct
Homer, AK 99803
DATE: February 18, 2011
SUB: Bear and Wolf Conservation, Harvest and Management Polley
Amendment Proposals
I am very disappointed in the proposals that I see In the Alaska Board of
Game Notice of Proposed Regulatory Changes. In this age of science and
technology it Is like stepping back Into the eighteenth century when wildlife
biology and ecosystems had notJ'et been heard of. Here I am using
Information technology of the 21 century to write about current issues
that were laid to rest In most of the enlightened world during the last
century. But now the affects of these misguided management proposals
can be even worse. They did not have radios to help locate predators that
long ago, or helicopters to help eradicate them, fortunately, or that piece of
the wildlife ecology puzzle might have been lost forever.
This Is not limited to the "management for abundance" the ADF&G tried to
sell to Alaskans a few years ago. This is predator eradication pure and
Simple. I could see It coming during the last several years. Wolf shooting at
first was limited to a few relatively small areas where moose numbers were
claimed to be too low for the local residents to sustain themselves, which
was later revealed to be just an excuse to enable predator control and
increase trophy moose numbers for nonresidents.
Each year there were more and more of those areas where moose were
supposedly too scarce for subsistence users to keep food on the table.
Now, apparently, It Is the entire state that is desperate for predator control.
That, of course is not surprising, since most of the game Is taken by non·
natives who mayor may not even live in Alaska.
Management decisions are routinely based on the perceived need for
human food rather than any attempt to balance moose numbers with the
carrying capacity of their range. This basic need is mentioned in paSSing,
but no serious attempt to use carrying capacity as a management objective
is ever made. The following quote from the BOG publication says it all:
"Given the extremely high value placed on human harvest of prey species,
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the option of dramatically reducing or eliminating human harvests of prey
species for extended periods of time is generally not an acceptable
management approach". This Is not wildlife management.
Even though wolf killing has already gone too far there Seems to be a push
to go even further. The aerial killing program would be capable of
eliminating wolves over large areas under the right conditions, especially If
such tactics as denning, baiting, killing females with pups and hiring
"agents of the state" were used to carry out the slaughter.
Weapons such as foot snares and aerial gunning may be used for the first
time to kill bears of all ages at any time of year. This will set another terrible
precedent. Alaska will be known as the state that appreciates wildlife only
for Its material values, especially If game animal parts are allowed to be
marketed. This is especially egregious. The sale of game animal parts other
than the hides of furbearers has long been considered unacceptable. When
this is allowed It encourages more poaching. as has been seen already with
the poaching of black bears for their claws and gall bladders,
The cost of aerial predator killing is not mentioned, but I would guess that
It would be cheaper to buy meat at the grocery store than to pay for the
elimination of predators to Increase moose populations. And there is no
mention of how it is to be paid for,
These proposals need to be reconsidered in the light of wildlife
management practices supported by science. A good place to start might
be the recommendations of the National Institute of Science resulting from
a study commissioned by Governor Tony Knowles about ten years ago.
Those recommendations were ignored at the time because they did not
support the agenda of the BOG. The recommendations of many former
Alaska professional wildlife biologists have also been Ignored. The last
three governors also have refused to appoint BOG members that would
support scientific wildlife management pOliCies, resulting in the
reinforcement of predator control as the primary tool of game management
The proposals give lip service to non-consumptive uses of Wildlife, but
offar no substantial support for It.
I Sincerely hope that, for the benefit of the future of Alaska, the BOG will
begin to consider scientific management policies for all of its wildlife. It
would be good for the morale of the dedicated state wildlife biologists who
have had to endure the misguided ideology of the BOG for too many years.
Thank you for considering these comments,
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To the Board of Game regarding Proposal 232 Controlled Use Areas.
My name is Bob Shelton. I live at mile 22B on the Parks Highway and have lived here for the past 19
years with my wife and son. We own a modest home and property which represents a significant
investment on our part. We have a son who was raised here. We are avid outdoor people and Intimately
familiar and connected to the country around us.
I am adamantly opposed to the proposal to allow motoriZed access in the Yanert Controlled Use Area
(YCUA) in Unit 20. The proposal lackS a genuine understanding of what would be encountered in terms
of access and local conditions.
•

As a local outdoor user (and hunter), I believe this to be an interior, local issue and entirely
inappropriate that the Fairbanks AC would propose this change. This proposal is out of cycle and
suggests an under the radar approach.

•

Parking for vehicles and trailers is minimal to nonexistent. Along with the lack of parking is a
lack of any sanitation facilities to accommodate users.

•

The terrain that is likely to become the primary hunting area is high alpine tundra, susceptible
to disturbance and degradation if subjected to early season ORV use as it is has a fragile soils
and thin, sensitive vegetative cover,

•

Since the main access to the YCUA would be the Yanert, it is highly likely that overflow would be
a problem. In numerous conversations with others like myself that have extensive experience
with this river in winter, we have all encountered serious overflow and open water conditions,
especially early season.

•

The suggestion that "mostly snowmachines" would be used demonstrates another lack of
familiarity with this area. Local snowmachiners are very aware of a general lack of snow cover.
Conditions early season would invite the use of ORVs and the accompanying degradation of
trails we see In motorized use areas. Recreational snowmachiners travel the extra miles to
Broad Pass for a reason. What little snow we do get is often blown onto the mountain slopes
where It loads into highly unstable avalanche prone slabs.

•

Because the Yanert River is often open late Into winter and serious overflow conditions persist,
hunting would likely focus on a small area where the potential of pockets of overuse and
destruction of habitat would be magnified.

•

There Is no basis for the suggElstion that opening this area to motorized use would somehow
mitigate the impacts to the Rex and Ferry areas. If anything, the problems in these areas would
simply be trahsferred to the YCUA, with the resulting negative impacts.

•

The proposal changes the existing longstanding CUA (since the 1970s). This area is available to
hunters who choose to use non-motorized means.

This proposal is unsupportable and should not be approved. Hunting Is now available to Alaskans who
are motivated and willing to use non-motorized means. It offers hunters a unique opportunity to hunt in
an area of outstanding wilderness values. Please do not compromise this experience due to pressures
artificially Imposed by intensive harvest quotas.
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I would r,,,lIly 1iJ.ic'. 1<) sec the 1111>1'(' liheraliLed lilings propos(,d, I would really like: yon to
consider haiting for (;rial;",,/ Brown hear in all or Unit I :.1 in the filII during 1Ii'.",sc
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In hunt hOlh under Iypical situations,
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSAL 222 AND 223 REGARDING ANTLER
DESTRUCTION AND .PROXY HUNTING

Dear Board of Game,
Thank you for revisiting this issue. 1have proxy hunted a few times in the past, and the
new regulations have caused some difficulties. I realize the proxy opportunity has been
abused in the past, with guys using multiple proxies and shooting four or five caribou at a
time, while other hunters can't find one to shoot. I'm sure you know more about the
abuses that occurred than I do.
I think that to proxy for only one person at a time is a reasonable regulation. And also to
limit or disallow proxy hunting in tier 2 or antler-restricted areas also seems fair.
1don't like the antler destruction regulation, especially fOf the proxy's own big game
animal. You're already going out ofyour way to help get a moose or caribou for
someone, and then have to destroy your own antlers as well is painful. Especially if they
are a nice set. I realize that you can get your own moose or caribou first, and then go get
your proxy paperwork signed. This requires a hundred mile round trip to Delta for me, to
go to ADF&G and I've made the trip 20r 3 times in the middle of a weekday and they
weren't even open.
1realize the primary objective of proxy hunting is meat and not antlers. At the very least I
would like to ask that the proxy hunter's own antlers would not have to be destroyed. On
some hunts, a hunter may encounter two caribou and have the opportunity to harvest one
for himself and one for his beneficiary. He should not be penalized by having to cut off the
antlers ofthe one that he tags. An even better scenario would be to keep the antlers of
both intact. Thanks fur your consideration.
Tom Geyer Delta Junction, AK
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ATTN: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Boards Support Section
RE: Proposal 232
February 18, 2011
This letter is in regards to the proposals set forth for the Yanert valley "game management plan"
Proposal 232 for Controlled Use Areas. , am writing to support the comments set forth by those who
oppose 232 and support HNlo Action" for proposed changes made to this area, specifically those
comments set forth by the Middle Nenana Fish and Game Advisory Committee.
I have worked and lived at ij local air service based at Milepost 229 at the edge of unit 17b for the past
11 yearS. I have some serif)us Issues with this proposal, and it sounds like I am not alone. This plan
seems incredibly intrusive alnd poorly thought out on many levels: too much game being taken, too
many users, and too much potential for user destruction ofthe area during access are at the top ohhe
list.
I would also like to highlight the visual impact that such motorized activity would have on the area. In
my time spent flying over large amounts of the state I am amazed at the amount of unspoiled terrain
that one can find, and at th~~ same time shocked at how easy it is to spot any motorized use of an
area .... present or past. The tell-tale "black streaks" left behind by even a single four wheeler who
decides to deviate from an already established trail or detour around a difficult patch of terrain are
evident from long distances and for long periods of time. This Is especially important for anyone
who makes their living providing opportunities to view the beauty of such unspOiled areas from the air.
people do not come here to see the sCars left behind from motorized vehicles, they come to see the raw
beauty of Alaska. I would Imagine, that if such imminent negative impacts on this piece of nature
doesn't register with the Board. then negatively impacting tourist dollar income might.
As has been pointed out this area Is already low on animal numbers. Forty years of hunting and
harvesting of this area under the current system has barelv allowed for the natural balance of nature to
sustain. what Is not needed are MORE vehicles and MORE hunting. I don't see how this proposal
promotes a healthy population In the area. If anything I it will only tip an already fragile balance over
the edge and require further and harsher actions to try and restore it... .. whlch typically involves
increased predator control.,s a result of human over indulgences and a decree!!e in hunting permits.
Where is the supporting eVidence for this proposal being an effective way to promote a healthy
popu latlon and to best ma nllge th is a rea?
.' '
I am urging a serious reconsideration of this proposal and at a minimum further diSCUSsion and
evaluation as to the merits of this plan.
Thank you for your consideration
Dan McGregor
Box 8:!
Denali Park, AK
Attached is the MIddle Nenana Fish and Game Advisory's position for further review:
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game Boards Support Section
The Middle Nenana Fish and Game Advisory Committee oppose Proposal 232. Controlled Use Areas
This Proposal makes a fundamental change in a long standing Controlled Use Area, in effect
since the 1970's. Opening an area to motorl<:ed use for hunting (even though there is currently
motorized use for recreation) introduces a new level of impacts and safety issues. This Proposal
requires vetting In a wide arena and not simply in the context of Intensive management needS.
1. This in an Interior f'roposal being offered at a non..jnterior meeting. Offering a Proposal of such
significance out of ,cycle may ba legal but It is not appropriate. This important decision may have
flown under a lot ot' folks' radar because it was not proposed by their own AC. Plaase drop it
now and address it at an Interior BOG meeting, if you must conSider it.
2. The Proposal itself is vague, inaccurate, and no! restrictive enough to prevent problems.
a. The Proposal's suggestion that it will mitigate impacts to Rex and Ferry by spreading them to
yet another region is fundamentally flawed - there is no proof that spreading the Impacts will
produce any meaningful reduction of those same impacts in any of the areas. It is will simply
spread the impacts of motoriZed use for hunting to a new area. This spreading of impacts is not
justified simply by its unproved benefit for intensive management.
b, Many problems with access in the Yanert exist, including 1) a sole 17 b easement from the
Parks Highway, 2) absence of a safe highway trailhead for vehicles and trailers, 3) potential for
destruction of habitat by use of larger vehicles to carry a full oamp and haul out moose parts, 4)
Potential for destru(~ion of exposed, shrubby, moist tundra habitat in the uppar reaches of the
creeks where moose are likely to be in Winter, 5) Avalanche dangers in these same areas are
more easily triggered and made more severe by motorized uses.
c. The Proposal suggests that access will be from October through December with "mostly snow
maChines." HowevElr, October is a transition month, often snOWless. ATVs or OHV!!l will URe the
Yanert at this time if not restricted.
d. the Fairbanks AC appears to believe that hunting the Yanert will avoid the problems of open
water encountered in other parts of 20A However, the Yanert Is traditionally a very Unstable river
with periodic overflow throughout the winter, making travel unpredictable. This is of course true
for all forms of access, but to allege that the Yanert is somehow better and more reliably fro;:en is
untrue.
3. Past surveys dom/! by F&G show this area has a very low density of moose, The impact on
habitat by motorifed vehicles can not justify the limited numbers of moose that may increase
harvest quotas, sat artificially high by Intensive Game Management mandates.
4. The non motorized recreational value of this area for quality hunts in intact wilderness, for moose,
caribou and ptarmig!1n along wnh the harvesting of berries, mushrooms and other natural foods
Should be given consideration.
5. Increasing motorized' use of this area will create added pressure on already stressad Wildlife
populations in winter, particularly for sheep, caribou and moose.
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I am writing to express my opposition to the Board of Game's proposal #50. Game
belongs to all Alaskans. Hunts desi gned to manage the size of game herds are fine if
based on sound management principles, but the opportunity to participate should be open
to all State residents, not limited to residents of given communities. Thank You for your
consideration. Grant L Lewis
6101 CHSR
Fairbanks, AK 99712
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Feb 18, 2011

Ahska Board of Game
Boards Support Sectioo
PO Box 115526
June.u, Alaska 9981:1

Denr Members of the Boord of Game,
write these etllnmcots 00 behalf of the bo.~d and memhe.rs of the Den.1 Citizens Coullc.i!. DeC, fouoded io
Caotwell, is • grassroots public advoc.cy org.ni ..tion. M•. ny of ou.r memb ,r. live in the gateway communities of
D"na.1i N "tional Pa.rk and Preserve and have fimho.od knowledge of and a large stake in activities conducted on public
lar\ds around the park.
.1

w'e urge you to def" ..t PropoA ..l 232. The Yaoetl: Controlled Use Area h " been in pI.ce for more thao. two decades
and reflect! .n important PMt decisioo by the B()ard of Game. The Boa.rd relt then, .nd we cootinue to feci, now, that
i.t is proper and apptopdate to designate certain arC'.l~ fo.r hunting on foot I ,r by non"mot(lri);cd conveyance such as
hotsob •.ck. The aesthetic of this type of expetiellce is something that a mu' ,ber of Alaskan. hunters crave, and it is not
av,ailabl. many places (" Ala.ska. We urge the Board of Game not to .ct ha lily, at. nOll loterio.r meetit~g, to enact this
Proposal. Tt is viewed with skepticism by locals, including the 10co1 Adviso:y Committee, it i, not weU thollgl1t"out,
and it may not even achieve the desired goal, while at the same. time intwd .Icing myr.iad unintended consequences.
",ore are III flilw other reasons we oppose this proposal
'I. Although pitched as a snowmachinc hunt, this could •• sily becom ~ an A1'V-ORV huot, sioce October is
often a ~n()wlcss, warmer time of year in the Yanert Valley. lottod ldng the mydad of impacts that ore
recorded in other parts of 20)\ through use of ORV.·ATV. will b, a major, if unitlteoded, consequol1te and
could be predicted into and through November on certain years.
2. The ROW into the Yanert Valley is. nal:mw 17 b casement aeros Ahton lands. It i.likdy to be OVC1~lscd and
damaged duting the uansition month. of October - co.dy Novem 'er.
3. Moi.st tulldra with ponels and mixed taiga forcsts dominate mueh "f the v•. lley Hoor, and they are classically
vuh,er.bI. t() ruttjng, pooling and oth.t: impacts from the heavy k ads required to pull. full camp in, then.
l(Jaded moose out using motorized equipment. In searching upla! ds for moose, folks ate going to leave what
few established ttails there are, sprea.ding the rutting and pooling.
4. Parking along the highway is minim.al to lion-existent .tid this pro llem complicates the e){iMing hunt. Tr'.lsh
pkkup is nOll-existent. Conflicts with vcry close tesi.denti~J oeighb)(s are incvit'ab1c.
5. Winter. hunts conducted with stlowmachincs cai:i:y with them. the, "me .i.mpacts as listed in #2 md #4, and
.ddiliolld ones fr.om the. avalanche dangers ill upper creeks and, d ~.spite what the Proposal alleges, iostability
and periodic overflow on the Y.nert River and associated crcek~.

Plc: •• e consider leaving this Controlled Use Atea as stipl1lated .. ..it is ooe 01 a kiod, The benefits to intensive
m;'oagement by opening this valley will be far outsttippcd by the cORta • ld impacts mentiotied .bove.
Sincer.elv,

11t/AtB~preSidet)t,
.~
N'ney
90'7·277

DeC

"~5

Dec Board
Nao.cy Bale
AtHi.C

Beaul9,ur1er

Charlie Locb
Ja1'ed Zimmt.;!.i:rt::l;'!.•1

Eagleson
HaMah Raglan.d

NM)

C.ss Ray .
Erica W:'t!lon

Juli. Potter., Community O'1~a"iz¢r.
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I strongly oppose dropping the current non-motorized management of the Yanert Special
Use Control Area 20 A. Having this area as non-mortorized has been a great management
tool for AI< Fish & Wildlife to maintain a quality hunt in this area. With most all areas of
Alaska opened to motorized hunting access it only seems fair to manage this area for those
who want to hunt either horseback, hiking or by dog team.There are no other areas along
the road system that offer this opportunity in a quality hunt area. Please keep the current
non-motorized regulations in place.
Bruce Lee, P.O. Box 137, Denali Park, AI< 99755
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Oppose the Board of Game's Proposal #50
On March 4 in Wasilla the Board of Game (BOG) will begin deliberating on proposed hunting regulations.
This year's Proposal #50 would mark the beginning of a new "modus operandi" for the BOG, allowing
Community Hunt Areas and Permits throughout the state. The program - as the new model for game allocation -
could, if it becomes widespread, jeopardize reasonable opportunity for allocation to individual Alaskans, which our
state Constitution is supposed to protect.
The new program is slightly different from the 2009 Ahtna Community Hunt denied by the court as being
"fundamentally residency- based" and unconstitutional. This year's proposal would allow groups with a custom of
community-based harvest and sharing to apply for a community hunt area or CHA. The BOG would say "yea" or
"nay" to the application based primarily upon 8 criteria found in regulation 5AAC 99.010(b).
But any group of 25 or more---listing individual members who commit to abide by the defined customs
could hunt with a Community Hunt Permit or CHP.
If the Community Hunt Area and Permit proposal is accepted by the BOG, this year just 300 total caribou
will be allotted to share among all groups that agree to practice Ahtna's tribal harvest traditions in GMU 13. Those
traditions include salvaging certain portions of the animal for human consumption (fat, kidneys, stomach),
ceremonial sharing, and youth hunter rituals. The CHP requires detailed reporting about these matters. A "Draft
for External Review" describing the requirements is available at
www.wc.adfg.state.ak.us/division infolchp copper basin.pdf
In my opinion these conditions could and should be accomplished voluntarily by tribal members. The tribal
government, far more appropriately than the State, could define and enforce its own customs on its membership.
The tribal group could also report to the State if they wished to do so. Any tribal member could apply and receive
the normal Stale registration permit, the same as about 3200 individuals have already done to hunt this same
population of caribou. Proxy hunting privileges are available to elders and disabled persons.
The complex and somewhat vague language of the proposal seems to allow for numerous and overlapping
cultural CHP's in Mure years -- for example Ahtna, Chickaloon, and Eklutna, - aU having potentially separate
seasons and cultural requirements defined and enforced by the State.
This year it's 300 caribou. What will be allotted to CHP's in future years? Over 200 tribal groups exist
in Alaska.
The State has successfully stnuggled to raise the harvestable surplus of caribou in the Nelchina area,
above the undesirable "TIer II" situation. Now that harvestable surplus could be impacted by CHP's established for
advocates who already have a substantial priority to harvest moose and caribou on all federal lands (over 60% of
Alaska) plus appropriate trespass control on millions of acres of privata land.
State law does nol require this new mode of operation for the BOG. Four of the 7 board members have
supported the concept. I won't speculate whether the proposal does or does not meet the requirements of our
State's legal system. I simply think it's a very bad idea. The social fabric of Alaska has already been far too
damaged because of the subsistence issue.
When equality is no longer the standard, how much inequality is justifiable? Enough is enough, already.

Roger Penrod
10287 Halfhitch Circle
Anchorage, AK 99515
907-306-0546
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A facsimile from
Toghotthele Corporation

£7'---

FaX number:

Date:

Jim Sackett. CEO/President
PO Box 249
Nenana, AK 99760
(907) 832-5832
(907) 832-5834 FAX
Toghotthele@hotmail.com
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Attn: Board of Game Comments
Alaska Department of Fish & Game
Boards Support Section
907-465-6094

Fritz Wittwer. Marianne Jakob
PO Box 4. Parks Hwy Mile 227
Denali Park. AK 99755
2/16/2010

Proposal 232

Dear Board Members.
We would like to express our concern about the change that is about to take place in
Unit 20A.
To open up this unit to motorized use will conflict greatly with the mostly pristine
wilderness that is appreciated equally by our bed & breakfast-guests and by us as
local residents. It will make our business a less desirable place in the late season, so
it might take business away. Also there will undoubtedly be more hunters attracted
to hunt here, which leads to countless more vehicles parked along the highway
where there are access places. This will not only be ugly to look at but might also
lead to a hazardous traffic situation.
In addition to that we oppose the extension of the hunting season past September
30. This community has a lot of folks that enjoy many activities in the great
outdoors. An extension of the hunting season would prolong the condition that we
already endured during the entire month of September. There are already so many

hunters in the woods that it feels unsafe to go out.
Thank you for considering our concerns.
Sincerely,
Fritz Wittwer. Marianne Jakob

(' l~~
~W~~-n·r-·
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